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Abstract 

Hard Times: Tùe Experiences of Homelessaeas and Pregnancy 

Master of Science Degree 
Heather Lynn Epp 
Graduate Departments of Public Health Sciences and Women's Studies 
University of Toronto 
2001 

This qualitative study expiored the intersection of pregnancy and hornelessness as 

it afkcted the everyday lives of women. A series of indepth interviews with eight 

women comprised the &ta for the study, guided by a feminist, social constructionist 

h e w o r k .  Key tsmdings include: the temporary nature of hornelessness for many women 

as they move fiom a situation that is unsafe or unstable in search of a better future; the 

backgrounds of trernendous hardship, o h n  including childhood violence, that homeless 

women corne fiorn; that fiagile support networks were exhausteci before women becarne 

homeless; that women had a contradictory relationship with the shelter and socid 

seMces system as they relied on thern for help but feared theu judgement and 

intervention; their expected children dowed women to have a sense of optimism and 

hope for the future that enabled them to ciream and to make plans for a more stable future. 
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Summarv of the R ~ r c h  Proiect 

This qualitative study explored the intersection of pregnancy and homelessness as 

it affecteci the everyday lives of women who sought assistance through the shelter system 

in Toronto. A series of indepth interviews with eight women, as well as detailed field 

notes comprised the data for the study. Guided by a ferninist, social constructionist 

ftamework, the interviews were thematicaily analyzed to reveal the layers of meaning 

and the patterns of experience. Key fïndings inclde: the temporary nature of 

homelessness for many women as they move from a situation that is unsafe or unstable in 

search ofa better future; the backgrounds of tremendous harâship, ofien including 

childhood violence, that homeless women wme fiom; that fragile support networks were 

exhausted before women became horneiess; that women had a contradictory relationship 

with the shelter and social seMces system as they relied on them for help but feared their 

judgement and intervention; the expected children ailowed women to have a sense of 

optimism and hope for the futwe that enabIed them to dream and to make plans for a 

more stable future. Furtber research that foUows these women through birth and the fmt 

year of rnotherhood would provide valuable ùifomation about the transition through 

hornelessness and pregnancy tu mothehood. The findings from this exploratory study 

have implications in identifjiug areas for further research and for program development, 



Obiectives of Research 

Problem Statement 

There are few studies that explore the impact of pregnancy and early 

motherhood on the lives of homeless women, or the role of pregnancy in 

precipitating homelessness, through the voices of homeless women themselves. 

The purpose of this study is to understand the meaning of pregnancy and new 

motherhood in the lives of sheltered, homeless women. Using a qualitative 

research design, and incorporating feminist epistemological principles, this 

exploratory study investigates the meanings women attach to their experience of 

pregnancy, with particular analytic focus on relations of power. 

Introduction 

Severai years ago an article in a local Toronto newspaper had the heading 

''Street kids' new goal: motherhood" (Globe and Mail Feb. 4, 1998). It descriid 

the phenomenon of homeless youth bearing one child after another, with each 

new arriva1 king claimed by the Children's Aid Society, due to the unsuitability 

of the mother to parent. The underiying thnist of the article was the burden of care 

that such a situation places on society. 1 felt keenly that the burden the young 

mothers were bearing was underrepresented in the picture created by the 

joudist. One brief quote by an aid worker hinted at the beginning of an 

explanation for the phenomenon, She said that the babies represent %opey for the 



homeless young women This statement opened a conceptual door for me, a 

master's student, planning my thesis research on homelessness among women 1 

began to wonder about the many meanings and experiences atîached to pregnancy 

and motherhood for homeless women As a health care issue, pregnancy is 

signûicant in and of itselfl but during a time of homelessness, health care 

monitoring may take low priority as just one of the many challenges of daily life 

on the street. As a sociological issue, pregnancy is a concept tied to the miology 

of the family, but for homeless women family relations may have been severed 

and pregnancy may be a time of profound isolation 

Research has only recently begun to address the intersection of 

pregnancy and homelessness in women's lives and yet homeless women and 

children are one of the fastest growing subpups of the homeless population 

(Golden etal. 1999). This cecent phenornenon has created a demand for programs 

and policies to assist these Milnerable individuais in crisis as well as in long range 

planning. Entailing two generations at risk (Weinreb and Bassuk 1993), research 

that assists in understanding the eqxriences of homeless women is a pterequisite 

to assisting with planning programs that can more effectively serve the needs of 

these women and their children. 

What does it mean to be a pregnant homeless woman in a large urban 

centre in Canada at the beginning of the 2 1" century? How do the socially 

consûucted notions of mothehood affect women who live on the streets or in 

shelters? Do women fonn social networks mund the 'universal' experience of 

motherkg while homelcss? How is violence reiated to pregnancy among 



homeless women? How does women's access to social services affect their 

experience? What do women envision for k i r  children and themselves in the 

funire? These are some of the key questions 1 proposed to address in this study of 

the erperience ofpregirruuy for homeles lyomen. 

Personal Reflections 

My initial contact with homeless people was as a cornmunity nurse, 

visiting patients in shelterç and hostels for the homeless in downtown Toronto. As 

1 got to lmow my patients and as their stories emerged, 1 became fascinated with 

understanding the daily realities of the life they experienced 1 had been working 

as a volunteer nurse on a mobile health clinic h t  visits dropins and shelters for 

two years prior to the bk&h of my son last winter. Through the 'health bus' 1 have 

spoken with women who were pregnant, and felt their stories were very different 

from others 1 was familiar with, and that the issues they faced were not well 

recognized within the health and social services system. Listening to their stories, 

1 began to feel that pregnaacy had complex meanings for them that had as much 

to do with their ideas about what it meant to be a mother as with their situation of 

homelessness. 

While my nursing background bas given me a particular clinical 

perspective, it is toward a sociological understaading of situated knowledge, of 

subjective reality, that 1 tura. Homeless women themselves are critically 

important informants in gainhg a fui1 understanding of what is at stake hem 

interviewing eight women about their expiences and their situation proved to be 

bath astonishing and disturbing. I was astonished at how much of k i r  lives they 



were willing to share with me - how in the context of a conversation a sense of 

comection could develop. This was helped by the fact that I had just experienced 

my own first pregnancy and buth (in the case of one interview just three weeks 

earlier) and could closely empathize with rnany of the physical and emotional 

changes that pregnancy and new motherhood bring. The interviews were 

disturùing though as there were themes that were hinted at, those that women did 

not want to talk about in depth: violence, living in fear, disappointments and 

regret, They spoke matter of factIy about the situations they had survived but, 

perhaps because pregnancy was seen as an opprtunity for new beginnings, they 

focused more on their resdve to make things better. 1 could only imagine the 

depth of despair they had experienced and was rnoved by the strength that helped 

them look to the fuhire with opftmism. 

Justification for Research 

Research about homeless people in general has grown substantially over 

the past two decades, as the numbers of visible homeless in industrialized urban 

settings have dramaticdiy increased The reality of the "new homeless" is that 

they are "much younger, better educated and more heavily dominated by racial 

and ethnic rninorities than in pst years" (Wright and Weber 1987). Seltzer and 

Miller (1993) found that: 

The profile of a typical hmeless family in the 1990's reveals a single 
mother in ber late twenties or eady thirties, living on weifare or minimum 
wage income, with one or two small children She is a member of a 
minority group and this is her fht experience of king homeless. (pg. 7) 



Families, including single women with children, are the fastest gmwing 

group among the homeless population and as such are beginning to be studied as a 

group with needs that are perhaps different in some ways fiom other homeless 

people (Golden et. al. 1999). Research that provides the perspective of individuals 

themselves about the particular experience of pregnancy during homelessness can 

add to the recent literature that attempts to understand this trend. 

Although recent literature on homekssness and pregnancy touches on 

women's medical needs relating to reproduction, very little sociological research 

has k e n  done that uncovers the way in wh~ch women experience pregnancy 

during a period of homelessness. The conception and birth of a child is widely 

considered to be a life-changing event in women's lives. Yet there is Little 

understanding of the impact such an experience has for women who are 

inadequately housed or have no sense of security in their day-today struggle for 

survival. This study directly explores with women living in a shelter, how they 

came to be homeless, their cunent experience of pregnancy, and their dreams and 

goals for the future. 



Theoretical Perspective 

2.1 Feminist Social Consîructionism 

The sociological theory of social constructionism refers to the dialectical 

relationsbip between individuals and society in the creation of reality. Berger and 

Luckman (1966) explain that "society exists only as indwiduals are conscious of 

it.. . [and yet simultaneously] individual consciousness is socially determined" 

(pg.78). To construct sornetiüng is to build and shape it. individuals construct 

reality in the context of broader historiai and social circumstances. Ideas about 

the body and about health and illness are also constructions, influenced by culture 

and by social structural factors (Freund and McGuire 1995). In this context, 

"culture" can be seen as the shared values, beliefs and resoufces of a society and 

"social structuren refers ta the or&anization or patterns of interaction within a 

society. One's social status or socid location, infiuenced by class, race, age, 

ethnicity and gender, among other things, determines the power one has within a 

social interaction. 

Feminists emphasize, in particdar, the d e  that gender plays in the 

construction both of socieîy and of individual realties. There is an important 

distinction in feminist thought between the biological category "sex" and the term 

"gender" which refers to socid status (Lorber 1997). Social constnictionist 

feminists refer to gender, for example, as "something one does", as an 

accomplistunent (West 1993). One accomplishes gender by carrying out actions 



that are socidly determineci to be appropriate. While pregnancy is a biologicai 

condition, prospective moeherhd is also in essence a social condition, wherein 

cultudly detennined beliefs and values shape a woman's experience. It follows 

as well that parenthg is a social, not a biologicaiiy detennined, role - that is, an 

"ac hieved" position. 

The social construction of mothertiood has been an ongoing interest to 

second and third wave feminist theorists. Discussions of mothehood are relevant 

to this snidy in that pregnancy and motfierhood are very ciosely connected events 

in a woman's life, although not ail pregnancies result in a parent-child 

relationship. Women begin to constnict themselves as mothen during their 

pregnancy, and their social stanis begins to change with the Msibility of their 

pregnancy. The achievernent of motherhood, to be a "good mother" in our 

society, can mean the gaining of a son of mus and resultant power. It is the 

fuifiIlment of a rite of passage that socieîy recogïuzes within the bounds of 

heterosexual, marrieci, economically indepmdent social life. But it can also mean 

a lm of self as Adrienne Rich (1976) descnis: 

Typically, under paman:hy, the mother's life is exchged for the child; 
her autonomy as a separate being seems fated to conflict with the infant 
she will bar. The selfdenying, self-annihilative d e  of the G d  Mother 
(linked implicitly with suffering and with repression of anger) wiIl spi1 
the death of the waman or girl wiio once had hopes, expectaûons, fantasies 
for herseIf - especially when those hopes and fmtasies have never been 
actedsn. For a poor woman, or one who bas only herself to depend on 
economicatly, the birth of an infant can imply another kind of death - a 
liability in the sirugie merely to survive. [pg. 166) 

Early second wave feminists, like Rich, strongiy criticized the 

isolationkt and limiting aspects of motherhood, and cailed for a move by women 



into the paid work force and an abandonment of the constricted world of the 

housewife. The early arguments emphasized the lack of choice that women have 

in Society as a result of the social and biological requirement to have and raise 

children in a patriarchal saciety (Rich 1976). Later feminists felt that this 

argument had gone too far in fâvour of making women more like men and they 

began to celebrate the unique and valuable reproductive abilities of women These 

theorists pointed to the commona~ties between al1 women and the distinct 

relationships, or "relational capcity" (Jordan 1977), that women have with each 

other and with their children (Chodorow 1978). However, Fox (1998) States that: 

A major problem with these social canstnrctionist arguments about 
women's union with the world is the omission of any notion of difference 
- with respect to race and dass especially - about which so much has been 
writîen in the 1st decade by feminists. The abstract nature of these 
arguments seems to be one of the sources of the problem and examination 
of the motherhood experiences of women in different circumstances surely 
would preclude sweeping generalizations about similarity. (pg. 163) 

The importance of avoiding generalizations about women has been a 

major guiding force among third wave ferninists, and has led to an emphasis on 

"research from the margins". Through privileging the voices of those who have 

been overlooked in traâitionai research, the airn is to better represent the diversity 

of experience that is the basis of society. 

2.1.2 Framework of Power Relations 

While a feminist social constructionist perspective provides the larger 

framework for the research, 1 borrowed from critical ferninist h r y  as well, to 

focus particularly on relations of power as they are experienced by homeiess 



pregnant women Critical theory involves a cornmitment to the development of 

kaowledge through reflective inquiry and an alignment of howledge with 

political pmcess (Payne 1996). Within such a hmework, relations of power are a 

primary factor in the organization of society and are traditiodly aligned with 

class. Femiaist critical thought focuses on the oppression of women due to the 

imbalance of power based on gender within patriarchal society and calls for a 

'gender revolution' in social organization as well as a mial transformation of the 

body (Lorber 1997). 

Three dimensions of power relations can be seen as particularly relevant to 

homeless women who are pregnant. The first is the power of the process of 

pregnancy itself, a biological and social transformation. ''There is an inescapable 

correlation between the idea of motherhuod and the idea of power" (Rich 

1976:72). An unexpected pregnancy cm be experienced as a force taking over 

one's body, leaving a woman helpless in its wake; wnversely, it can also be a 

powerful time in a woman's life with the recognition of the marvelous creation of 

new life. 

Personal power relations are the second factor between women and others 

- their partners, fiiends and service providers. For many hometes women, 

violence is often a fact of life, and a pregnancy can precipitate, or be the result of, 

a violent episode. Relations of power between homeless women and their family 

and service providers are often grounded in oppression and domination. Relevant 

to this discussion is the postmodern concept of "çurveillmce" (Annandale 1998), 

wherein those with knowledge or authority, such as social workers, shelter staff, 



nurses and doctors, monitor the khavior and "progress" of homeless individuals 

and have the power to allocate resources, such as housing based on their 

assessment. They also have the power to determine the "fitness" of the mother to 

parent, and influence whether or not she will keep her children. 

The third dimension of power relations includes the broader social forces 

of patriarchal culture and androcentric medicine. These broader structural 

influences help to define homeless people, with their perceived lack of value for 

others as king somehow deviant, and wornen without a home or family as 

victims, denying them personal agency (Wright 1997). They a h  define who 

arnong the poor are deserving or not deserving, including who may be seen as a 

'good mother'. Bryan Turner (1995) writes: 

The construction of the categories of disease and deviance appears to be 
closely related to the problem of the defuiition of social membership. We 
can argue that the mial süuggie over disease and deviance is a political 
conflict over the distribution of powef. These boundaries of society, both 
culturai and physical are managed and policed by certain elite groups 
within the commun@ whose management of knowledge and power gives 
them a controlling surveillance over the construction and distribution of 
resources. (pg. 82) 

Andrea Dworkin (1983) claims tbat unless girls are taught to value their 

ideas and to use their inteIlect they will see th& value, their power in society 

prirnaniy in reproducing. "Power is about laaving value, that is skills, abilities, 

performances, tbat affect possibility for others, tbat others desire. We leam to 

perform ourselves in ways that will maximize our power to realize our desires" 

(RockhiIl 1996:186). Whether one is refening to historical and religious 

reverence for the creative capacity of women or to the powerlessness that the 

domestication of motherhood through patriarchy bas brought about (de Beawoir 



1953)- power and power relations can be seen as key to understanding both 

everyday experience as well as the broader societal implications of pregnancy and 

motherhood. 

individual strength and power - the power of survival against tremendous 

odds, the power of giving birth to new life, the personal power of establishing 

new beginnings - are often not associateci with depictions of homeless women. 

They are represented as victims, in the media as well as in academic work. Some 

ment studies, however, have focused on the strengths inherent in "sdving" 

homelessness and al1 of the experiences surroundhg it (Montgomery 1994). 

mers have pointed to the damaging politicai effects that repfesentations of the 

homeless as "victirns" can have (Ruddick 1996). 

This study examines the experiences of a unique group of women whose 

homelessness and pregnancy are common factors in their lives, but who are 

diverse in tems of age, ethnicity and socioeconomic background. By organizing 

my research within a fhmework of power relations, 1 intend to discuss the 

economic, patn'archal, and social oppressions the women live with as weU as the 

individual strengths women may experience. 1 feel it is as important to explore the 

strengths women possess, the agency at work within homeless women's lives, as 

much as it is to represent the oppressive aspects of their individual and social 

location. 



Literature Review on Women's Homelessness and 

Premancy 

In understanding the phenomenon of pregnancy during a time of 

homelessness, it is important to begin by clari@g some definitions and 

providing some background on women's homelessness as it exists currently in 

society. First, 1 will briefly describe the definition of homelessness that 1 have 

adopted for this study. Second, 1 will review some of the mns for women's 

homelessness. Third, 1 will highlight sociodemographic characteristics of 

homeless women. Finally, 1 will examine the interface of pregnancy and 

homelessness. 

3.1 Definition of homelessness 

It has been widely noted that it is very difficult to d e h e  homelessness 

adequately, or to articulate clearly who the label includes. This definition is 

important when some individuais who could be at risk of homelessness are 

excluded fmm sacial assistance or research because they do not fit the boundaries 

of the definition, as bas often happened in the case of women. Proposed rnethodç 

of defining homelessness include "absolute or relative homelessness" (UN 1987 

cited in Shah 1998) and "temporary, chronic or periodic homelessness" ( M y  

1996; Canadian Library of Parliament 1994 cited in Shah 1998). While these 

detinitions aim to capture the experience of a range of homeless people, I feel that 



a definition of homelessness modeled on a continuum, as Watson and Austerberry 

(1986) suggest, is especially useful when discussing women's homelessness. 

One end of the continuum tepresents women who are immediately "at-risk" of 

becoming homeless through eviction or violence, and the other represents women 

who have been literally without shelter for years and are often disassociated fiom 

society partly due to mental illness. Since women have been shown to draw on 

social support networks for temporary assistance during periods of homelessness, 

this continuum mode1 is especially relevant. Women may move in and out of 

homelessness several times within a month (Reily and Dumont 200 1). They may 

be without a home of their own, but staying at friends' and relatives' homes for as 

long as possible, and using the shelter system periodically. They may be hiding 

fiom an abusive partner or be one financial crisis away from king evicted in 

many instances women in these prewious situations are not recognized as 

homeless. 

A further aspect of defining who homeless women are that 1 feel is 

important is the perspective articdated by O'Reilly-Fleming in his 1993 study of 

Canadian homeless people. He employed a person-centered definition, whereby 

individuais themselves ideut@ whether they are homeless. By acknowledging the 

individuais' rights and abilities to identifi themselves as king without a home, 

there is a shifi of power fiom the homeless person as victim, attempting to meet 

criteria established by an "authority" - and the resultant possibility of labeling - to 

the more empowering selfdecimtion . 



My definition, therefore, of homelessness for this study, will be based on a 

continuum mode1 that acknowledges individuals who self identify as king 

homeless or at-risk for homelessness. 

Whv Are Women Homeless? 

The dramatic increase in homelessness in general in North Arnerica in the 

past two decades has been attributed to "a tangle of macro-structural processes" 

@esjarlais 1997:28). The Report of the Mayor's Hometess Action Task Force 

(Golden et.al.: Toronto 1999) points to four main rwt causes of increased 

homelessness among both men and women: 1) an increase in the incidence and 

depth of poverty due to changes in the labour market as well as cuts to social 

services that assist unemployed and those on welfare; 2) a lack of fiordable 

housing; 3) the deinstitutionalization and lack of discharge planning for those 

with mental illness and addictions; and 4) sacial factors such as "domestic 

violence, physical and sexual abuse, and the alienation of individuals from family 

and friends" (pg. v). in addressing women's homelessness, it is nmssary to 

acknowledge the social inequities poor women face within a pairkirchal society 

and the complexity that multiple oppressions place on individd women. Johnson 

and Richards (1995) summarize the factors associated with women's 

homelessness, specifically, in terrns of and '7he f&nization of 

poverty," each of which 1 will descr i i  briefly. 



3.2.1 Violence A~ainst Women 

Under such circumsîances, the concept of home as a place where one is 
safe is shattered. Home is a prison, a place that becornes more dangerous 
tban anywhere else. This reality, perûaps more than any other, 
distinguishes b a t t d  women and their childm fiom other homeless 
families and makes resolutions of their situations even more cornplex. 
This issue is not one of tïnding a home, it is one of finding a home that 
offers saféty. The feu of king found and barmed keeps many battered 
women on the move. It keeps many of hem homeless. (Zappardino and 
D e k e  (1992) cited in Novac et.al. 1996:25) 

Violence is a luge part of both the risk for homelessness and the 

experience of homelessness. The Street Health Report (Ambrosio et. al.: Toronto 

1992) showed that n d y  half of the homeless women inte~ewed had been 

assaulted during the year prior to the interviews. in a recent Toronto study, 

childhd abuse, both physical and sexual, was found to be common in the lives 

of more than haif of the homeless women (Pathways to Homelessness Project: 

Toronto 1997). Among female street youth, the prevalence of physical and semial 

violence in childhood is hi@ (79%) and is very often a major factor in the youth 

becoming homeless (Shout Chic 1997). But abuse does not always stop once a 

young person leaves home or a woman leaves an abusive relationship. The streets 

and someâimes the shelter system can be violent places. Wenzel et. al. (2000) 

found that women who sleep out of daors, have a drug or alcohol dependance 

iilldlor engage in "survival strategies" (meaning panhandihg and selling anything 

h m  bus tickets to seml  hvours) or are mentally il1 experienœ more 

victimization tban other horneless women or men. 

Among the general population, ahost  a quarter of women who have 

abusive partuers suffer h m  violence during pregnancy (Statistics Canada 1994 



citd in Shades of Gray Report: Peel 1997). Men rnay feel that pregnancy 

threatens their "power-over" authority and pregnancy cm lead to an initiai 

episode of domestic abuse (ibid). Women who have been battered during 

pregnancy are more likely to s a e r  h m  materna1 and fetal complications and 

" p r  outcornes" (Bassuk and Weinreb 1993) meaning physical or psychological 

scarring. The 1999 Mayors' Report on Homelessness in Toronto (Golden etal,) 

points to the importance of support and social seMces king specifically oriented 

to the ne& of hused women and children and separate frorn the main hostel 

system to adequately protect and promote the bng terni well king of both the 

women and children. The report also identifies the role that poverty plays in 

prpetuatiag the cycle of violence against women, resulting in homeIessness. 

While domestic violence during pregnancy can be the major 

mitigating factor that leads a woman to leave an abusive relationship and enter the 

shelter system, there is also a relationship between violence and pregaancy among 

women who have been homeless for some tirne. in her ethnographie nursing sîudy 

of homeless women in California, Killion (1995) found that women became 

pregnant while living on the street for six main reasons, the first king 

victimization, or rape. ûther reasons were: economic survival, lack of access to 

contraceptives, need for intimacy, uncertain fertility, and hop for the future. 

Some women feeI thai protection while on the street is better provided by 

association with men than by shelters, and so for reasons of protection, as well as 

intimacy, they may form a relationship with a man (Tomas and Dimnar 1995 

cited in Novac etal. 1996). Such relationships ofka deteriorate into cycles of 



violence, but the authors found that women were wiUing to tolerate a àegree of 

violence rather than reverting to the isoiaûon of king alone or to experiencing a 

different sort of violence imposeci by the social services system (ibid.). 'The 

dependency created by patriarchal relations within households as well as within 

state controlled shelters are both indicative of homelessness for women" (Novac 

etal. l99W) However, while there is a significant degree of violence both on the 

street and in shelters, Breton and Bunston (1992) found that women were subject 

to less violence when homeless than when living in an abusive home situation. 

ûther studies have found that for both housed and homeless women who live in 

poverty, violence is a normative experience (Brome and Bassuk 1997). For 

homeless women who have mental iliness, a history of violent relationships is 

even more likely. "The presence of chi ldhd abuse and a lack of outside social 

and financial support is a combination h t  can put young women at extrerne risk 

of bomelessness as well as king precursors to mental health problems" (Novac, 

Brown and Gallant 1999: 8). 

In the context of extrerne poverty and a diminishing social safety net, the 

obstacles to "starting over" are enonnous for a woman coming out of an abusive 

situation Beyond individual situations that may include violence andor 

homelessness, poor women in general are "ûapped by a lack of economic and 

social opporhinities" (Bassuk 1993:339). The phrase that embraces this large area 

of structural econornic inquaiities that women face has been called the 

"femuiization of poverty". 



3.2.2 Feminization of Povertv 

The term feminization of poverty relates to the dual role women play in 

society of carrying out domestic work without pay and king restricted to low 

wage work in the labour market (Goldberg and Kremen 1990). Even today, 

women's wages remain far lower tban mens' and many poor women with childten 

are restricted to part-time or casual work without benefits (Towson 2000). Some 

women with children are m b l e  to work outside the home at al1 due to the 

prohibitive cost of childcare, wtiich is seen as the natural responsibility of the 

mother. 

A few decades ago, as women began to work outside the home more 

fiequently, a married woman's Iow income was thought of as a beneficial 

supplement to her husband's sustaining income. However, if the husband died or 

the mamiage broke up, women could not support themselves or retire on their 

income alone, and many previously middie class women found themselves in 

poverty (Goldberg and Kremen 1990). A decline in access to extended family 

support networks and an increase in divorce and separation have lead to many 

more women king the sole providers for themselves and their children, and 

reliant on low income work or welfbe. This 0 t h  leads to unstable housing as 

there may be limited resources to h d i e  a financial crisis. 

The differenœ in earning power between men and women has been one of 

the most oppressive aspects of paîriarchal society and a significant structural 

cause of woman's homelessness. Recent Govemment of Ontario cutbacks in 

social spending including housing, welfare and shelters for abused women bave 



sharply reduced the potential for many poor women, especially single rnothers, to 

maintain or establish an independent home (Bassuk 1993:343). Bassuk lis& the 

economic and social hardships that homeless and low income wornen face, and 

that serve to keep them trapped in situations of poverty, they include: inadequate 

education, poor earning power, limited job opportunities, overwhelming childcare 

responsibilities, hgmented social support networks, and physi~l and sexual 

abuse (Bassuk 1993:339). Despite the stnichiral nature of these inequalities. she 

daims, women are ofien blamed for their poverty and "lifestyle" choices. 

The ferninization of pverty affects eldedy women as well as poor 

younger women and single rnothers. It stems fiom the discrimination of wornen in 

the labour market and the deniai of the value of reproductive work. Wornen's 

power in society to make real choices about their lives is limited by such 

discrimination. 

3.3 Homeless Women Are Not Al1 Alike 

Recent studies have sought to uncover the implications of homelessness 

for women, and to place such expiences within a larger sacial fiamework 

(Watson and Austerbury 1986; Golden 1992; Glasser 1994). These studies have 

also shown that there is no single type of homeless woman, but different 

subgroups of women who differ in age, l i f ~ l e  and andth needs and who have 

vastly differing experiences and concem. 

A number of researchers have distinguished between two distinctive 

groups, those who are single (though they may have had children in the past), and 



those who are homeless with children (Killion 1995, Johnson and Richards 1995). 

One study claims that the differences between îhese two groups is so extreme that 

it could be stated that single bomeless women are more like single homeless men, 

than like homeless women with children @urt and Cohen 1989 cited in Glasser 

1991). Mental illness among singie homeless women is extremely high (Golden 

etal. 1998) and the invisibility and disaffiliation of mentally il1 homeless women 

(Glasser 1995) have made it difficuit for researchers to how how many women 

may fdl into this category. Homeless women with children tend to experience 

less mental illness and rely les  on substance abuse than their single counterparts; 

their homelesmess seems related more directly to economic and social 

inequalities (Bassuk 1993). 

Another means of understanding the differences among homeless women 

is outlined by Golden (1992), who claims there are ttuee groups, divided roughly 

by age and correspondhg Lifestyle. In her research in a New York City shelter 

Golden identified the dinerent groups over the decade of the 1980s. The first were 

older, mentally il1 woman, commonly known as "hg ladiesn who were 

chronically homeless. These women were initiaily the main clients of the shelter, 

but as time went by, younger women with children, o b n  new immigrants with 

few matenal or social murces came to the shelter. They tended to be 

temporarily homeless and had pnmarily economic and access concem. Finally 

by the early 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the main wave of shelter users were youth - adolescent women 

who were often misusing substances ad relying on prostitution as a means of 

survivd. 



For this study, 1 wiil bonow h m  both of these frameworks. I will be 

focusing on Golden's (1992) middle group - 'younger' homeless women who are 

pregnant, with or without previous children. 1 will, however, touch on the 

differing situations of adolescent mothers, and those whose homelessness may be 

due to very different circumstances than the ones mentioned above. 

3.4 Premancv within homelessness 

What king a mother means will depend upon a number of 
factors: socialization, the conditions under which women 
bewme pregiant and give birth to children; the social and 
cultural context of childrearing; the beliefs and 
expectations that women hold about mothetfiooà; and the 
intedon of race, socioeconomic statu, age, sexual 
orientation and culture on these beiiefs and expectations. 
(Jenkins 1998:203) 

The literature on homelessness and pregnancy is limited. Much of it is 

related to health ri& and medical concerns for the mother and fetus. Some recent 

medical studies have looked at the rates of pregnancy among Street youth. Other 

research touches on the difficulties of mothering within the shelter system or 

through chronic homelessness. Occasional quotes fiom pregaant wornen or new 

mothers can be found within this IiteraRue focusing on women in shelters. But, in 

general, this is a largely ignored area and thexe are few studies that dùectly 

explore the meaning and experience of pregnancy for homeless women. 



3.4.1 Health, Homelessness and Premancv 

Normal physiological changes during pregnancy can be dificuit to cope 

with when women are homeless, and women without prenatal care may have no 

opportuity to dis~em wtiether they are experiencing normal or pathological 

symptoms (Killion 1995). Managing morniag sickness, urinary tract infections, 

vaginal discharge, fatigue and m w d  swings proved difficult for the women in 

Killion's study. Premature labour was another medicai problem for one women 

who was living in a car with her family. She went to the hospital where she 

received a shot to stop the labour but was then discharged She did not tell them 

that she lived in a car for fear of losing her other cbildren. The women went to 

great lengths to conceal their extreme poverty and homekssness" (Killion 

1995:5 2 ) .  In part this was to prevent the risk of the Children's Aid Society 

cIaiming their children and aiso to avoid stigmatization and shame. 

Bassuk, a psychiatrist, who has done extensive research on homeless 

women and pregnancy in the United States, bas emphasized that only a small 

minority have problems with substance abuse or mental illness. She anempted to 

focus on the strengths of the women, as she emphasized the broder economic 

problems that put the mother and fetus at risk (Weinreb and Bassuk, 1993). Other 

medicai d e s ,  however, have placed the percentages of homeless women 

sdTering from substance abuse much higher especially arnong young women 

(MacNally and Wood 1992). For "homeless women with substance abuse 

problems, pregnancy rates - and repeat pregnancy rates - are higher than 

expectedn (Hausman and Hammen l993:363). 



Medically, there is grave wncem for homeless women who afe pregnant. 

"Virtually al1 the high risk conditions thai have been studied for negative impact 

on mothers and children come together in the situation of homelessness" 

(Hausman and Hammen 1993:365). It is coasidered a hi@-risk scenario "because 

[the women] lack a stable home and social support system, obtain late or no 

prenatal care, have poor nutritional status, and often sufTer fiom mental illness 

and h g  or alcohol abuse" (McNally and Wood in Wood 1992: 182). Follow-up is 

often dificult, as women may not have transportation to appointrnents or 

childcare for older children (ibid.), 

Early pregnancy and childbearing (before age 18) was found to increase 

the risk of homelessness in a New York study comparing homeless and housed 

women (Weitzman 1989 cited in Hausman and Hammen 1993). A ment Toronto 

study predicted that at least half of female street youth would experience 

pregnancy while they were homekss (Findlay 1998). The Street Health Report 

(1992) found that 6 out of 20 women had no place to go d e r  having given birth 

in hospital. Hostels and 'welfare motels' can provide temporary shelter, but "the 

studies of children housed in such conditions report increasing frequencies of 

acute illnesses, chronic illnesses ami developmental slowing or delay" (Shah and 

Hodge 1997:9). 

Anecdotal reports from clinical reçeatchers suggest that 
pregnancy disrupis family relaticm and exhausts supports, 
driving wamen out of their homes or shared domiciles to 
search for o h  shelter. Howevcf, they also suggest that 
pregaancy may be a pmtective factor agamst future 
homelessness. One homeless and pregnant woman 



responded to counsel on abortion with these words: "Wbat 
will become of me if 1 don't have this M y ?  I will be on 
the street". (Hausman and Hammen 1993:363). 

For pregnant women the prospect of raising children in a shelter must be a 

daunting one. Although there are the possibilities of support, education and social 

networks, there is also the ongoing chaos of a shelter environment Women with 

very different styles of child-rearing and parenting preparation are thrown 

together with chiidren of diverse aga. Class differences between shelter workers 

and residents may also lead to differences in mothering styles and a loss of a 

mother's autfiority within her fiimily unit if shelter workers intemene to discipline 

children (Davidson and Jenkins 1989 cited in Novac et.al. 1996). 

Banyard and Graham-Bermann (1995), 

found a strong sense of determination among homeless 
mothers living in shelters. They placed a high value on 
their ability to be good mothers, provide for their cbildren, 
and care for others as well as be independent, self-feliant 
and fend for themselves. Their ability to be good mothers 
was compromised by shelter d e s  about discipiinhg 
children,(cited in Novac etal l996:2 1) 

Mothers who have been housed just prior to their baby's birth may face 

different difficulties. "Many homekss, pregnant and parenting women are Young, 

have never established an independent household, lack supports and role models, 

and have limited child-rcaring knowledge and skills" (Bassuk and Weinreb 

1993:353). Feelings of incornpetence and isolation are often ovenvhelrning for 

these new mothers (ibid). 

Tbe idea that homekss women get pregnant in order to obtain housing 

tàster than others on the waiting list is, according to research psychologist Emma 



Clarke, "one of society's most mischievous contemporary myths" (Dibblin 

1991:88). She asked 38 young mothers in London, Engiand and found the 

question was treated with "derision or disbelief' (ibid.). Still the myth persists and 

"retaliation" by govemment agencies can lead to "desperate" women king placed 

in housing that is unsafely located or environmentally unhealthy for a newborn 

(Dibblin 1991:87). Some women refuse such offers of housing and choose to 

remain in a shelter, despite the difficulties, rather than face the hazards of king 

alone in an unsuitable apartment. 

Killion (1995) found that the pregnant, homeless women in her study drew 

upon their strengths and created social networks that replaced kin networks. Other 

studies, however, have found that leamed disûust of family members, m g e r s  

and other homeless people may lead to social isolation for homeless women and 

their children, and an inability to integrate into new social environments 

(Hausman and Hammen 1993). Women who are in protective shelters to prevent 

violence or kidnapping by abusive partnefs must keep their whereabouts secret, 

making it dificult to maintain previous relationships. If they have been abused as 

children themselves, women rnay be reluctant to leave their own children in the 

care of others to attend medical or otber appointmenîs (ibid.). In situations of 

intense loneliness and isolation, mothers rnay look to their older children, o k n  

very young, for companionship and practical assistance in the care of younger 

siblings (Hausman and Hammen 1993). 

Killion (1995) found tbat aithough the women in her study were daunted 

by the prospect of king mothers while homeless, some found their pregnancy 



was the only source of joy in their lives, and as the baby began to move, and the 

pregnancy becarne visible they developed a sense of hope for the funtre. "The 

feelings of empowerment, control and ownership engendered by king pregnant 

and giving birth countered the powerlessness they felt in losing their worldly 

possessions and not having suitable housing" @g. 48). 

Svno~sis of Literature Review 

The review of existing literature begins by identifjmg the various 

definitions of homelessness. In this study 1 will use a self-identimng approach to 

homelessness based on a continuum model. 1 reviewed the reasons for the 

increase in homelessness today and identified two key areas that relate to 

women's homelessness in particular violence against women and the 

feminization of poverty. Two typologies for identimng different groups of 

homeless women were presented: the first king women with or without children; 

the second typology divides groups of women by age and lifestyle. Finaily 1 

reviewed the literahire that touches on the interface between pregnancy and 

homelessness as it relates to health, and then to becoming a homeless mother. 

Looking now at the design for the study, the next section outlines the methods of 

data collection and analysis. 



Research Desien and Methodology 

The design for this research has undergone some revision from the initial 

proposal as a result of my continued investigation of research methods and as a 

reality of the actual process of data collection. Many qualitative studies evolve 

and change as they progress and this seems part of the research process itself The 

methodology, however, has remained foundational - that of the aaturaiistic 

paradigm and the feminist concept of research from the margins. 

4.1 Naturalistic Paradim 

Following the guidelines of Lincoln and Guba's (1985) naturalistic 

paradigm, this study's design is informed by a social consûuctionist perspective, 

as outlined earlier, that aims to be thorough and rigorous in its methods of data 

collection and analysis. The principal assumptions are that reality is constnicted 

by individuals in the context of their historical and social location and that it is 

crucial to understand the world through their eyes to learn what that "reality" is. 

The best way to gather these types of data is by means of qualitative methods, 

such as interviews and participant observation (Raphael etal. 1998). This 

approach acknowledges the role of the researcher in the production and andysis 

of the data and the goal is to be explicit about the underlying assumptions and 

transparent in the procedures followed so that the resuits can be c o n f i d  by 

others. The product of this type of research is often called Wùck description," 



meaning rich, detailed descriptive segments that dîow others to assess the 

transferability of the findings to other settings (Raphiael et. ai. 1998; Lincoln and 

Guba 1985). 

In the natudistic paradigm, tnistworthiness is established primarily 

through the use of techniques that allow the reader to follow the "ûail" of the 

researcher. The use of L'thick descriptionn or richly detailed, descriptive segments 

allows the reader to "observe" wbat is presented through the eyes of the 

researcher. Three main techniques help to establisb credibility duxing data 

collection: prolonged engagement, persistent observation and mangulation 

Prolonged engagement entails an involvement in the situation to be researched 

that provides an understanding of the culture and an opportunity to build trust 

among members of the group (Lincoln and Guba t 985). Persistent engagement 

provides depth through the focusing on the particular topic king studied amidst 

the whole culture in which it is embedded. These techniques were used during the 

participant observation p e n d  Finally, triangulation is the use of more than one 

method for an examinaîion of the subject h m  different angles, in this study 1 use 

both participant observation and in t e~ews  (Lincoln and Guba 1985:301). During 

analysis, the rnethod used for trustworthiness was ongoing peer debriefing which 

entailed discussion with a colleague who was uninvolved with the project. This 

process allows the researcher to explore aspects of the emerging data and talk out 

ideas and theory. As weli, peer debriehg allows the researcher to clear emotions 

that might impede judgement when conducthg analysis (Lincoln and Guba 

1985:308). Reflective jounraling was a second method used It ailowed for an 



ongoing dialogue with myself that helped to clar* my thinking and bring issues 

and theoretical ideas to the surface. 

These assumptions fonn the background for the interpretive, qualitative 

research design. Another set of research principles, in line with the aaturalistic 

tradition, are ferninist research goals which 1 have drawn on to formulate the 

research design. 

Feminist Research Methodoloev 

Nina Lyon Jenkins (1998), in her study of black women and the meaning 

of motherhood, outlines three key goals of feminist research. The fvst is to seek 

out and record the voices and experience of diverse groups of women, especidly 

those on the margins of dominant society. The second is to acknowledge the 

ways in which the social constrwction of gender roles forms the basis for the 

unequal distribution of power relations in saciety. îhird, the research attempts to 

develop alternative ways of understanding both the world and one-self, thereby 

creating opportunities or avenues for change (Jenkins 1998:208). While this latter 

point is consistent with the natudistic position in general, feminist researchers 

have emphasized the importance of documenting the unique voices of al1 wornen, 

especially those who are marginalized or victimized, as a strategy for 

strengthening the position of dl women in society (bar On 1993; Collins 199 1). In 

lookiag at motherhood, an expaience that has been considered "universal" for al1 

women, recent scholarship on the topic bas focused particularly on differences in 

experience. in an effort to ''embrace différence as an essential part of 



cornmonality", curent feminist research theory calls for "shifting the center of 

analysis to include divergent experiences of motherhood" (Jenkins 1998:210). 

DeVauit (1990) states that, when conducting feminist research, it is 

important to listen not ody to women's words, but to the meanings behind what 

they are saying. Women may have difficulty finding the words to describe 

experiences that they have rarely spoken about. Ralston (1995) found this to be 

the case in her study of aboriginal women and violence. The interviews she 

conducted were often the first opportunity women had tiad to taik about their life 

experiences and they stumbled in trying to express themselves. But in doing so 

they gained powerful new insights tbat were at times painful both for them and 

the researcher. Uston ( 1995) states that while the "interviews were a disturbing 

discovery process.. . they were a valuable iesson in the value of feminist research 

methodology to uncover topics that wodd otherwise have rernained hidden" (pg 

123). The literature on homeless women indicates that many have had experiences 

that rnay be dificult to talk about and for the researcher to hear. The research 

suggests that a majority of homeless women have been victims of violence and 

multiple oppressions. It will be the researcher's task to h e  their accounts in the 

theoretical traditions discussed above with an a h  to developing knowledge that 

will be usefid in the creation of strategies for change. It will be also be the 

researcher's responsibility to be true to the women's accounts, while 

acknowledging that the narratives were produced as the resuit of dialogue 

between the resesrrcher and the interview4 woman and, as such, are the products 

of that interaction (McMahon 1995). 



4.3 Data CoUection 

When we talk about doing research fiom the margins we are talking about 
king on the margins of the production of knowledge. in researching from 
the rnargins we are concernai with how research skills can eaable people 
to describe, explain and help c b g e  the world in which they live. (Kirby 
and McKenna 1989: 17) 

After extensive search for an appropriate method for this study, 1 was 

introduced to the book "Experience, Research, Sociai Change: Methods From the 

Margins" by Sandra Kirby and Kate M c ~ M ~  (1 989). It seemed to be "right" for 

my research and the perspective 1 had planned Influenceci by the "grounded 

theory" method as outiined by Glaser and Strauss (1967), ?bis approach also 

draws on feminist methodology in that it 

adheres to the pinciples of women's movement activism and academic 
rigour. Among these principles are the essentialness of accounting for the 
experience of the researcher in the research, of giving priority to the 
voices of the participants, of egalitarian research process and of 
contextuaiizing the research. -y and McKenna l989:2 1 ) 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) coaceptuaiize the margins as a place where 

people wtio s a e r  fiom injustice or inequality live - both in tems of material 

resources and knowledge production . This 1st point is key - the way in which 

knowledge is produced and reproduced in our society excludes the majority fiom 

ably or socio-economically Lbother" than the dominant middleclass, white, male, 

have traditionally been excluded fiom production of knowledge or 'ïmh". By 

focusing on the experience of those who are marginalized, through their own 

words and descriptions, we çee the world differently - it is argued more 



There are two aspects of this method that are highhghted as important 

components, the first king intersubjectivity, meaning al1 participants in the 

research project, including the researcher are acknowledged as equal in the 

creation or production of the research. This requires the establishment of great 

trust between al1 parties. Research is seen as a collaborative process and ideally, 

participants are consulted at various stages of project organization, data collection 

and analysis. Dependhg on the proposed research varying degrees of involvement 

by participants is possible. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) clarifi that the idea of equality between 

researcher and participant does not mean that we are al1 the sarne. It refers to 

respect for each other's knowledge as king equally important, though perhaps 

different. The researcher initiaies the relationship and guides the dialogue to 

remain focusseci on the tapic at hand. The participant has the experience and the 

knowledge that the researcher is d e r  and by sharing that, wi add to the shape of 

the researich (pgs. 66, 100). 

The other main component of Kirby and McKenna's (1989) method is 

critical reflection This refers to the necessity of considering the social context of 

the participants' experience in a way that involves an "examination of the social 

reality in which people live" (pg. 34). An example the authors provide helps to 

clanf) this point. la researching the experiences of abused women one student 

researcher found the women often b l a d  themselves for the abuse even years 

after they had left the relationship. in the analysis the women's stories were 

contextualized within historical attitudes towards women, legal and social 



services role in blaming the victim and societies' idealized notions of romantic 

love (pg. 130). 

Giving priority to intersubjectivity and criticai reflection on the social 
context throughout the analysis ensures that we are able to hear and a f l h  
the words and experiences of the research participants and at the same 
time be able to criticaily reflect on the structures that influence the 
actuality of their lives. (Kirby and McKenna 1989: 130) 

Several different data gathering methods are appropriate to research fiom 

the margins. 1 have chosen indepth in te~ews and participant observation as the 

methods for this study, in part, because 1 feel cornfortable with them and because 

of their anticipated feasibility. In the next sections 1 will touch on each of these 

methods. 

4.3.1 Indeilth Interviews 

Intewiewing offers researchers access to people's 
ideas, thoughts and memories in their own words rather 
than the words of the mearcher. This asset is particularly 
important for the study of women because in this way 
learning fiom wornen is an antidote to centuries of ignoring 
women's ideas altogether or having men speak for women 
(Reinharz 1997: 19) 

This study is a descriptive one in which the phenomenon of pregnancy 

during homelessness is examineci primarily thtough the words of women who are 

cunently experiencing the phenornenon. In deciding upon interview research, my 

intention is to understand the experience as the women themselves understand it 

at a particular moment in tirne - and not as others who work with, or advocate for, 

or adyze  homeless women may see it. The study is therefore Iimited by this 



unidirectionai analysis, but it is also strengthened by i t  The bouadaries are clear 

and made more manageable. 

intewiews have long been a part of data collection m e W  but their use 

in qualitative research has been elaborated on M e r  by feminist researckrs and 

others in the past three decades. "Intewiewing allows interviewers to envision the 

person's experience and hear the multiple voices in a person's speech" (Reinharz 

1997:39). Kirby and McKenna (1989) point to number of aspects of inte~ewing 

that are important to their methai, several of which I will touch on h m .  The first 

is the clarity of focus and interview guide. These interview questions corne out of 

the literature search, the preliminary research - formal and infond- and the 

ongoing personai reflections of the mearcher, which make up a significant psrt of 

the early and ongoing data. A combination of this prewt guide and spontaneous 

dialogic questionhg is the best way to dlow the interviewer ta maintain focus and 

allow the participant to shape and guide the interview (Kirby and McKenna 

l989:67). 

Secondly, the rrsearcher should seek an egalita+in setting, and be clear 

and open about her research apprmh and the purpose of the pmject. Research 

from the margins is about "sharing ideas and philosophy and expience and 

symbolic expressions.. . a sharing of self" (Kirby and McKenaa 1989:67) as well 

as data collection. Stemming fiom this is the notion tint there is recognition of the 

invernent made by everyone involved in the project, and thai both researchers 

and parîicipiiats get wbat ttiey need h m  the interaction (ibid: 68-70). By this the 

authors mean that it is inappropriate to "take the data and r d .  Participants wbo 



invest their selves in the telling of difficult or traumatic parts of their life histories 

or are in crisis and share with the researcher their concems need to be able to 

expxt the tesarcher to, at minimum, refer them to appropriate persans for 

referral or counsehg (Kirby and McKenna 1989). While some researchers 

disagree with the idea of paying participants because it rnay change the 

collaboraîive feeling of the project, 1 feel the need to give back somethmg beyond 

the reflective experience of the interview itself, and will offer a small honorarium. 

A final point about interviews from this perspective is that the process is 

dynamic and emergent (Kirby and McKenna 1989:72). Each i n t e ~ e w  and new 

participant brings information that can shifl the interview guide in the next 

interview or the thinking of the researcher. 

The interview guide focuses on: a) women's experiences prior to 

pregnancy; b) king homeless and pregnant; and c) life challenges and adopted 

strategies for coping. 1 also asked about their plans, hopes and drems for the 

future. My assurnption is that through discussion of these four main areas, aspects 

of power relations will emerge. 1 will encourage women to add any other aspects 

of their experience during pregnancy that is important for them to talk about and 

for some womea this may allow them to emphasize certain Iife events. 

Pnor to fomulating my i n t e ~ e w  guide and indeed my research focus, 1 

engaged in participant observation as my preliminary means of data collection, 



43.2 Partici~ant Observation 

By engaging in participant observation before interviewhg the researcher 

can gain a visible presence in the community and begin to develop a relationship 

with individuals that can help with formulating interview questions and contacts. 

As well, the researcher develops an understanding of some of the cultural aspects 

particulas to the environment, such as language, body signals, etiquette and other 

important details that can lead to more effective communication during interviews 

and rich field notes about the environment (Jorgensen 1989). Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) cal1 this prolonged engagement. Previous research has shown that a 

combination of participant observation (sometimes in the form of "buddying" - 
spending whole days following people's activities - or simply by o b s e ~ n g  with 

some non-formal interaction), and interviews are effective ways of conducting 

research with horneless people (Ruddick 1996; Killion 1995; Montgomery 1994; 

Tully 1997; Daschner 1999). While interviews allow the researcher to grasp the 

meaning of an event as the participant is able to express it, observing individuals 

in their daily lives can bring a depth to those constnicted meanings that allows the 

researcher to more firily understand events in a holistic way. It also allows the 

researcher to recognize assumptions about the population which is helpfui in 

preventing a misinterpretation of the data Participant observation "seeks to 

uncover, make accessible, and reveal the meanings (realities) people use to make 

sense out of their daily lives . . . participant observation provides direct 

experiential and observational access to the insiders' world of meaning" 

(Jorgensen 1989: 15). Persistent observation is the method identified by Lincola 



and Guba (1985) in which the researcher focuses on the salient aspects of the 

whole environment - the specific aspect to be researched. For example, 1 initially 

spent tirne at dropins and shelters for the homeless as a visiting nuse. Eventually 

1 focused just on women's shelters and then on perinatal programs to meet women 

who were pregnant. 

Kirby and M c K e ~ a  (1989) make an important point about the ethics of 

participant observation: 

It is important that the researcher's involvement remain non-invasive and 
non-colonial. Non-invasive means that the end does not justi@ the means. 
That is, while a researcher briefly shares the lives of participants, it is only 
as a respectfid visitor. Researchers are in a temporary and privileged 
position. Noncolonial means that the researcher is likely to have a 
different way of doing things and making sense of the experience. The 
researcher's way is no more or less correct than the ways of those king 
observed. Further king nontolonial means that the researcher does not 
research to make life better for the observed by having them conform to 
herthis ways. (pg. 79) 

This does not mean that when asked for advice or assistance or even an 

opinion, the researcher refuses to interact or attempt to help. As Ann Oakley 

(1992) in her study of pregnant women on social support found, when support is 

provided by the researcher, a new type of relationship can develop that is different 

fiom traditional research relationships. This new relationship cm have more depth 

and subsequent meaning for both participant and researcher (Oakley1992). ûra 

Prilletensky points out in her study on "Motherhood in the Lives of Women with 

Disabilities" (1998) that it is not that one attempts to develop an indepth 

relationship with the participant solely to obtain richer &ta for one's research, 

that would be morally unjustifiable, but in the end, one does coilect richer &ta 

when some reciprocity exists. 1 found, in discussing pregnancy and birth with the 



womea 1 met, both during observation and interviews, that some sharing of s d l  

details of my own experience made an enormous clifference in the feeling of 

rapport and equality within the interview process. An example cornes from the 

one interview that 1 did not include in the analysis. It was my second i n t e ~ e w  

and at that time 1 was still maintaining a researcher's distance and did not want to 

"skew the results" by inserting any of my self or experience into the process at dl. 

The woman 1 intervieweci did not speak English and an interpreter was required. 

As 1 mentioned earlier, she had just arrived as a refugee to the country and was 

very afraid, tired and scared to open up about herself and her experience (ths is 

why her i n t e ~ e w  was not included in the analysis). We tried for over an hour and 

a half but she only very slowly could begin to understand what 1 wanted fiom her. 

As 1 drove her back to the shelter, she noticed the car seat and baby things in my 

car and began - in signs and signals - to ask me about my baby, who was ody 

three weeks 016 Suddeniy in the car as 1 was driving and not writing, she began to 

try to tell me, without the interpreter, about her experience. It was a real lesson 

for me as a researcher about data collection, but also about bringing a sense of 

connection and satisfaction, for the participant, to the whole process. 

Following participant observation sessions, detailed field notes were kept 

about observations, casual conversations and interactions. As wll ,  interpretive 

ideas, personai impressions, and ideas to follow up on are a part of these field 

notes (Robson 1993:203, Kirby and McKenna 1989). These notes along with the 

inteniews, were analyzed 



While 1 had originally planned to conduct separate participant observation 

work in a shelter, 1 found 1 had difficulty finding a placement - shelter staff were 

understandably protective of their clients and the media had, in the pst year, 

provoked considerable interest in the area, leading to many requests on shelters 

for information, observations and interviewees. During the two and a half years 

prior to the study, and during the first stages of the study, prior to my matemity 

lave, however, 1 had worked as a volunteer nurse twice a month on the mobile 

health unit that visited shelters and dropins in the metro Toronto area. During 

that time, 1 met several women wha were horneless and pregnant and my initial 

interest in pursuing this research came pady fiom these contacts. With 

permission fiom my cornmittee, 1 decided to use the participant observation 

situation 1 already had, in my volunteer work, as the background information 1 

would need, and kept confidentid field notes of relevant situations. As well, 1 

visited an antenatal program for homeiess and poor women at a comrnunity health 

centre as an observer, one that severai of my participants also attende4 1 later 

discovered. 

4.3 Data Analrvsis 

Ln qualitative research methods ongoing recniitmcnt of participants, data 

collection and eariy analysis can occur simultaneously (Creswell 1994; Marshall 

and Rossman 1995; Robson 1993). 1 found that I was indeed able to gather richer 

data by reviewing the previous inteMew and making modifications to my 

interviewing style or questions before the subsequent interview. 1 did not begin 

analysis, however, until al1 the interviews were completed and transcni  For the 



analysis 1 drew prirnarily on Kirby and McKenna (1989), Creswell(1998) and 

Robson (1993). This r d t e d  in a tbernatic organization of the data that enabled 

me to fhme the stories of the participants in a meaningfùl way. 

According to Kirby and McKenna (1989), analysis begins by identifjmg 

codes that pertain to each statement of each interview. These codes are then 

reviewed repeatedly to establish categories or themes. Using the constant 

comparative method as outlined by Glasser and Strauss (1967), Kirby and 

McKenna explain "in essence, analysis consists of moving data from category to 

category (constant comparative), looking for what is common (properties) and 

what is uncomrnon (satellites) within categories and between categories. The data 

are reananged and rearranged until sorne measure of coherence becomes evident" 

(pg 146). A system of folders helps to organize data systematically. 1 used a 

colour coding method as well to help me identi@ themes and categories. The 

authours advise "living with the data" for some time after completing the initial 

coding and also making a chart or diagrammatic outline of the themes (see figure 

one), codes and properties. 1 found both of these suggestions useful. 

1 found that a linear progression took place as 1 coded the interviews. First 

was information about their family background, then the context of their 

relationship with a significant other and, finally, their cment and future plans. 

The thernes that emerged began to encompass this progression. Creswell(1998) 

States that one is looking for "phrases or sentences that directly pertain to the 

phenomenon" @g.289), and I did find many of those, but equally important were 

the circular and complex answers to questions that seemed to be part of the 



prucess of meaning-making that was occurring or king put into words for the 

£irst time. 

4.4 Researcb Partici~ants 

Due to the intensive nature of the interviews 1 had intended the sample 

size to be limited to five participants, purposively selected. "Purposive sampling 

looks for representativeness by "purposefully" chwsing a sample that typifies the 

popdation, the theoretical category or phenomenon to be studied" (McMahon 

1995:34). in the end, however, 1 inciuded eight interviews as women began to 

spread the word among shelter residents and 1 was asked, even begged, by two 

women to be included as they were anxious for the $20.00 honorarium that was 

offered (1 increased the honorarium fiom the initial $ 15.00 to attract more 

participants and for ease of transaction in handing over one bill instead of two). in 

this study, 1 do not have a sarnple whose findings are generalizable to the whole 

population of homeless, pregnant women. However, 1 did try to include women 

fiom a variety of backgrounds in terms of ethnicity, age, way of entering the 

shelter system and stage of pregnancy/motherhood. 1 was, of course, limited by 

the women who volunteered for the study and the amount of time 1 had for 

collecting the data and completing the research. Finding participants took much 

longer than 1 had initially anticipated based on my participant observation 

experience where women 1 met seemed eager to tak about themselves and share 

stories. Due to the mobile nature of the homeless population, it was not possible 

to find same of the women 1 had met when it came time to conduct my 

interviews. 1 also did not feel it was ethically appropriate to use my nursing 



position to recruit women These challenges will be discussed in more detail in 

the final chapter. 

1 had initially iocused on women over 24 years old, wanting to distinguish 

between "youth" who tend to be separate in the shelter system and "older" 

women. However, 1 fouud that pregnant youth are not allowed to remain in the 

youth shelter system after their second trimester and absolutely cannot bring a 

baby to a youth shelter. This puts than in "maternity homes" or the parent 

resource centre or shelters for women and children along with women of al1 ages. 

There did not seem a reason to exclude them. As well, 1 found that younger 

wornen were simply more gager to teII their stories to me in exchange for 

financial compensation. 

The stage of pregnancy was initiaIly set as the last trimmer and was part 

of the selection criteria because tiiis is when women are most visibly pregnant and 

cannot as easily simply ignore the fact of pregnancy (personal communication 

Bonnie Fox: February 1999). They have aiso made a decision, consciously or not, 

to maintain the pregnancy, and have had several months to come to terms with 

their pregnancy and its meaning in tbeir lives. In general, this is the tirne when 

women are making plans for the child, and may experience a shifi in thinking 

corn the state of pregnancy to the anticipated state of motherhood. 1 would have 

obtained quite a different picture had 1 conducted the in te~ews earlier. 

I fiel the data are nckr  for k i n g  included women who had already 

given birth. They were able to provide a more complete picture of the transition 

through pregnancy and bhth to motherhd Once the baby became ceal to them 



outside the body, there was a different perspective on the pregnancy and women 

were often able to speak clearly about tbeir situation as a whole, in a way that it 

was harder for some women to do when they were immersed in their pregnancy. 

Subsequent trips to the shelter to complete more in t e~ews  gave me an 

opportunity to accidentally meet a few women previously interviewed. This was 

personally rewarding for me and gave me a sense of completion as 1 was able to 

discover that they had had their baby or obtained housing. It was not an 

opportunity to conduct a furîher interview, or review my analysis as women were 

so often busy caring for a newborn or preparing to move, but it did allow me to 

add a little to the interview data roundkg out slightly the "endings" of a few of 

the women's stories. 

Summarv 

The research design took shape graduaily as 1 developed clarity about the 

research questions and the best way of gathering the data Kirby and McKenna 

(1989) outline a qualitative meîhod designed for research with marginalized 

people. Based on grounded theory, this method, dong with suggestions fiom 

other authors formed the bais for the data collection and analysis format. 

Although much of the study proceeded smoathly, 1 found many difficulties in 

recruitment of participants: and took aimost a year to complete the interviews. 1 

also found the concept of intersubjectivity (establishing a relationship of equality 

between researcher and participant) a difficult one to achieve. The research guide 

was very much used as a guide, not as a questionnaire. Several women spoke 



fkely and with minimal prompting about their experiences, others needed 

encouragement and reassurance about my independence fiom shelter staff. 

The next chapter begins the presentation of the interview data. I will begin 

by giving a brief account or profile of each of the participants. 1 believe that 

providing a profile dlows the reader to connect more profoundly with the 

participants than does an absence of personal &ta. Some personal details have 

k e n  changed to pro- the identities of the women. 1 then present the thernes and 

categories that emerged fiom the data and provide quotes fiom the interviews that 

are representative of each category. 



5.0 Hard Times 

The experience of homelessness is one that is inherently fraught with 

feelings of fear, regret, guilt, and anger as weli as tirnes of k d o m  fiom societal 

restraints and pst associations. Pregnancy diinng homelessness ad& another 

dimension that places a wornan in a position that is bounded by time constraints. 

She must have things organized in just a few months. Whatever those 'things' are 

for a paxticular woman, they are often enormous tasks - finding housing and 

material baby items, mending family relations, acquiring safety from a former 

partner, or buildmg a parenting relationship with a partner and establishing a 

stable income source. These are just a few of the concems that paracipants in this 

study spoke about. All of these things have a history - how did family relations 

break dom? What idwas the partner's rote? What happened to her housing, her 

work or education? 1 found that in order to understand what women were facing 

and the way in which they came to be homeless and pregnant 1 needed to know a 

little about their pst. As well, it was helpfùi to understand the role that their 

childhood experiences played in the formation of socially constnicted notions of 

pregnancy and motherhood among these women with such diverse backgrounds. 

As stories about the past mingled with those of the present, the women 1 

inte~ewed allowed me to glimpse aspects of their lived experience as they 

perceived it at that moment in time. It is important to note that the way in which 1 



interpret the data and the points which 1 chmse to bighligbt reflect my own 

conceptual lem which I have triai to be clear about in the preceding sections. 

My presentaîion of the data will be o r g d  in accordance with the five 

main themes that emerged durhg analysis (see figure 1 : Appendix Cr). The first 

theme I caiied "hard times" because it was so cornmon a phrase and seerned to 

encompass hardships that stemmed frwi childhood abuse to varicose veins during 

pregnancy. It is in this Brst section that 1 will present a profile of the women 

involved in the study (see participant profiles Table 1: Appendix F). As 

previously indicated, heir identifjwg fatures have been altered to protect their 

anonymity. 

5.1 Stories of Btcoming n Eomcless Motbcr 

Acknowledgrnent of the difficulties of the joumey they had traveied so far 

was in the voices of ail the women I iaterviewed when they inevitabty sighed at 

some point and said "it's been so harâ". For most there was an expectation tbat 

things would remain hard for some time. And yet a sense of optimisai was at the 

hem of most of the participants' outlook for the future - even for just five years 

dom the r d  Mthough there were commonalties between these women's 

conam and bardships during the a d  phase of pregnancy and homelessness, 

the hardships that brought hem to their present situation were very different and 

their utrimate feus and hopes refiected this. 



PEARL, 

Expecting her second child, Pearl fe!t that *&is child might bring her the 

opportunity to 'do things right', although now that her home and parnier were 

gone, it didn't look good. Having lost comection with her first child when her 

husband abandoned her and retumed to their home country with theu young son, 

Pearl regreted the lost years and continu4 to mail items to a relative hoping they 

would reach the boy. The man who was the father of Pearl's new baby was 

abusive (as was her first husband) and she was forced to cal1 the police one night 

and to eventually lave him and enter a shelter. She had kept the abuse and her 

location secret from al1 but one close fnend and stated that her cornmunity simply 

does not share private troubles outside of the home. Women must suffer in 

silence. As well, part of ''doing things right" for Pearl meant having a husband 

and father for her child. Over and over during the i n t e ~ e w  she said 'and 1 have 

no man'. The following quote sums up a lot of Pearl's feelings about her situation. 

I'm really worried. Okay, I'm excited I'm going to have a baby, that's 
fine. But I'rn womed like how am 1 going to provide for this baby, you 
know. 1 want my baby to have a good home which the baby doesn't have 
a good home. 1 want my baby to have a good father which the father is 
not there, you know. 1 want my child to be happy. And 1 don't want my 
child to get to know what problems 1 have gone through. 1 want my child 
to be a regular child, but, sometimes 1 wish it would stay longer inside. 
Everyday 1 get womed, 1 get so womed. It's sad when you see people, 
couples wallàng along with their children. 1 am aU by myself. 1 go to 
church by myself, pregnant with no man beside me. You see people 
sitting two by two like, what did 1 do to deserve this, you know, it's 
tem%le. It's depressing. But anyway, 1 think 1 made the right choice [to 
keep the baby and to corne to the shelter]. 



She bad not told her family about the pregnancy because of shame about 

her fàiled marriage and subsequent pregnancy with a man she was not married to 

and another failed relationship. She still hoped that the relationship would work 

out. She was discouraged by shelter staff in talking with him, though, because 

they did not allow women to be in contact with their abusive partnets. Pearl stiU 

spoke with her boyfhend because she felt an obligation to maintain the 

relationship for the sake of the baby and was also desperately hoping that he 

would somehow change or that she could leiun to put up with his abuse. 

Maybe it's because I've been hît before, being hit has become like 
nothing. 1 used to be a stronger person before. 1 told my husband don't 
ever touch me. The minute he started touching me 1 lefi him. I just didn't 
want him anymore. Me and my heart just left. But this one - it's so hard to 
leave. 

Pearl experienced a fàlse pregnancy during the previous year with some 

dangerous medical complications. She was then treated with some derision by her 

doctor when he found she had become pregnant again and was advised to abort 

the fetus. She claimed she was told by another doctor that there was, in fàct, little 

medical risk of having a repeat episode of the false pregnancy and no reason to 

expect she could not have a healthy baby. She felt very unsupported by her doctor 

in this second pregnancy. The pregnancy had been treated as high risk involving 

weekly tests and the inevitable wait for results; this magnified the hardship of the 

pregnancy for Pearl. 

It's reaiiy bad, because they treat you like it's a crime to be 
pregnant, you know ... I'm very sensitive about it and with no 
support it's hard you know. It's been hard 



The medical concerns stemming from her pregnancy were not her ody 

worry though. Because of the d l  she made to the police about the abuse, her 

boythead is due in court soon. She would then have a srna11 infant and womed 

about the possibility that the man she feared, but dependeci on, would go to jail. 

The daily realities of homelessness and pregnancy were particutarly 

dificult for Pearl. She suffered from asthma and living in the sbelter had no 

control over the air quaiity (many people smoked) or the dust level. As well she 

stated the food was ofien bard to digest and rnany times there was nothing iefk for 

her d e n  she got in from work. Pearl was one of just two women at the shelter 

who were working, and the daily schedule of meds and activities were not 

oriented to their needs. She had developed a relationship of animosity with many 

of the shelter workers partiy because of her demands for decent food and her 

cornplaints about the environment. 

Although k r  physidly dernanding work was hard in the advanced stages 

of pregnancy, Pearl derived a great sense of personal empowerment from having 

her own money and the statu of king out and about in the world earning a 

living. What was hard about that hou& was tbat her income made her ineligible 

for some of the assistance that the 0 t h  women in the shelter got, like the 

Personai Needs Allowance, bus tickets and housing assistance. She had began to 

develop a sense of resenment and when I intewiewed her - just three weeks 

before the baby was due - she h e w  she had to get out of the shelter system for 

her own peace of mind as well as because the baby was coming. It wasn't 



working fur her any more. When 1 calld to see how she was doing a month later, 

1 was told by shelter staff that she hi indeed found other housing. 

JANlCE 

Janice had come h m  a home where as a young girl, she bad wimessed 

years of domestic violence. Her parents separated and her father Iost touch with 

the fbily for many years, which was very dificult for Janice. She had recently 

re~0~eCted with him. As an adult, Janice had h v e n  to be self-sufficient and 

wotked at a variety of jobs. She had had her own apartment but gave it al1 up for a 

relationship which she now said was bas4 on fdse promises. She was engaged 

and had moved in with her fiancé, but d e r  she k a m e  pregnant, the relationship 

deteriorated and ended. The los  of that relationship was very hard as she had 

basai her future on it. Even harder though was the loss of family suppan when 

they found out she was pregnant. Mer temporarily living with family members 

until overcrowding in the apartment caused rdationships to h y ,  she found berself 

out on the streets and five montlis pregnant. 

Janice spent much of her interview focusing on the fact that she was still 

in the shelter and waiting for housing after her baby had been brn, while others 

had corne and gone before her. it was an enormous hardsbip that she found feally 

difficult to bear, she vowed that she would be in her own home for Thanksgiving 

to m a t e  a proper family atmosphere for ber baby (then two rnonths old). 

Pregnancy was a real rouer cuaster emotiodiy for Janice. She had 

wanted a M y  very much for years and king in ber thirties with the feehg that 



no one cared about her and there was no decent friture in sight, she desperately 

wanted the baby to help bring meaning purpose and joy to her life. 

It was a perfkct time for me to have a baby because 1 didn't have anything 
Mfilling going for me, you know what 1 mean. 1 mean, I'rn thirty one 
years old, I'm not going to the bars - that's not me, that was me tea years 
ago. So it was a perfect tirne for me to have baby cause 1 can give her 
everything and still enjoy life through her.. . She's my life now, she's my 
world. 

Her family was very much against her having the baby because she was 

not financially stable. She was aimosî convinced to abort, but then she began to 

feel the baby move and saw the ultrasound images she felt a swge of connection 

with the child. 

Something clicked in my h d  that this is a real living king in my body. 
And 1 cried, and 1 said look mom . . . I'm keepin' it and you're not stoppin' 
me. So 1 did evetytbing 1 could to make the pregnancy go well. 1 went to 
my doctor's appointments eveq time and that, and eventually my mom 
and my sister came a r o d .  

Janice said that the she became very responsible during her pregnancy, 

taking care to eat right and attend a11 medical appointments. This was in part a 

factor in her family tuming around and supporthg her decision. Ultimately, her 

mother even aîtended the bitth! 

Janice was plagued with fear that the Children's Aid Society wouid take 

the baby fiom her (something her sister repeatedy threatened her with during kr 

pregnancy). She felt constantly under surveillance by shelter workers and CAS sîaff+ Around childm al1 her life, Janice felt conndent as a mother initiaily, but 

felt that confidence waning every day since king in the shelter with her newboru. 

Frustration over the wait for housing and fear of the surveillance by staff, 

combined to really undermine Janice's emotional strength and abiiity to mother 



tmer child in the way tbat she wanted to. On a follow-up visit to the shelter two 

weeks later, I ran into Jania in the foyer. She was trernendously excited - she had 

gotten an aparmient, not in the area sbe wanted, but she was moving the following 

week and would be in her own home well before Thanksgiving. 

Leila's story was compieteiy different. From a lovhg family, Leila was 

raised in a middle class background and obtained a master's degree in history and 

lanyage. She had been born in Canada but raiseci "back home" and had always 

felt that tier Canadian citizenship was important, although she could not articulate 

why. Leila was detennined that ber child would be born here tw. Happily marrieci 

to a long tirne boyhend, she managed to come to Canada when she was eight 

months pregmmt, expecting to strap ber baby on her back, find work and get 

settlsd in the one month before the baby was hm. She amiveci in Canada, in the 

fall, with ju~t one contact name and a completely unrealistic idea of how it would 

be. Her husband planneci to foHow when money allowed and she hoped to sponsor 

him. She now imew the ptocess would be much more prolonged than she had 

expected. Leila did m t  plan to be living in a shelter and raising her daughter 

It was my choice to corne to Canada but it wasn't my choice to have it like 
this.. . 1 was expecting it to be wonderfil and sweet., you know. And wetl, 
there is a big difference. But it was quite stnssfiil [the 1st months of 
pre&nancy]. Stress and stfess. Down there [her country] we were running 
around, making sure my ticket was okay and everytbuig, oh my God it 
was stressful, only to corne down hm,  1 thought 1 was çoming to actuaiiy 
relax. But then there was no way. But Z'm happy sbe's hm. [the baby] 
( b m .  



Although her pregnancy went weii, and she attended prenatal classes back 

home, Leila had a difficuit time at delivery. Her baby was in some trouble near 

the end of the pregnancy and it was determined that a cesarean section was 

needed She knew that many women died of cesareans back home and she 

couldn't face the thought of i t  in the end, she was accompanied through the birth 

by a woman who she had met at the shelter and became close friends with This 

"angel" stayed with her during the delivery and they planned to share an 

apartrnent in the future. But Leila was very unhappy with the medical care she got 

and the lack of sympathy health cm workers had for her situation. Because she 

was not wvered under a health insufance plan the hospital doctor wanted her to 

leave just a &y or two after her cesarean. As well, she was discharged in great 

pain to an unknown matemity home. This tumed out to be a big improvement, 

however, over the hostel she had been in. 

[Mer the cesarean I stayed in hospital] only three &YS, because 1 wasn't 
covered Achially the doctor wanted me to go before. She said okay, you 
are fine you can go. 1 couldn't believe it. 1 thought after (xxx shelter) and 
now this hospital. I couidn't believe it.. . . [&r getting to the shelter] 1 
thought that night was my last, 1 had so much pain They didn't give me 
iinythmg. 

Leila was confident, self-possessed and lwked to the future with great 

expectation of success. She was very happy with her one-month old girl and 

although the past few mon* had k e n  a very bard time, she felt this period of 

homelessness was a temporary state that she wouid move out of and that she 

wouid prosper eventuaily dong side ber husband But it had been reaily hard. She 

told me how she was feeling in her last month of pregnancy. 



Sad I'rn telling you 1 was like, why did I corne down here. I wuid have 
been back there because of the care and e v m g .  But here I am i don't 
know what the situation would be and 1 was thuiking if1 give birth to her 
in a shelter whaî wiU E do, h i e  will 1 be. I don't really have money to 
take care of thing. But now I'm here, I'rn getting the help, you know. 

Ruth had a surprisingly similar story although she was fiom a very 

àifferent part of the wodd. She was h m  in Canada and attended some of her 

schooIing here, but then returned to her home country with her mother due to a 

family emergency. They ended up staying on there, but when she found she was 

pregnant, Ruth did not feei cornfortable staying because of political violence and 

the overall culture of terrur. Although nothing had happened to them directly, the 

datly news was filled with stories of kidnapped children, deaths and other things. 

Everyone knew someone who had disappeared. So Ruth and ber mother carne 

back to Canada - they still bad citizenship - but things were quite changed. There 

was no-where they couid iive although they still had acquaintances here. So Ruth 

and her mother shared a m m  a! the shelter and Ruth's mother sent out reswnes - 

she was a teacher with experience in Canada - and they waited for the baby. It 

was a hard t h ,  Ruth said, but she h e w  it was only temporary. 

You know whatever your situation is when you get pregnant, tbe moment 
you know you are pregnant you want the best for your child and then it's 
not that way so it's really hard. But you know 1 would ratlier be here than 
be on the sbeets and my pregnancy - hnks God - is going really well. 
The best thing is that 1 bave my mom with me 2417.. . . So now, in the first 
montbs it was really hard, when we wne it was really hard. But now I'm 
good, I'm just like stable you know, just waiting for the baby to come. .. 



Ruîh had just tunied twenty and has never k e n  apart h m  her mother. 

She was seven and a half months pregnant at the time of the interview. She had no 

comection with the Mer of her baby or her own father and did not wish to speak 

of them at all. Her mother her, just the two of hem, and it was wonderful. 

As far as Ruth can see it will alwiys be the two of k m ,  and now her baby would, 

she said, bring them even closer. 

Her pregnancy had gone well. It was hard, sbe said, living in a shelter and 

having the firture uncertain, but it was harder at home with the uncertainty of a 

violent regime and the fear for her child's future. Ruth had the cushion of her 

mother's presence, and her mother's eventual income to help them get settîed She 

knew their horneIessness was temporary and was glad for the shelter and the help 

she was getting there fiom the public heaith nurse. Ruth was disrnayed, however, 

by the mothers and children she saw around her in the shelter and the cultural 

differences around notions of child rearing. As well her experiences with the 

medical system had been les than positive. 

The doctors here are not like [back home]. . . .They just give you 
one second. Yeah so it's reaiiy hard, especial1y if it's your first 
pregnancy, your first baby. Because [back borne] even if it's two 
minutes, it doesn't matter how much time, they explain it to you, 
it's the qdi ty  that they give you 

Ruth had received guidance fiom a dietitian and the pubic health 

nurse in the shelter who have fiiled in the gps  left by the unanswered 

questions at the doctor's office. She was attending p r d  classes as well. 

1 did not see Ruth again after our interview. 



Claire had recently amived in Canada at the time of our interview. She was 

very traumatized by her sudden deparme from her home country al1 alone and by 

the processes both of becoming a refuge and entering the shelter system. She was 

eight and a half month pregnant. Happily rnarried back home, she and her 

husband had a successful business but began to be persecuted because of political 

decisions they had made. Eventually, with k i r  business destroyed and their lives, 

threatened, they had to flee. Claire's husband was in hiding somewhere and she 

had k e n  able to borrow enough money for a ticket to Canada, and no more. She 

had nothing, her baby was due any day and her husband was halfway across the 

world, in hiding - although she felt sure he would be airight. It was unimaginably 

hard for Claire and she cried throughout the interview. 

Raised by a step-mother and suffiering verbal and emotional abuse 

throughout childhood, Claire said her husband was the first really kind person she 

knew and now he was gone. She had joined a Christian fundamentalist church in 

her teens and rernained profody religious. She painted beautifully and loved 

that she bas her own rwm in the shelter because she could paint whenever she felt 

saâ. It was her main cornfort, beyond the church. 

Fmm what I went through I îhought 1 was ahost losing my baby, 
you know. It was such a position, a thing - I've never been through 
such a thing before. But for the Lord.. 1 believe in God and that in 
al1 mgs he is able to make your way so 1 kuew he would never Iet 
me down and he wodd make a way for me. 

Claire came to Canada because she knew one h i l y  here. She stayed with 

them for some t h e  but they didn't really have space for her - she was sleeping on 



the flwr in the hallway. Eventually, she had to leave and had no money or 

anywhere to go. The welfare office put her on a bus to Toronto and sent her to a 

shelter for homeless women. She was territied there by al1 the different problerns 

women with mental illness and addictions bad As well, she had to leave the 

shelter during the &y and wander aimlessly, not knowing who to trust, feeling 

exhausted and very pregnant. 

It's been very - it's been hell, because I don? know anywhere around and 
you have to go out by force and it's been very hard for me. Because there 
are so many crazy people on the street now and sometimes you go out and 
you don't know who to taik to and it's so bad, you know. So 1 was always 
scared, 1 was afiaid, 1 was always afraid back then. But then they found a 
way for me to come here. It is better because you can stay in your rwm 
the whole day, you can sing you can do wbatever you want to do. 

She had finally begged the shelter staff for help and they got her 

transferred to the parent resource centre. Although Claire felt d e  there and could 

rest during the day, she was still alone and afiaid for the future. She and her 

husband were looking fonvard to their tint baby like any young married couple - 

but now she desperately wanted the baby to be boni in order to bring some joy 

back into her life. 

1 really need this baby. You know Mies  are there to cheer you up when 
you are alone. I love to see babies and I would like to have a baby of my 
own. Babies are good for your soul, you know someone to cheer you up, 
someone to laugh with and taik with and you're fine. It means a lot to me, 
yes a lot. 

1 saw Claire once again, by chance, in the hallway of the shelter, 

two weeks later. She looked a little happier and said she felt she was 

getting the guidance and rest she needed 



ISABELLA 

Isabella initially stnick me as very whimçical and even childlike, but as 

our conversation developed it tecame ctesr that she was an arnbitious and stiarp 

young woman who had had more than her share of bard times. At the time of our 

interview she was nineteen and six months ptegnant. A medical çtudent, she had 

been dropped by her Long time boyfnend when she bewne pregnant As well, she 

was kicked out of the house by her father wiîh whom she had never had a close 

relationshîp. in fact, her parents separateci when she was very young and she was 

raised by relatives "back home". She suffered physical and emotional abuse h m  

her rnother and her boyfhends throughout her childhood and left home at an early 

age. The opportunity arose to corne to Canada and reunite with her father while 

she was still in schml. Aithough she wmpleted hi& schwl and started 

univerçsty in Canada, doing well, her situation with her father deteriorateci and she 

was eventually kicked out. She went "back home" only to find that her home had 

b e n  sold and kre was no work or educatiod opporhmities for her there. 

Coming back to Canada, isabella entered the shelter system on the advice 

of a f iend She had a part time job but was let go when they found out she was 

pregnant. During the early stages of her pregnancy, a faulty blood test showed she 

had a life-threatening illness. During these few montbs ?sabella had ùad to deal 

with so much - the pregnancy, the abandonment by her fiancé, loss of her home 

and job and then the possîbility of a terminal iliuess! She was getting advice fiom 

many directions and didn't know who to trust. A hend at work was encouraging 

her to sue for wrongiÙl dismissal. 



I'm like, yeah, well, I have a lot of stuff on my mind cause it was the 6rst 
time I was dealing with the supposedly diagnosed problem of (illness) and 
m y  baby's dad's not around, I can't find him, I'm womed half to death, so 
there's so many emotions going around - I have no place to live. So the 
least of my interest is to go brewin' up some storm that I can't handle. 

Isabella got a crisis bed at the parent resource shelter and was assisted by 

the public health nurse and the counselors to negotiate the medical system until a 

reversal of the threatening diagnosis allowed her to begin to deal with the 

pregnancy itself 

It was just the doctor was wrong in his diagnosis. So my first five months I 
was like a total wreck. I just thought "Okay I'm going to die and I have to 
live with it". 

At the time of the interview, Isabella was despondent and also defiant over 

the loss of her partner. She very much despaired of raising her child without a 

father for the child's sake, but knew she was capable of doing whatever it took to 

provide a stable home and complete her training as well. She was haunted by 

"what ifs" and regrets. 

I wish to myself that I never left my country. Cause if I never left I would 
probably be married now, yeah. And he wouldn't have run off with 
somebody and we would have more family around to help him deal with 
the fact I'm pregnant.. . 

I ran into Isabella in the shelter hallway a couple of weeks after the 

interview. She had had a healthy baby boy. He was born early and it was a 

difficult delivery. She was proud of him but also seemed very sad and 

tired I was not able to ask her further how things were then, because of 

her clear exhaustion and the baby's needs. 



SUZANNE 

Suzanne had been living for two years on the streets and in a downtown 

hostel. She was twenty at the tirne of the interview and her baby was one week 

old Afier suffering physical and emoîionai abuse h m  her mother and 

abandonment by her father, Suzanne lefi home as a teenager for the streets of the 

city and freedom. She felt the hostel that she had been in and out of for years was 

home and fondly spoke about the staff and her retationship with them. At the 

same time, Suzanne had a disrespect for authority that emerged in the i n t e ~ e w  

when she spoke about her interactions with the public health nurse who was 

directing her and "bothering her" about feeding the baby ofien. 

Up till now she's [the baby] given me no reason to worry about her so 1 
just let her do her own thing [meaning sleeping and eating], and 1 tell the 
public health nurses, "oh yeah, she eats every three hours". 

Of al1 the participants, Suzanne had the most optimistic outlook about her 

life history, present circumstances and future prospects. Her main area of concern 

was the baby's father with whom she had had an intirnate relationship. Because he 

was involved in illegal activities, however, and had recently spent time in jail, she 

had decideâ that until he was "clean" and had made a cornmitment to the farnily, 

she was not willing the have him involved in hers or the baby's Me. She felt a lot 

of pain and regret about her decision and was still wilting to accept him back into 

her life if he proved capable. 

. . . he's gotta fix things in his life before he can d l y  take a big role in her 
life. Right now he's just a fauier that visits and she's too young And it's 
good case if he makes a decision that's wong or isn't good for her, then 1 
can just say "see you later" and she won't know. . . . My fathex was so 
important to me that I can't imagine going without a father, but you lmow 
it's b e r  for her to be without a father than with a fàther that's no good 



The other area of hardship Suzanne spke about was the childhood abuse 

she had suffered What bothered her rnost about it was that she had picked up that 

behavior and had found berself abusing younger kids d e n  she was young, 

especially her siblings. Since she tKcame pregnant, however, she had focused on 

family healing, which had occurred both with her parents, who were now 

divorced, and her siblings. Her mother and sister were both present at the baby's 

birth and she planned to move back to be near them once she had finished college 

in the city. 

Me and my sister didn't have a very good relationship growing up. 1 
wouldn't let anyone hurt ber, but I was the one hurting her. Now 1 just love 
her so much. 1 can't say beating her brought us closer, But al1 our 
experiences bad and good brought us doser. And I'm happy she's able to 
forgive me too you know. 

Suzanne felt the baby was helping her get 'on track' in life. She 

was committed to completing high schwl and doing post secon&ry 

training. As well, she felt she had a reason to stick with a job when it got 

boring or difficult, which she had never bothered to do before. Suzanne 

had a relatively easy pregnancy and worked as a volunteer at a youth 

program, and at a ûiend's &op right up until the delivery. She had 

tremendous energy and felt the baby would help her channe1 it in a 

positive way. I did not see Suzanne again following our intewiew. 

KAREN 

Karen was aineteen at the time of the interview and was eight months 

pregnant with twins. This was her sixth psgmcy. She had three children king 



r a i d  by a relative, and had had a stillbirth and a miscarriage. Her fïrst child was 

born when she was not yet a teenager - she had been raped Having grown up a 

ward of the Children's Aid Society, Karen was proud that the CAS had never 

taken her three children. She gave them over voluntarily when she was badly 

addicted to crack, but then got them back when she was "clean" and had enlisted 

the help of a relative in raising them. Her curent pregnancy came as a complete 

shock as she had been told she could no longer conceive. She hoped she would be 

able to cope when these children were born. 

Not only am 1 older and wiser, I've been through just about everythmg. 
Not only have 1 been through dmgs and alcohol, I've been through one of 
the hardest addictions to break - crack cocaine. And 1 quit by myself with 
no help, no psychiatrist, nothing. Yeah and 1 feel proud about doing that, 
and I've been through so much now, and I'm turning 20 soon. 

Having suffered physical abuse al1 her Iife, Karen fought back when her 

partner hit her in the early months of this pregnancy. She did not want to leave 

hm because she couid not financially raise the twins as well as the older three 

children on her own. He, however, ieft her. She was now very concerned about 

the legal battle that was already brewing over his future involvement. She wanted 

to ensure that he pays child support, but that she maintained custady. 

Karen had teamed up with another single mother for support, but their 

shareâ aparîment did not work out as the landlord was very dificult. She felt she 

had been through so much in the past year. Quitting dnigs with no assistance, 

getting pregnant when she thought she was not able to conceive (and twins!), then 

the abuse and separation fiom her partner. She was no longer able to faIl back on 

family supports for a place to stay, but her mother and aunt were generaliy 



supportive of her. As well, she had begun to reconnect with family on her father's 

side whom she had not seen since she was seven. 

The pregmcy had been physically very difficult - the twins were causing 

uncomfortable pressure on ber pelvic bones and back She had gained over 100 

pounds. Her hormones were fluctuating, causing episodes of black depression and 

crying. She could not sleep or walk far. Her breasts were heavy and painfil. 

It's been realiy dificult. f've gone into labour eight times! They've 
stopped the labour eight times. I've gone into labour in the 
strangest places. 1 was in labour for a week straight! 1 literally 
have bruises on my pelvis and on my backside from the inside.. . 
causing me a lot of pain and streiching al1 the bones. 

She bas booked a tubal ligation following the birth and has no hesitation 

about it! 

I'm getting my tubes tied Cut and bumed too. No 1 really am 
'cause 1 can't have no more W s . .  . My family has a trail of * n s  
and triplets. If 1 get pregnant with triplets or another set of twins - 
1 can't do it. 

Living in shelters was a way of life for Karen and so the hardships of 

shelter life and pregnancy were not as heightened in her awareness as they were 

for some of the other participants. She had had apartrnents and been in group 

homes as well. She complained mainly about everyone asking her to baby-sit theu 

kids because hers hadn't been bom yet. Also that her milk letdown whenever 

anyoue's child cried! 

Karen hoped she would be induced early and that she could get the twins 

well established before resuming care of her older children. 1 did not see Karen 

again although 1 would have liked to know how her birth and housing 

arrangements worked out. 



5.2 SUMMARY 

The hardships of the physical pregnancy and birth were very difficult for 

many of the participants. This hardship was heightened dramaticaIly by 

conditions ihey faced within the shelters and by the negative or uncaring attitudes 

of some health care workers. Women who had come from other countries also had 

to adjust to different cultural noms around pregnancy and different expectations 

of medical staff. 

Beyond the expenence of pregnancy and birth, the women faced 

enormous hardships in becorning homeless. Two women were homeless before 

becoming pregnant and six became homeless toward the end of their pregnancy. 

Those who made the journey to Canada in advanced pregnancy with inaccurate 

expectations of their welcome and situation on amval, suffered a degree of shock 

for several weeks or months until finding some supports and gaining a rebounded 

optimism about the futufe. 

+:cial of the women spoke in detail about the abuse they had suffered, 

especially those who were victims of childhood violence. This has important 

impact on women's experience of pregnancy and plans for parenting. It is 

interesthg to note, however, that three women who acknowledged that they were 

caught in life long cycles of violence and two had even become violent 

themselves, stated strongly that they were not ever concemed that they would 

b ~ g  violence into their own parenting relationship. Instead they felt they would 

be especially protective of their children because of what they had been through 



Also interesting was the degree of family healing that was a focus during 

pregnancy for some of the women who had long been estranged or at odds with 

their relatives. Forgiveness on the part of the expectant mother and of her siblings 

or parents seemed to be assisted by the coming child "For the sake of the child" 

was a good reason to mend fences. This was also a reason that some of the 

women used for maintainhg unhealthy relationships with abusive partners. 

Financial hardship did not play a large role in the women's discussion 

There was perhaps, an understanding that poverty, acute or chronic, was at the 

base of each woman's situation, but it did not corne up in much detail in the 

women's interviews. The weekly Personal Needs Allowance money given by the 

shelter and the vouchers for food and diapers by public heaith were mentioned 

oflen as the main sources of income. The donations room provided some infant 

items. Two of the participants had purchased large amounts of baby items when 

they first found out they were pregnaat and were still in relatively stable 

situations. 

in the next chapter 1 will present the data in accordance with the themes 

and categories that emerged h m  tbe inte~ews. Specifically 1 will focus in more 

depth on two areas of hardship that women spoke about. The first king 'alterd 

expectations' which encompasses and expands on many of the topics 1 have 

begun to touch on in this cbapter, in particular how disappointments or major 

misinformation led women to change their life course. The second area 1 cal1 

"shelter blues": mder this heading 1 focus on the experiences of the women in ttie 

shelter system, including the health and socid aMce  agencies. Aithough many 



of the women spoke very positively about the particulat shelter for mothers and 

children they were in when 1 interviewed them, most had had experiences in 

other, les  desirable hostels, and very much wanted to tell of these experiences. 

As well, they had found there were aspects of pregnancy or new motherhood that 

were simply not compatible with living in a shelter. 



6.0 Altered Ex~ectations and Shelter Blues 

This section look at two of the categories that arose fiom the intewiew 

data and stem fiom the first theme 'hard times'. They are areas that seemed to 

require their own separate consideration beyond inclusion in the 'hard times' 

section. These are 'altered expectations7 and 'shelter blues'. in this chapter 1 

organized the theme sections by category. In analyzing the data, 1 fïrst broke each 

sentence or segment down into codes and then gathered these codes into 

categories. The categories were, in tum, distilled into meaningful themes. The 

categories remain useful ways of describing the cornponents of a broder theme. I 

have chosen quotes fiom the interviews to illuminate the categories. Not d l  of the 

women spke  on the topic of each category, but each of their voices is heard 

within the themes. 

6.1 Altercd Expcctations 

Each of us has aspects of our lives that have turned out very differentiy 

than what we had hoped for or dreamd of. Such events, however, are part of life 

and growth There are some gros beûayals, like child abuse, abandonment or 

terrorism that are far beyond the challenges that make up the daily real1ty for most 

of us. It is often such extreme betrayais that lead to and may also be mitigating 

factors contniuting to a woman's homelessness during a tirne of pregnar~cy and 

new motberhood. Less drastic but also painful are the challenges to assumptions 



that one bas made about relationships of caring, the experience of becoming a 

parent or about the health care and social assistance system. As 1 discuss each 

category, it will become more evident how many of the women experienced 

repeated disappointments in life as they literaily found themselves in situations 

they never imagined they would be in. 

6.1.1 Bcing Alone 

Except for Ruth, al1 of the women I interviewed did not plan to have their 

baby as a single mother. They had expected or hoped that they would be part of a 

couple and have a home and a c h c e  of 'nonnal' parenting and farnily structure. 

Not al1 were upset at king single, however. They each made sense of their 

situation in different ways depending on the reason for the breakdown of farnily 

relationships and their ps t  expeience with disappointments in significant 

relationships. Three of the participants did not want a M e r  relationship with the 

father of their child; of these, one had fomed a relationship with a man whom she 

hoped would k a smogate father. The other five parücipants remained hopefui 

that their partner would join thern but not at the cost of violence toward them or 

the child or at the risk of careles Fathering. Suzanne spoke about protecting her 

child fiom her partner's addiction. 

I'm happy to do it just the two of us, if that's the way it works out. If he's 
gonna, 1 just don? want ber being second for anything to anybody, in her 
father's eyes or my eyes. So as soon as her father shows that she is second 
in his eyes to him then ttiat's i t  W u s e  I've gone through that before 
and 1 just, 1 won't let him hurt her like he hurt me and 1 can't let that 
happen to ber. 



For Isabella, the pull was between protecting her child from careless 

fathering and still helping the child respect his father so that he could feel good 

about himself 

The only problem is, I'm not gonna tell my kid 'your dad's bad. 
No. My kid asks me about his dad, I'm gonna say the best things I 
can fmd in my heart to say about him. Not all the bad stuff, your 
dad ran off with some girl. No, 1'11 say, your dad was a really nice 
person, but people change and maybe he'll come around some time 
and maybe he won't. Maybe he's busy working. You know. People 
have to do things to make their life comfortable and maybe this is 
your dad's way of doing it. And if he does come and he does pay 
some mind, I'm still not gonna pick fights with him in fiont of his 
son cause that give him a wrong idea ''mommy hates daddy, every 
time mommy sees daddy mommy argues with daddy". No, I want 
him to get positive ideas. So when I see his dad, even if, "you 
know, you promised you'd come on the weekend and you didn't 
come", I'm not gonna do it in fiont of my kid, I'm gonna wait till 
he's in the car or he's outside playing and say " you know you 
should have been here on the weekend, you promised, you know", 
. . . not arguing, my kid doesn't want to see me arguhg with his 
dad, chasing his dad away, cause that's his dad it's the only one he 
has, he's not gonna find another one anywhere. 

Eking alone, however, was devastating to Isabella 

Are you keeping the baby? No - giving the baby up for adoption, 
that's all I kept telling everybody, givin' it up for adoption. I didn't 
want to deal with the fact that my baby doesn't have a dad. I grew 
up without a dad and I know what it's like to look around at 
everybody who has a dad. On parents night they come and you sit 
there and you're waiting for your dad to come through that door 
and no dad. 

From the micro level of individual experience to the macro level of social, 

cultud norms, the two parent family is a powerful norm and ideal. For economic 

reasons, for household labour and for the health of children, there is a widespread 

perception that the wqa ren t  family is better. Only Ruth, who was raised happily 

by her mother amidst an extended family, was content with the lack of a male 



father figure. Pearl, however, f o d  this hard to bar. She felt in some ways a 

failure in her inability to choose a "good" hushd.  She also regretted the loss of 

the ideal of a safe home and happy children. 

1 thought at my age I'li be having a home and be happy and have 
children and ail this kind of Too bad. Dreams don't come 
tme. 

Beyond the lack of partners, fïnding themselves alone wui living in a 

shelter was an even greater hardship. Some women felt abandoned by their family 

and frienâs, others reaiized that they had used al1 the networks they had to their 

utmost extent and could not expect more tiom them. Participants in this study 

demonstrated that women do utilize the infonnal assistance networks of their 

family and fnends in the earty stages of homelessness, as the literature suggests, 

and then tend only to turn to a shelter when its absolutely necessary. Janice talks 

about the time when she lived with her sister in a crowded apartment. 

But by the t h e  1 was five months, it was just too much. She's in a two 
bedroom aputment with two small kids right, so it got a little stressfui, a 
little bard, so you know she basically kicked me out, and 1 had no place to 
go.. . Here 1 am pregnant, over thirty years old, basically homeless cause 
my sister was on the verge of lcicking me out, and 1 was ready to teminate 
my pregnancy. And w h t  do you do in a situation like that, basically hope 
you survive to the next day and it got to the point that if 1 didn't get to a 
sheiter 1 would have been out on the street. And it seemed like my sister 
didn't are. She called me up one day and said so how are you doin' and 1 
said what do you are? You kicked me out. It was a lot of hatred 1 had but 
1 mean anybody in my position would understand, you know. 

Women who came to Canada h m  other countries had dreams of 

new opportunities and peace that was not available in their home country. 

This was very different fiom the reality they now f a c d  Leila did not 

expect to be on her own for the birth of her child, she had thought her 



husband would be able to joui her once she was here as she bas Canadian 

Well we were planning for him to corne here but everythmg is different 
now, cause 1 thought maybe - what they told us back home - could 1 come 
here, it would be different. So 1 guess I just have to struggle for a while. 

Pearl's marriage had broken down through violence and so had h a  

subsequent relaîionship. Her plans for life in a new country were very different 

that what she now faced and she couid not bring herself to admit to her family that 

she was pregnant and without a "man by my side". Although they were without a 

partner, however, the women were building relationships with their growing 

child Severai women spoke about singing and W n g  to their child and the 

Company they felt t?om the unbom baby. Pregnancy was ofien a time of hope for 

healing and love that the mother hoped the baby would bring her. It was time of 

optimism as well as worry about the future. 

Living in the shelters, women were surrounded, sumetimes 

clausîropbbicaUy, by others. They felt anythmg but alone at times and it was 

often a source of tension. It was distressing to be lonely and yet surrounded by 

strangers. Some women felt too much anxiety to make a connection with others. 

Mers  üied to form closer bonds wiîh fàmily mernbers so that they couid be 

supported during the birth of their child Several women mentioned a concem 

about the isolations of eventualy living on their own, as much as they wanted 

their owa home. Though they were not truly alone in the world, the 

disappointment of having their child as a single woman was upsetting and 

daunting for many of îhe participants. These emotions were tempered or matched 



by anger at a betrayal of trust that a number of participants experienced at the loss 

of the relationship that had resuited in their pregnancy. They aiso spoke of 

betrayais that were part of their personal history and shaped their experience of 

becoming a mother. 

Beyond king alone, some of the women I intemiewed felt a great 

sense of betrayid, and anger or despair because of it. Sadly, this was not a 

ment phenornenon, but a lifelong, recurring experience for a few women. 

For others, it was related directly to their pregnancy and curent situation 

of homelessness. W l l a  expressed tremendous anger and incredulity 

towards her partner's teaving her without a word. 

When he found out 1 was pregnant he was al1 happy and then 1 don? know 
what happened between him finding out and my first five months but after 
that he just disappeared . .. . I put in six years into this relationship and 1 
can't see a baby running away someone. It was supposed to be the best 
tirne of out lives cause we were supposed to get married in the spring, and 
i'm like, how can he just neglect the fact that I'm pregnant. I'm pregnant 
yes, but it's not a problem that's just going to disappear to go away, and 
i'm not going to rnake it go away. 

Janice also was still fkous toward her ex-fiancé although she 

admitted that the relationship bad not been doing well even before she 

was pregnant. 

Because of her father giving me false promises, 1 gave up everything, 
moved in with him whatever, so 1 basically gave up everythmg right. And 
now, 1 mean I'm single, i'm supporting her on my own. 

Interestingly, the tirne of pregnancy ailowed some of the women an 

opportunity to hope and plan and dream of the fùture and to thiak more about a 



new beginning, In that way, the anguish of the betrayais was sometimes 

rnitigated, or overlooked in a geshue of sacrifice for the child. Isabella told me 

she said to her ex: 

If you wanna see your baby after he's born, 1 don? have a 
problem. I'rn willin' to give you that opportunity cause 1 didn't 
have a dari and 1 h o w  what it is like to be negiected, so I'rn gonna 
give you that opportunity. You can corne see your kid at any time. 
BUT, get anybody pcegnant and take care of their kid and ycu're 
gonna' P Y  - 

Four of the eight women interviewed felt beûayed by the health care or 

social services system that they expected would care for them. Karen says she was 

told she could not conceive and then found she was expecting twins. Pearl, having 

suffered an illness the previous year said she had been treated very poorly by 

medical staff and advised strongly to abort her fetus in a way that she felt was 

judgmentai and unjustified. Janice was constantly worried that she would be 

betrayed by sheiter staff to the CAS . 

I'm scared I'm just so scared 1 wanna get out of here, I'rn not saying 
they're not good people, they've kept me f d  given me a bed, I'm just so 
scared that everything, you know that there's a façade behind it. You know 
what 1 mean. 1 wanna, 1 wanna get my independence back 

Leila felt that the hospital tried to rush her out of the bed and dischargeci 

her without an adequate supply of analgesic after her cesarean section. Although 

she was grateful for the surgical accuracy that allowed her to survive the cesarean 

she feit the care itself was shocking and she had a feeling of betrayal at the 

indifference she was shown while in hospital. Mer  her cesarean section she was 

dischzrged two âays earlier than the usual standard of are. 



Oaly three days because 1 wasn't covered Actuaily, the doctor wanted me 
to go before. She said, "You are 6ne you can go". 1 couldn't believe it. 
Fitst [the shelter], now this hospital. 1 couldn't believe it. . . . 1 thought that 
night was my last 1 had so much pain. They didn't give me anything. 

While she attributed the actions of the doctor to be based on a 

discriminatory attitude to those without health car& or homes, Leila said she 

knew she was expecting very different behaviour based on cultural noms fiom 

another country. She felt that she was ''tramferring cultures" and that her 

expectations were not met because of this. As this concept is relevant to four of 

the participants, although Leila was the one to speak clearly about it, I felt it was 

important to include in this section. The participants who experienced this feeling, 

felt betrayed by their own expectations, and by the promises of others who toid 

them everytiung would be easy in Canada. 

6.1.3 Transferring Cultures 

While it also pertained to the health care she received, Leila was speaking 

directly about working d e n  she mentioned that she was o f h  disappointed when 

her expectations were not met because she may have been '%ansferring  culture^'^. 

When you have a smail baby . . . back home you can strap your baby on 
your back and go to work But 1 hear you can't try that here. 1 just don't 
know what to do next. .. 1 thought 1 could get on my feet, because 1 
thought - maybe 1 was tramferring a culture - back home when you have 
a baby you can carry her - get a job and cary her to the job. Everythng is 
so different here.. . 

Ruth also spoke about her aitered expectations of life in Canada. 

You know when you are in some countries like ours, they're iike in places 
like the States and Canada or some other countries, "It's gonna be good. 
You're goma make money, you know and have lots of sm" But it's net 
No. 



ûther women did not speak directly to this concept although 1 felt it was 

relevant to their stories. Claire had not yet had the opportunity to recover 

sufficiently fiom her recent fiight fiom home to be able to articulate her feelings 

clearly. But as she spoke about negotiating the sî~eets of the city during the &y, 

when the hostel she previously stayed at was closed, she told me she had 

difficulty knowing who to trust or approach. She felt unable to transfer her 

cultural knowledge for fear that she was making incorrect assumptions and she 

felt at times paralyzed because of this. 

The theme "altered expectations" Iooked at the way in which women 

found themselves living in a situation and coping with challenges that they did not 

predict. Often this was due to a betrayal - oftrust, of advice or of caring. As a 

result many of the participants found themselves facing their situation very much 

alone - at least without a significant other. Some women expresseci an ability to 

"go with the flow" and allow circumsîances to carry them aloag. For others, 

chronic disappointments and the feeling of lack of control over their life lead at 

times to an inability to trust others and intense feelings of disempowermeut. 

The next theme addresses the ways in whicb the shelter experience was 

perceived by the participants. Some women found it to be a very hard place to be, 

others found that it provided the assistance and met k i r  basic needs at a tirne 

when they would have other wise been on the sîreets. 



6.2 Shelter Blues 

This theme arose out of the myriad taies of difficulty women had in 

coping with the shelters while pregnant. This is not to say that they were 

ungratefùi that the shelters were there. They were immensely grateful because 

each came when they were in desperate straits and would have otherwise been on 

the Street. Al1 but one participant was a resident of a "parent-resource centei' 

where they had a rwm of their own, which is very different fiom most shelters, 

and access to services and classes specificdly designed for pregnant and 

parenting women. Classes were held in groups, led by a nurse or social worker to 

teach preparation for birth, finding an apartment and dealing with landlords, 

coping with conflict management, postpartum we, parenting tips etc. They were 

in one of the best places they could be amidst the crisis of their homelessness. 

Many bad been in severai hostels or shelters previously and had coped with really 

dificult environments. Even so, there were issues that the women had to deal 

with that made their experience of pregnancy and homelessness especidy bard. 

The following sections will elaborate on those concem. 

6.2.1 Rules and Regulntions 

The participants agreed that a shelter must have a structure of d e s  and 

regdations or policies in order to provide services to al1 residents. It was the sense 

of arbitrariness in the setting or enforcing of these niles that some women 

complained of ûthers felt the mies were simply t w  strict. Isabella had been in a 

youth shelter where she found the chores assigned to everyone were too strenuous 



for her when she was pregnant. At the maternity shelter she no longer had to do 

these; however, curfew and a lack of autonomy, in general, still bothered her. 

You can't be free when you're tied to d e s  and reguiatiom. You have to 
eat what they cwk and not what you want. Then you have to abide by 
things you don't necessarily agree to. For instance, they have like two 
nights out a week but they don't give you any extra night out say for 
Thanksgiving or Christmas. You just have that two ni@ and that's not 
fair cause it's not like a regular day in the year - it's a family time. 

Isabella also worried that her child might have to deal with the confines of 

shelter life if she didn't successfuily make it out of the systern before her baby 

came. She spoke about watching the other kids in the shelter and feeling their 

1 can't have my kid grow up in a shelter. 1 don't want my kid to know 
what it's like to have to iive by people's des .  Not just your parent's d e ;  
you have to live by your parent's rules and everybody else's d e s  and it 
just doesn't work. If it's hard for me it's goin' to be hard for a kid. So 1 
know how most of these kids feel, when you can't run in the hallway. ... 
It's not the type of fieedorn tbat kids deserve. 

Pearl suf5ered fiom asthma and found it very dificult to breathe in the 

dusty, smoky shelter environment. One night she was given queen-sized sheets to 

put on her twin bed and found the sheets dragging on the fl oor s t i d  up dust 

around her bed. When she asked for another pair of sheets she was given the same 

large size. Similarly, when she dropped her toothbnish on the bathrwm floor she 

went and asked for a new one. 

1 had bought that toothbnish myself. They always have a lot of 
toothbnishes here, so 1 came with my towel and 1 told her "Look, 1 
just dropped my toothbnish, can 1 have a new twthbnish?" So!! 
. . . It isn't tbat 1 can't go out and buy one now, go right away. Just 
go in there, get me a toothbnish They're abusers, they're abusers. 



Leila had a very upsetting experience the nlght before she went 

into hospital for her cesacean. Even at the time of the interview it was bard 

for her to relate. She had been sent to a shelter for homeless wornen where 

she shared a room with other women, sorne of whom had mental illness. 

She said the smell and the noise were too much for her on the night before 

her scheduled cesarean about which she was terrified. She was not allowed 

to switch rwms, however. in tears she took her blanket and pillow to the 

library couch but was told to go back to her room and just open the 

window. 

1 cried, oh man, 1 cried a lot. And this really nice woman who I didn't 
even know she offered me her bed to lie on, and she was d l y  - it was so 
kind. And they have this d e  that you cannot enter another person's room 
even if they want you to, or if there is an empty bed you cannot go into 
another rwm and 1 didn't know that. And she didn't even teU me and they 
kicked her out for letting me lie d o m  on ber bed. Oh, I felt so bad, 1 felt 
so bad. And she said she knew 1 would have done the same ttiing if she 
had been in my shoes, 

The women in this study indicated tbat the longer they had to abide by the 

niles within the shelter, the harder it seemed. Complicated by coping with the 

earlier traumatic experiences they had arrived witb and the changes in their lives 

tbat the expected baby would be bringing they had a low tolerance for the 

infnngements on their autonomy that they felt were infiicted by the shelter 

workers as they enforceci the code of conduct. 

Another area that was difficult for some of the women was the lack of 

control over the food they ate or the way it was prepared. Again, the importance 

of the issue of food was magnined by theîr lack of control over so many aspects 



in their daily lives and the elernent of cornfort that food represents for many 

people. 

6.2.2 Food 

For many women pregnancy is a time when eating 'right' is emphasized 

for the health of the baby and mother. Lack of control over food choices was 

something that bothered half of the participants. For women from different 

cultural backgrounds not having the foods they were used to or craved was 

especially bard. The women who were not bothered by the food issue simply 

shrugged when 1 asked and said the food was fine or that there was a kitchen 

provided and anyone (with the money and time) could cook a meal. As in the 

general population, food ranks high in importance to some men and women, less 

so to others. For the women affecteci, though, it was an issue of significance. In 

some ways food can be related to the concept of nuxturing oneseif, and of 

respecting one's body and traditions. Nat having control in this basic area can be 

syrnbolic of a woman's inability to nu- her child. 

Pearl had a very hard time with the food at her shelter. 

Especially if 1 lived in my own place I would eat whatever I waat. 
Here you have to eat spaghetti, whatever they give yoy stuff that 
makes my hem get burned. 

The issue for Pearl went beyond the actuai food however. Because 

she worked, she often came home late for dinner. She expected the staffto 

save some food for her and it was done so inconsistently. As well, she felt 

that, king pregnant, she should have something more than a sandwich for 

her lunch. She wanted to save some d i ~ e r  from the night before to take 



with her the next day. This was not allowed Together, her astbma and 

food concems made her very unhappy at the shelter. When she became iil 

with the flu a public health nurse suggested she find another place to live. 

It was so bad the public health nurse asked me to move out of here. 
... 1 was very sick and I'm pregnant.. . so 1 told them look me a 
place - I'm going. Okay, it's up to me to look me a place! 1 don? 
have the energy to look for a place and even places 1 try to cal1 
they don't take people who have been in the shelters awhile.. . and 
the sbelters are always full. 

Suzanne also had problems with the food at the shelter she had 

previously lived in. She lost weight at the begi~ing of her pregnancy 

because she simply couid not eat the food. 

1 couldn't eat the food there, when 1 was pregnant. It was disgusting. 1 
love the cooks, 1 love them al1 as people, but 1 couidn't eat the food. It's 
al1 nce and mats and veggies, nce and meat and veggies ... . So we were 
getting PNA[pemnal needs ailowance] and 1 was eating out ail the time 
and going to public health to get food vouchers. The first bit of pregnancy 
I was losing weight a bit and it was because 1 wasn't eating. 1 had no 
morning sickness with her - it wasn't that 1 was throwing up - 1 just 
couldn't eat their f d  And 1 didn't have as much money to go out and 
buy meals. 

Suuuuie was happier with the food when she came to the parent resource 

center and eventuaily gained suficient weight during her pregnancy. Janice, 

however, told me that the pomons were very sûictly controlled, and so a ravenous 

pregnant or lactating woman might fiequently find themselves with not enough to 

est+ Other participants said that the food quantity was fine but the food choices 

were not always satismg. 

Food is ofien an integral part of what makes home familiar and m. Not 

king able to eat when and what they waflted in some ways seemed to emphasize 



that they were in strange and uncertain surroundings. More troubling for most of 

the parîicipants was the feeling of king closely monitored and judged by shelter 

staff and other health and social workers at the shelter. Like having "someone 

looking over your shoulder" women felt nervous or rebellious with regard to this 

monitoring. The next section looks at this concept and its impact on the shelter 

experience. 

6.23 Surveillance 

This was an issue that many of the women raised, especially those who 

had been in 'the system' long enough to see children taken f?om mothers by the 

Children's Aid Society (CAS). This must be an extremely traumatic thing to 

witness, let alone experience first b d .  The women lived closely together under 

one roof and shared so many experiences. Although it cannot be said that they 

"bonded" based on their common situation, there was an understanding at a core 

level that each woman's child was important to her, even if she was not coping 

well. Janice was the most upset at having been at the shelter during several visits 

by the CAS to take children 

1 have to admit 1 don? know the whole story. From what I've heard . .. one 
lady, she had her baby taken ri@ out of the hospital. It was her second 
baby. 1 mean 1 believe everybody deserves a second chance. And another 
lady 1 know, her baby was four months old and they took it. Right. And 
another mom when her baby was six weeks. 1 mean forget what your past 
is - everybody deserves a second chance. 1 mean, if she was my second, if 
1 had a glwmy pst 1 would hope çomeone would give me a chance. She's 
my nrst and my only and I'm doin' everything that 1 can but 1 don? feel 
I'm doin' much. 



The fear of the possibility of the CAS7 removal ofa child was so 

irnpressed on Janice that she was afiaid to make any move in case someone told 

her she had done the wrong thing. It was paralyzing. 

They force you to pick up your baby every time she makes a somd 
because you're afMd they're watching you.. . . Like the oîher day d e n  1 
was at my mom's, she said ''you're realiy paranoid that they are going to 
take her" - 1 said, "your d a m  right 1 am." They'te always saying to me 
"oh she's a k u t i f u l  My'', but in the back of my mind I'm wondering 
what are they really thinking, you know, are they k i n g  itruthfûi, are they 
watching me like a hawk to see that 1 don't slip up. 

Pearl spoke about th feeling that her actions or words may be used 

against her. She no longer üusted the shelter staff 

You know when you come here it's like you open yourself up. You 
tell them what's going on in your life and sometimes you find them 
using that against you 

For lsabella, this shelter was an improvement, but stiil there was a learned 

wariness - and a shocking weariness in such a young person. 

This shelter is better than some, and I've only been to three others before 
here. And you can get away with a lot more kre than you could in a teen 
shelter. But it's still a shelter. tt's aot your own home where you can fight 
your own batîies and your own wars. Where you can look at something 
and say, "Well, 1 shouldn't have done it that way 1'11 do it different the 
next the7'. Here if you do something wrong, you have a adlion peopie 
telling you you were mng.  It's m t  like you finding it out yourself. 
That's the bad part. 

Women who were still teens when they were pregnant were under even greater 

scrutiny by shelter workers and the CAS. Karen said she had to come to a maternîty 

shelter in order not to lose her babies at birth as did S u a m e  and Isabeila 

My fiiend who was here told me h u t  [ the shelter] and my doctor's 
office called for me and 1 got in right away. And so 1 came here and 1 
b u g h t  well it's - 1 need the support, cause if 1 had my babies at [a youth 
shelted they'd take them right away. ... Yeah, they take al1 M i e s  bom by 



teen moms living in youth shelters. It depends, they watch teen moms 
more. Really, really a lot more and 1 know that. Workers who don't know 
me have ûied telling me different but 1 how. I'm not stupid, I've known 
them for how long. 

Suzanne (who was determinedly optimistic about everything h m  her childhood 

abuse to her partner's failure to stay involved) felt that she codd work with the CAS in a 

way that would support her. She was part of a program called WRAP which allowed 

homeless or at-risk individuals choose the people they wanted on a care team. It codd be 

a shelter worker they 'clicked' with, a housing worker or welfare social worker or 

whomever else they chose. This team would advocate for them in al1 sorts of ways, 

including with the CAS, if necessary. Suzanne felt her WRAP team wouid back her up if 

CAS were 'harassing' her and so she confrdently told the CAS worker she would 

cwperate with hirn fdly. In the following and final interview, I asked Karen if she was 

involved with the WRAP program and she said simply "1 don't like WRAP" and wodd 

not elahrate. 

6.2.4 "It's becn htllw 

For a few of the participants, king in the shelter was a temile 

experience. Sorne had initially been placed in shelters that housed homeless 

wornen who were mentally ill, had addictions or extrerne lifestyles. They felt 

somewhat better once they arrived at a parent-resource centre. For others, the 

whole experience was negative and the longer they were there the more despur 

they felt Pearl explained how her feelings about the shelter evolved. 

When you corne here you meet kind of people where each bas 
more problems than you are, with marks, cuts, bruises. People here 
cry al1 the time and it used to make me sad 1 don? see nothing 



now. You know, it's like wotking in the critical care and they say 
people come in and die and you get used to it. 
1 think I'm just waking up fiom my sleep. You know when you 
come herc as an abused woman you don't know - you're just sa4 
crying - and well, you start getting to your senses and you realize 
how mistreated you are wtien you're here. .. You know abused 
women are really sensitive.. . some they cry, others will fight. 

Janice also had found the shelter wearing on her over time. She did 

not have a sense that she was as able to have much influence or effect on 

her life even with regard to daily activities, such as cooking and shopping, 

which were taken over by the institution. This affécted her sense of king 

able to be a good mother to her child. ironically, the one area where Janice 

really wanted help, housing, was the one area where she felt she wasn't 

getting the guidance she needed 

The thing is, I'm an independent person, 1 shouldn't have to be 
depending on other people, but since 1 got into the shelter system, 1 
just feel like 1 don't have any iife for me anymore.. . In the last 
eight months 1 feel Iike I've become a blob of siUy putty. It's like 
mold me, shape me. It's got nothin' to do with being pregnant it's 
just because 1 have to rely on other people for mals and a place 
and somewiiere to sleep and everyhng. 

Both Leila and Claire believed that because they came fiom other 

countries and entered the social welfare system suddenly, without a plan or any 

resources, they were sent ta the first available shelter without consideration for 

the fact that they were pregnant. Both ended up in d y  challenging situations 

although they were quick to stress that they understood that the women there were 

il1 and were forced to live like they were. Leila said: 

They just sent me there because 1 was strandd I was staying in a 
motel and the money 1 carried with me just went and 1 knew if 1 
stayed one more day i would be fished, dead, so they sent me. 



And 1 was worried that like, this baby Nght corne out because of 
ail the stress i'm going through. And 1 asked around and someone 
told me they would help me. 

Claire was initially housed in a shelter where she had to spend ail &y out 

in the city. She had corne suddenly fiom a very hot country into Canada's fail 

weather. She was cold and scared, out on the streets al1 &y. The shelter was 

located in a somewhat rough part of the city and she felt it was unsafe and 

The place where 1 was we have to go out at nine o'clock and stay 
out the w-hoie day, and because, we are four people in one rwm 
and these people because they do dmgs they will do anythng, and 
so they have to lock the doors and we have to stay outside for ail 
this time. And it's been very, it's been hell, because I don? know 
anywhere around and you have to go out by force and it's been 
very very hard for me. Because there are so many crazy people on 
the streets now, and sometimes you go out and you don't know 
who to talk to and it's so baà, you know. SU I was always afraid. 

For many of the women the shelter system was so difficult because 

they felt a huge lack of persona1 power or control over their environment, 

and the most intimate details of their &ily lives. As weli, some women 

felt they were having to cope with issues of discrimination. 

6.2.5 Racial Discrimination 

This category is one that was mentioned by only a small nurnber of 

those whom I interviewed, however 1 felt it was important to include the 

voices of the two women who mentioned it. It was not an area that 1 had 

asked about d k d y 7  and so it may, in fact, have begn relevant to more of 

the participants. 



Janice felt staff discriminated against her in not helping her to fmd 

housing. She saw women corne and go while she waited. She was told by 

shelter staff that because she was white and could speak English, she 

didn't need the kind of help that women new to the country and baving a 

different language did. 

But it's just like "well, you speak English" . Well, yeah, 1 speak 
English and I'rn white, what's the difference? 1 mean we're al1 
here together and granteci I'rn not physically abused, but if 1 were 
physically abused, would I be a priority? You know, so I'm 
homeless that's the only thing I've got against me. And I've got a 
baby now. . . . I'rn not the kind of person that needs things done 
right away but 1 feel like I've been on the waiting list forever . . . it's 
almost tuming into a racist thing 

Leila mentioned groups of women in the shelter who stuck 

together along racial lines when it came to resources. We were discussing 

diapers, and how women get the essentials that are needed for the baby. 

1 traveled with some but used them up in hospital. When 1 came 
here [to the shelter] 1 was in great pain and they gave me some. 
There are some women who have some.. . the Jamaicans, but if 
you ask them they won't tell you. Before you know it the vouchers 
they give you are finished on just the diapers. 

1 cannot say how race or ethaicity may have affected women in 

other ways in the shelter. TIiere were women fiom many ethnic 

backgrounds in the ballways when 1 visited - both staff and residents. 1 

know fnendships blossomed among women who came from the same 

parts of the world or spoke a similar language - as with Leila and Claire. 1 

don't know, in detail, however, about any animosities that occuned based 

on race or ethnicity. 



Summarv Commeats 

This chapter presented two of tbe themes that arose h m  the interview 

data - altered expectations and shelter blues. Women identifieci ways in w k h  

îbeir lives did not evolve as they had hoped or plmed, how they felt they had 

been betrayed by individuals as well as the health or social services systems; îbey 

also spoke about the hardships of king pregnant and living in a shelter ami& so 

many other women who m e  experiencing difficuit life circumstances. Shelter 

d e s  and the féeling of king ciinstantly 'Wched and ttireatened" with the loss 

of one's child made for a horrible experience for some women. Ail participants 

looked forward with great eagemess to finding tbeir own home and beginning 

new lives for themselves and their children. 

The next chapter takes a look at how these women envisioned their future 

and the strengths that they felt they would be able to summon within them to 

move f o w d  For many of the women it was with a sense of hope that a new 

baby would bcing joy and meaning into their lives. 



7.0 The Road Abcad 

The focus of this chapîer is on looking ahead to life with a new baby. The 

final two themes that emerged from the interviews were 'starting over' and '1 

know it will be alright'. It is in this chapter where many women were able to 

express what the baby means at this point in her life. 1 had originally been 

planning to focus my interviews on discovering the 'meaning' women gave to 

their pregnancy, but, during the interviews, 1 found they wanted to talk about so 

many things that the meaning - although of great importance - became less 

central. 

ûverall, the thernes progress from an historical account of hard times to a 

retatively optimistic attitude reflected by the use of the phrase 'it will be alright'. 

Whether the women said this partly as a way of convincing themselves that it 

would indeed work out alrigbt, or whether, as one suggested, the time of late 

pregnancy and early motherhood is imbued with hormones that produce a sense of 

optimisrn, it is important to note that this study captures a particular moment in 

their lives. The challenges and rewards to corne were part still of the imagined 

future. 

7.1 Starting Ovcr 

For each of the participants, the arrivai of their baby meant an opportunity 

for starting over - and for each woman this meant something slightly different 

For hem dl, though, it u l h t e l y  meant a chance of creating a family and hoping 

for love and happiness. 



7.1.1 "1 Nced This Babyn 

For three of the participants, their baby - even in pregnancy - meant no 

longer king alone in the wodd, having mother person who depended on them 

and offered companionship. in Chapter 5,1 wrote about Claire's desire for the joy 

that ber baby wodd bring. Along with Ruth and Isabella, Claire made a huge 

physical step in starting over in prepatatian for her baby - she came across the 

world to a new country. Being now alone and in a stfange place, she craved the 

birth of her child in order to not be alone and to truly begin her new life. 

1 r d l y  need this baby ... if 1 had given birth there 1 was scared of 
the funire for my baby and then myself because it would be like, 
everything is lost and then there's no hop. I mean 1 have to bring 
up this baby in a, how do you put it, a very uncornfortable way, in 
a position that will not be fine with her. You know, she needs a lot 
of are,  you know financidly and everytiung, sociaily she needs a 
lot of care, so 1 thought it would be better to get out of that place 
and my baby will have somewhere, a very peacelùl place. 

As an extension to the concept of not king alone, several of the 

participants claimed that the baby gave them something to live for or to live 

responsibly for. Suzanne said she felt that the baby gave new meaning and 

purpose to her life. 

1 think she's the one that saves me. Saves me fiom eriding up still 
on the Street ten years fiom now, on the Street and doin' nothin', 
you know. Maybe addicteci to drugs, you know. 1 don't know 
where I could be, it's scary 'cause I've been on the Street for two 
years already and well, 1 think she's the one that saves me. You 
know and ail 1 cau do is make her happy - Save her. That's the 
way 1 look at i t  



Janice also felt that having the baby had rnotivated her to turn her life 

around in a positive way. 

&ce 1 l m w  1 was pregnant with a living king growing in me it changed 
everything in my life. Yoy bow,  it forced me to grow up a Iot more, even 
though 1 was mature. It forced me to be more of the motherly si& of 
me.. . . I'rn truiy starting to believe I'm a survivor. 

For Pearl, her child gave her the opportunity to start over after tbe 

loss of her first child. She was full of hopes and fears and plans for doing 

things differently. Althougfi the situation was not as she wodd have liked, 

she was detemined to create a close relationship, make a good start with 

this child, 

It's been six, going on seven years now [since she lost her first 
child]. He was four when he left, and now he's almost ten. So 
having to get over that.. . it just kills me, you know. So 1 said I'm 
keeping this baby for me, 1 don't care whoever has wbat to say, 1 
don't are. WeIl, I'm going to give this one the best I can. 
Whatever I do, I do it for him. And 1 told my boyhend, no matter 
if you're there or no6 if'you don't want to be the f a k ,  1'11 be the 
M e r ,  1'11 be the mother ... . I'll be there, 1'11 do the best 1 can. 

ûther participants took some time to corne to tems with and accept the 

fact of their pregnancy. For severai women it was when the baby becme a known 

presence within them - when they fbst felt it move - h t  they experienced a shift 

in their acceptance of the baby. This shifl is reflected in the next section calleci 

"quickening" which refers to the baby's fust movement that the mother can feel. 

It is often a p r o f o d y  moving experieme but can also be very disturbing. 



7.1.2 Quickcning 

For Suzanne pregnancy offen seemed like an weal event, even up to the 

very end. She had very iittle discornfort and was more active and involved in 

volunteering and taking courses than she had been for years. She stated she didn't 

care if the baby "came outy' or not as she wasn't uncornfortable. In some ways this 

level of physical comfort in pregnmcy allowed her to avoid coming to tenns with 

the reaiity of the coming baby. 1 asked het how she felt when she first felt the 

baby rnove. 

1 was happy, 1 was really happy. 1 wrote it down. Cause, yeah, it never 
reaily hit me that I was pregnant and even &er 1 felt it move it was like, 
"ah, I'm pregnant! ! !" but then an hour later 1 forgot about it you know. 
Throughout my whde pregnancy it was like, you're not pregnant. 1 didn't 
feel it. She didn't really hurt me or cause me nothin at al1 so it was like 
I'm not pregnant. I wasn't in denid, I'd just forget about it. 

For two women, it was when they fim felt the baby move that their 

comection with the chiid began. It changed the way they felt ahu t  their whole 

situation, and even affectcd thtir âecision to keep their child. Not al1 of the 

women in this study wanted a child when they found they were pregnant. 1t would 

be highiy unredistic to expect that al1 women generally shouId or do want 

children. It is important to reiteraie that this study includes only women who 

decided to keep their children and had accepted some assistance through the 

sbelter and social seMces system in preparing to parent them. There are 

undoubtedly many wornen, who do not maintain their pregnancy, or keep their 

children, or who keep theu childrw but do w t  corne through the parent resource 

center. Due to the methods 1 used for obtaining participants and the nature of the 



topic, the women who volunteered to participate in this study were those who had 

positively come to terms with and were actively involved in planning for their 

birth and for parenting. Still, it did take time before some of them arrived at that 

point, and a few like Suzanne were on-and& the street right up until the birth of 

their child 

Janice initially had negative feelings about her pregnancy because her life 

was not as she would bave tiked it at that time. But the realization of the baby as 

an individual child helped her change her mind. This came about when she saw 

the ultrasound image of her child, which 1 cal1 "technological quickening". It is 

the child becoming rd to the mother, not through direct feeling, but with the 

assistance of advanced technology. 

Basically it was that when 1 first found out 1 was pregnant 1 was 
already two and a half months and 1 was just like no this can't be 
happening, 1 don? want to be pregnant now - there's too much 
negativity going on  1 was fightin' with my mom 1 was fightin' 
with my sister, 1 was fightin' with him. 1 just was like NO! ... 
And it wasn't until1 had my fmt ultrasound that something 
clicked in my head that this is a r d  living king in your 
body.. . And something in my head just kept telling me "no you 
can do this on yow own, you're a strong person you don't need to 
Iisten to nobody". . . . So I did everything 1 could to make the 
pregnancy go well. 

Ruth experienced a threatened miscarriage at two months and was very 

worried that she might lose the baby. She had already decided she very much 

wanted the baby and did not want to miswry. 

1 thought Oh God, Oh G d  1 stayed in bed for two weeks, for me it didn't 
matter 1 would bave sîayed in bed one month or whatever. But when he 
started moving it was the most wondeifid thing cause, like 1 told you, it's 
mine and nobody is going to take him away fiom me cause, like, for him 
or for her, I'm gonna fight, I'm going to go through the future and try to 



be somebody for him . . . it's like I'm telling you - it's me and my mom and 
my baby is the most important thiag in my life. 

Isabella hîd initially planned to give her baby up for adoption when she 

discovered she was pregnant and her fiancée had abandoned her - but then she 

first felt it move. 

There was a time when 1 kept saying, 1 don't want this baby, 1 don? want 
this baby 'cause nothing's right for me now. But when 1 felt the baby 
move for the first tirne!! 1 thought - no that's not it - 1 wonder if 1 have 
diarrhea, and then the baby moved again and 1 was like No! that's the 
baby ! ! . . . I've wanted this for a long while.. . 

Whether the participants initiaiiy planned to have a child or 'came around' to 

acceptance and often eagemess for the baby - they then became involved in a variety of 

ways for the preparation for it's anival. The next section looks at the planning that the 

women did once the reality and acceptance of their pregnancy had become real to them. 

7.1.3 Planning 

This section on planning focuses on the ways in which the participants 

physicaily planned for the child's amval, and for meeting theu material needs 

after the baby came. Some women also discussed the ways that they planned to 

raise their child, which are incorporated into other sections. 

Isabella was worlcing at a part tirne job and living in a youth shelter 

when she leanied she was pregnant. She had a litîle money coming in to 

spend on her preparations for the baby. 

When my first paycheque came 1 bought almost everythuig 1 
would need for the nrst three months for my baby. 1 tired my best 
to buy as much as possible. And 1 took fifty dollars and changed it 
into silvers and put it into a piggy bank that 1 bought for the 
baby ... and someone broke into my iocker [and stole it]. That thing 
meant a lot to me. 



Although she did not lose the baby things, just the money, Isabella was quite 

devastated by the loss and near the same time learned of the threat of her serious illness. 

In crisis, she quickly moved into the parent resource centre. It was a difficult time, but 

she came tbrough it and claimed that the shelter staff had helped her tremendously. Both 

isabella and Ruth were university students when they became pregnant and had to make 

major adjustments to their life plans. Ruth claimed she took it in stride and shifted gears 

easily due to her own background as a child of a single mother and also because of her 

nature. Isabella had a more difficult time, complicated by so many other dificult life 

circumstances. Isabella was determined to eventually go back to medical school and 

compkte her studies. She said she has the driven personality to manage such a challenge 

but she had no concrete plans beyond the birth of her child. 

Janice planned to look for work once she got her housing issues settled 

and had found day care for the baby. She felt confident about working and 

handling the financial end of things once her housing was settled. 1 asked her if 

she had concerns about the job market. 

No, cause i've done warehouse work, I've done cashier work, 17ve done 
office work, al1 1 have to do is go to an agency and say, you know this is my 
siîuation, is it possible to give me a better paying job. And usually through 
agencies you can get a pretty good paying job. And 1'11 be getting the child 
tax every month, that will help with the diapers and with me breastfeeding 
her, ï'm going to tty to keep b d e e d i n g  as long as possible. So 1 can cut 
down on formulas and everything else. She still need diapers, she d l  has to 
take her vitamin D and if she gets sick or whatever I'm gonna need ... 1 want 
to live comfortably like 1 did about eight years ago. 1 know jobs are tough 
and everything but 1 want to be able to give my daughter a good life. 



Janice felt fortunate to have extensive work experience to draw upon. She 

insisted that it was important to her to be independent and make a cornfortable 

living. 

Like Isabella, Suzanne also planned for her baby by purchasing baby 

things with money she had saved 6om part time jobs and fiom donations that the 

shelter provided her with. (At the time 1 interviewai her she had three big bags 

full of baby things the shelter workers had just given her). She felt she had more 

than enough material thing for the baby, and was used to living on her Personal 

Needs Allowance 6om the shelter for extras. Although it was a very small sum 

(f 26-00 per week) Suzanne statecî she was used to doing without things and 

finding other ways of getting food or needed items. As well, her family was 

helping with baby things. 

1 have lots of stuffso it's fine. 1 went out and spent $500.00 at 
Wal-Mart and got everythllig. I'rn geîting things 1 won't even 
need until she's older. 

Suzanne planned to finish hi@ school then take post secondary training 

in order to work in the health care sector. She was planning to rely on the social 

worker she had connectai with at another shelter to help her with the process of 

negotiating the system and getting into these programs. She also planned to make 

use of the WRAP Program for assistance with al1 as- of establishing ber 

"new life" and would stay involved with the Young Mothers Program at the 

community health centre where she had been volunteering. Suzanne had concrete 

plans for her future and had investigated theu requirements and established 

supports to assist her in meeting those goals. 



in contrast, Claire and Leila, having just aniveci in the country had not 

been able to make concrete plans for their fiiture. They knew that they wanted a 

better life than the one they had had back home, and they daimed they were 

willing to work at whatever jobs were available and take courses to improve their 

standing in the job market They hoped that wmeone would help them to figure 

out which way to turn. For Claire and Ruth, it was diEcult to see far pst the 

birth of the baby. The details would have to wait. Each was fortunate in that they 

spoke English which iessened their sense of isolation. 

A category that emerged through the interviews that 1 initially found 

surpnsing was that of re-establishing ties with lost or estranged family members. 

As an outcome of ttie planning process or as a beginning of planning for the 

future, some women felt a strong urge to find their relatives and begin to 

understand or to heal wbat had gone wrong. The next category look at this 

phenornenon, 

7.1.4 Reconnccting with Family 

For half of the participants, their coming child was a reason for making 

efforts to reconaect with estranged family members. Pearl was able, finally, to 

tell ber farnily about the abuse she had sdfered with her tint husband They had 

never understood why be had 'lefi her'. She had not yet told them about the 

coming baby - but was mending relationships, with her parents especially, and 

becoming closer again - even though they lived in anoîher part of the worid. She 



still felt she was a poor example to her younger sisters, though, and felt the 

burden of that perceived failure. 

So 1 started writing and now he's[her father] gonna write back and 1'11 
write more. So, it makes me feel better. At least they realize I'm not a bad 
person. Because everybody have the idea that I'm the one who didn't 
want to come home. And rny idea about life is not what he did to me. I'm 
embanassed, embarrasse& You know how people look up to you like a 
nice person and things don't go ri&? It's hard I'rn a big sister so what 
sister's looking up to me. And I'rn going through al1 these problems. 

Karen had made plans to write and visit with long lost grandparents Her father's 

parents, whom she had not seen since he was taken away tiom the farnily when she was 

six because of abuse, were to meet with her the week following the interview. She was 

very excited. 

Now those grandparents who 1 haven't seen since 1 was six years old, 
they want to be there for my babies! 1 phoned them for the fint t h e  
since 1 was six two weeks ago and they want to see me and to see the 
babies. It is so arnazing! 1 haven't seen anyone fiom my dad's side for al1 
these years. 

Suzanne had been on the Street and in shelters for two years. She had 

never completely lost touch with her fmily, but had had a poor relationship with 

her mother since she was very young. At the t h e  of the interview, however, she 

had made efforts to mend their relationship and her mother even attended the 

birth of her baby. The relatiomhip remains tentative though. 

When she first heard 1 was pregnant she didn't want to have anythîng to 
do with me or the baby. But you know a lot of people said "she'ii change 
her rnind", it's just her and - shocking - she did, but you know we go 
away for the weekend up to the cottage and she'd start saying stuff to me 
about how 1 don't deserve to have a kid and how I'rn going to beat my kid, 
you know . . . we can only spend a certain amount of days together, you 
know what 1 mean. And 1 think it's going to be better [now the baby's 
born] cause she's going to focus more on the baby and not on the 
problems between us. 



Although the efforts to mend ps t  broken tamily relationships may not 

always be successful in the long nui, it seems that pregnancy is a time when there 

is a strong desire to try to heal the pst. For the sake of the chiid, for the next 

generation, perhaps many things can be forgiven. On the other han4 cycles of 

abuse that plagued one generation can be perpetuated throug. dificult farnily 

dynamics, such as Suzanne's. 

Many women seemed to be tyng  to heal the p s t  and start over with the 

new Iife of their child and in their new role as parents. However, another way of 

looking at the desire of these women to reconnect with their families is that it 

encompasses a need for support and mentoring in their new role as mothers. 

Mothering is a leamed skill and as such must be leamed somewhere. The most 

natuml place to look is to farnily members, even if they do not have "perfectn 

parenting skills. 

Along with the optimism of believing in trying one more time with their 

family of origin, the women 1 interviewecl generally had an optimistic sense that 

"everything will tum out alright". The next theme looks at the ways in which 

women felt the fùture would be better for themselves and their children, and how 

they thought they could get there. 

7.2 'It will be alright' 

It sounds like a mantra or a positive affirmation that one repeats over and 

over during stressful times, and in many ways that may have been part of the 

reason 1 heard this phrase interspersed throughout most of the interviews. I must 

strongiy note, however, that thete were a h  times during some inteniews when 



the participants declared they had a very gloomy outlook un the immediate future. 

It was most often the distant future that they felt would be definitely brighter. 

7.2.1 A Stronger Person 

Having been through the hardships of becoming homeless, of king 

pregnant and aione, of suffering violence in some cases, and for three of the 

participants, of going through birth - many of the women said they felt they were 

much stronger as individuals. They had been through experiences that made them 

realize just how resilient they were, and this gave them confidence that they 

would be able to cope in the future. Janice told me that she knew she had not been 

through as much hardship as some of the women in the shelter, but that she had 

grown up in a violent home, and had been through great hardship in the last year. 

But because of al1 that [childhood family violence] it's made me - 1 don? 
want to say a hard-nosed attitude, but it's made me a lot stronger. It's 
made me deal with a lot of things a lot better. Like 1 don't fly off the 
handle as much as 1 used to. 1 know how to deal with things better now. 
My patience level is better. Like 1 helped raise rny niece and nephew. I've 
been around kids since 1 was twelve. 

Suzanne also felt that the childhood violence she experienced and her t h e  

on the Street made her better able to deal with the challenges in life. She 

steadfdy refused to be negative about anyone or any situation she had been 

througb. It seemed as though by not blaming anyone for the hardships she had 

known, she was refiising to be a victim. 

Everythmg that I've had, everytiung that i've been deait in Iife, it's made 
me who 1 am. I'm not going to sit there and go, "my mom beat me", yeah, 
mom beat me - it's made me who 1 am, I'm a stronger person. 



Karen felt that she had been through so much that there were few things in 

life she could not deal with. Although she had children who were not living with 

her, she felt this tirne it would be difTerent. Although this quote has been used in 

an earlier section, 1 feel it is also important here. in qualitative work it is the case 

that quotes generally fit into more than one category. 1 asked her how she felt 

things would be different this the .  

Oh yeah, very different. Not only am 1 older and wiser I've been through 
just about everything. Not only have 1 been through drugs and alcohol, 
I've been through one of the hardest addictions to break - crack cocaine. 
And 1 quit, by myself with no help, no psychiatrist nothing. Yeah and 1 
feel ptoud about doing that, and I've been through sa much now. 

Karen felt she was really ready to have the babies mostly because she was 

so uncornfortable physically although she knew that caring for twins would be a 

Yeah I'm happy but 1 want them out. It's just too hard. It's one of the 
most difficult pregnancies that 1 have ever had to witness or be a part of 

Each was hoping for and in many ways expecting a better future for 

themselves and their children. The next category examina what women felt the 

future held for them or what they wished it could hold. It is the dreams that we 

have for the funire that enable us to rnove forward into unknown parts of 

ourseIves and our world. For several of the women their dreams were vast and 

full of possibility; others were reluctant to dream too much for feu of 

disappointment. The psychology behind such a phenornenon is beyond the scope 

of this thesis. Still, it is interesthg and revealing to examine the ways in which the 

participants saw the future as it related to their experience of being hornetess and 

pregnant - two potentially transfonning events in a woman's life. 



7.2.2 A Better Future 

1 asked the participants what they saw as their future. Some could picture 

clearly in their mind's eye a "dream vision" of an ideal future five or ten years 

away. m e r s  set out in more general tems their hopes and drearns. The 

immediate future was almost too large and loorning to see it through rosy glasses 

or even practical schemes. When 1 asked her about the next five years, Janice 

Realistically it looks gloomy, 'cause 1 don? know where I'm going to be, I 
don't know if e v e m n g  I'm dreaming of, everything that 1 wish for wiH 
come m. 

On the other hand, Janice had an essentially optimistic outlook on her ability to 

manage, to cope and in her belief that things would work out 'al1 right'. 

When 1 was pregnant 1 figured it was going to be really hard, you know 
you hear single moms have a really hard time and wbat not. But 1 mean 1 
think what pulled me through was my inner mength that no maner what is 
gonna happen, you wiii make it through. 1 just kept saying that over to 
myself. Like, I've been around kids al1 of my life, but it made me realize 
that 'gee, one day your baby's gonna cal1 you mommy!' It's gonna depend 
on you for everything. And that's why 1 was detennined to breastfeed if 1 
could, like 1 was going to go to every expense to breastfeed if 1 had to. 
And you know, not to prove anybody wrong, but just to prove something 
to myself. That 1 can do this, 1 am a strong willed person. 

Leila found it difficult to articulate just how it would ail work out, but she had a 

very confident tone in her voice and a direct look when she responded to my question 

about the future five years fiom now. Again, it was different when thinhg about the 

immediate future. 1 asked, "what do you think of when you picture the future?" She 

responded, "Ah, it's not good". But then when asked about five years down the road, she 



bcightened up - "In five years! Less than five years (laughs). Ev-g will be okay, 

I'rn positive about t h . "  

Claire has a drearn in mind for the fbture and is waiting. Waiting for the baby's 

arriva1 and waiting for her husband to come to Canada 

1 plan to go to school and to get a nice job and my baby wül go to school. So r'm 
praying my husband cornes early so that he can support in a way.. . in the 
meantime we have to do any kind of work and then with school a? night, classes 
to help us get a job in the future. 

Karen was able to picture the details of an ideal future "if everything could 

be as 1 would dream" 

Oh, 1 would bave my house, a nice house with a balcony. My husband. I 
don't know, 1 just imagine a nice house, large backyard, country not in 
Toronto, well near Toronto, but in the country. Clean and quiet with birds. 
1 just imagine. 

Isabella couid also picture the details of her beautifid house 'back home' 

and her own medical practice and her bright and happy child 

Ruth's focus she said was on the birth and she couldn't see far past that, 

However, she did hop, in general, for a better future that included her mother, 

her child and herself. 

Having a better situation than now. Have my own place and my kid which 
is big now, be with my mom always. You know, try to settle down and 
have a better life than right now ... Now I'm just waiting for the baby to 
come and 1 feel him move. 1 talk to him, so now it's just the t h e  to come. 
When 1 have hirn 1 know ifs more real and 1 gonna go and just try to give 
him a better life. 

Suzanne also spoke of her drearns in generd terms. She had many 

wncrete plans for her future, but in terms of dreams and wishes, it was happiness 

that she wanted 



You know, 1 don? want the mansion or the lottery, 1 just want to be happy, 
and 1 want my kid to be happy. And, ah, as long as we're both happy and 
having no problems, that's my dream, that's rny wish. 

Although they often becarne discouraged and felt desperate, these women 

told me they knew they had to have fàith that everytbing would work out alright. 

It was their only positive choice. They muid become depresseci or becorne angry 

or become politicized and fight for theù rightfid benefits (some women were 

ready to do this), but king nine months pregnant or with a newborn, such actions 

were difficult. They told me they knew they had to have faith, but it was not 

always easy. 

7.2.4 Having Faith 

A part of the message women were given by the staff at the parent 

resource centre (shelter) was to maintain a positive attitude about their situation 

and the future. 1 often heard '?bey keep telling me to have faith and stay 

positive", when what was wanted was housing or money or work or welfare. It 

seemed iike a pat answer that was at tirnes very discouraging for these women to 

heu. As one participant commented " 1 b w  1 have to stay positive, but 1 am 

reaily tired of shelters". Janice plainly stated tint she was tired of hearing she 

should keep faith. 

Here 1 am not oniy homeless, but 1 have a baby now, but ifs  getting me 
nowhere. Al1 1 keep hearing is gotta stay positive, don? lose your faith. 
My patience level as far as homelessness is next to nil. 

This message of "staying positive" was intended - and often was received 

- as a supportive stance by staff. Janice said ' I b o w  they mean well but". . . It 

reminded me of the coaching doue through a labour and birh - the repetitive " 



You can do it! You're doing great!". in a way the passage through the sheiter 

system is for some women üke birth into a new life - especially for those escaping 

abuse or violence. 

Whether it was the determination to think positively or an element of the 

final preparation for the baby's anival, many of the women did express a genuine 

sense of faith that things would work out just fine. The women who had been at 

the parent resource centre for several weeks had attended the classes held by the 

public health nurse to prepare them for the baby's arrival. Others had attended 

prenatal classes elsewhere, and their feelings of readiness were enhanced by that 

Icnowledge, (only two of the women had very little prenatal education). The 

process of nearing the end of pregnancy brought them to a close in their 

preparations for the new baby that helped some women have a feeling of 

readiness. This sense of readiness translated into a sense of faith in themselves as 

parents and in their ability to cope with what the future brought. Three women did 

admit to having worries and concenu as well, however, and for Leila who had no 

shelter armnged before her baby's birth this sense of readiness did not occur. 

Karen's comments show the evolution of her thinking about her ability to be a 

good parent. 

If you had've asked me a month ago, 1 wodd have said "scared", I'm 
scared of what is going to happen. But now, I'm prepared. I'm prepared 
for anything that's going to happen. I'rn prepared to watch these babies 
grow, to feed hem and change them and cires them and take them to their 
first day at school. I'rn prepared and I'm very happy about it and 1 know 
I'm going to do i t  

1 asked her how had that evolved? 



1 felt 1 wasn't prepared, 1 coulddt do it, 1 didn't know everything. 1 d l  
don't know everythmg, but no mother does and that's what took tirne for 
me to leam is thaî no mother hows everything. Always the Children's Aid 
capacity worker is sayïng do you know what you need to know to be a 
mom, I'm like "no" "no", but 1 ttiink wbat they were trying to make me 
understand is that you can't know everything. It's something that comes up, 
something that happens. With my other kids I'm more their best fiiend than 
their mom, it's just the way 1 am. 

Suzaane also spoke about her concems that there may be things that she 

won? "do right" but fundamentally she had faith that she knew how to be a good 

parent. 

1 guess i'm scared that 1 won? do it right, you know. Not that 1 won't be a 
good mom cause 1 know how 1 want to be - 1 know how 1 don? want to 
be. 1 want to do it right. 1 want her to grow up with good morals. 1 don't 
want her to be one of those little Sally Jessie Rafael kids that go off to 
boot camp you know. I'm like how did my dad raise me? - how did my 
mom raise me? because 1 may not be perfect and 1 may have made some 
wrong choices and stuR, but my dad raised me pretty good. 1 say my dad, 
because my rnom didn't .... 1 don? know I just want to 'be able to do it 
right. Have her grow up and make the right choices. 1 want her to go to 
school. 

Claire's faith and she said, her strength, rested with the bible and her 

church, although she also stated she was confused and upset about the tum her life 

had now taken. She felt her oniy rewurse was to pray and to have faith. 

1 know sometimes when 1 read my bible 1 get encouraged with the word of 
G d  Because thete are so many things God knows why everything is 
happening this way. Maybe he has a better plan for my life you never 
how. And so 1 just give thanks to him always and read the word of God 
always because 1 know it is the oniy thing that can cheer me up and give 
me some confidence for the future. 

Having faith was something that was within the realm of each individual 

even though it may have had very little influence on their daily activities within 

the shelter and the social services and the health care systems. It can be seen 

negatively as a panacea that diminishes the reaI concerns of individual women. 



However, eacti of the m e n  d e n  describing how they managed to get through 

their present circumstances spoke about drawing upon inner stmgths. 

The next category touches on the ways in which these women felt they 

had sorne measure of personal power in their lives. The concept was a difficult 

one and most o h n  interpreted as having control or cbice. 

7.2.4 Feeling In  CoatroU Out of Control 

1 do not want to overstate the positive feelings of personal control or 

personal power thaî were expressed in the interviews. There was often an 

ambivalence expressed, wtiere women felt in control in some areas and very much 

not in control in others areas of their lives. For example several women stated 

they felt very out of control witb respect to the funue involvement of the father of 

the baby, but in tenns of the pregmcy or the baby itself, they feIt very strong and 

in control. This category about "contrai", emerged h m  questions about power 

that 1 found the participants had a very hard time understanding and answering. 

We subsequentiy spoke about power in terms of personal strengths, feelings of 

control in their iives, areas where they felt they codd make choices. it was a 

difficult concept and one 1 felt 1 did not adequately explore even though it was a 

goal to do so. 1 will discuss this M e r  in the next chapter and so will tum now to 

the data 1 did collect on the topic. 

I feel it is important to include this collection of quotes because they 

express sornething that most women had to work very ùard to talk about - and 



that is their strengths. It is not easy for most of us to do so, and for women labeled 

homeless and o h  labeled victims it is even more difficult. 

Karen spoke about a strong feeling of control over her destiny that had 

come over her in recent days as she made some important life decisions. She 

prefaced her comment with "nght at this moment" indicating that it may have 

k e n  a fleeting sense of power. 

Right at this minute, 1 feel I'm in total control. Whatever happens to me, 
wbatever happens to my baby, right now I'm in total control. It's up to me 
if children's aid take the babies, it's my choice not theirs. It's mine, if 1 
make good choices or bad choices. 1 feel in total control of what 1 have to 
do. Everybody always thinks, they don? understand i t  They don? know 
how to use that conûol to their advantage, and I do. 

Suzanne interpreted the concept of power as that of choice - where she was able 

to affect her will or make her own choice in life. She felt positively that she had power in 

making personal choices that would affect al1 of her Iife. 

1 think 1 have choice over everythmg, that's the way 1 look at everything, 
you know, everybody has choice about whether to go outside, whether to 
go d o m  that road, and you know you could run into somebody and you 
couid end up in jail because you chose to go down that mad and you ran 
into somebody. Everything is a choice and 1 know which choices 1 want to 
rnake. And 1 hope when the time cornes and I'm actually face-to-face with 
those choices, 1'11 be able to do the right thing. 

Ruth on the other hand felt the concept of power meant king able to fight 

for one's rights. 

1 think 1 could fight for my rights, you know try to do the best and if 1 
think that something is wrong for me or my mom or my baby and they 
are doing something not fair 1 can fight for haî. 

Feeling out of control was something expresseci througimut the interviews 

in many areas - obtaining material items for the baby waç çomething that Claire 



could not fathom and yet it would very soon be essential. Janice spoke repeatedly 

about her inability to obtain housing on her owa and her &utration about the lack 

of help she was getting - she felt she could not influence this important aspect of 

her future any more than she could the smaller events of the shelter day. She felt 

an incredible rage within her at her powerlessness in that a m  and hoped she 

could contain if or move, before it came to a crisis. 

There are many elements to power. It is a challenging concept and one that 

requires thought and an ability to speak candidly about oneself. It entails some 

insight into one's position within society and about the possibility of alternative 

scenarios. Clairning power can mean fighting for one's rights and making hard 

choices that affect al1 aspects of one's daily life. These are the ways in which 

pregnant women living in a shelter interpreted the meaning of pwer for their 

lives at one moment in time. Had 1 approached them a month later, with time to 

reflect and at a different stage as mothers, their responses may have been 

somewhat different. 

7.2.5 Looking Ahcad: A Synthcsis 

This chapter bas looked at the ways in wbich women saw themselves 

beginning a new life with the birth of their baby, and even before that, during 

pregnancy. There were very mixed emotions expresseci as women discussed their 

concerns as well as their hopes for the future. With a sense of optimism bom 

partially through a philosophical re-education by the women's shelter to promote 

positive thinking, aad partially through a sense of anticipation and completion of 

birth preparation, some women dreamed of an ideal future and a better life. While 



it was possible for some to make detailed plans for the future to ensure weer and 

financial success, others could not think p s t  the birth of the baby and spent much 

of their psychological as well as physical energy directly on the baby. 

The women stated they knew they had been fortunate to have the 

assistance and medical guidance of the parent resource centre - as imperfect as 

they felt it was - but they al1 stated that they would rather be out on their own. 

There was a mixed sense of anticipation for their autonomy and a fear about the 

loss of the security of the shelter and the guidance, relative companionship and 

small allowance it provided. in general, it was a time of personal transformation 

for the participants with regard to the pregnancy and expected motherhood. It was 

a time of both optimism and rernaining dread about many womes, about the 

baby's father, or the birth itself. 

The three cbapters in which the &ta were presented flowed through a 

historical account of the women's lives and the contributing factors to their 

hometessness; to an examination of the difficulties they faced coping with 

pregnancy without a parmer or a home; and to challenges faced withn the shelter 

system. Finally, 1 presented &ta that reflected a general sense of optimism arnong 

participants that their future would indeed be better and that the baby was the key 

factor that ailowed them the opportunity to start over in life. 

The final chapter presents a discussion of the key findings, organized 

again as a historical flow fiom women's histories of hardship; through their 

developing strengths and personal sense of transformation; through their 



pregnancy and the challenges of bomelessness; to their sense of a better future. 

However, 1 will begin by reviewing the conceptual 6amework and methodology 

and discuss their helpfulness in the data collection and analysis stages. 1 also felt 

it was important to restate my personal assumptions as they impact the analysis 

and discussion as well as the limitations of the study and future directions 



8.0 Discussion 

In this final chapler 1 Eirst review my conceptual fiamework and 

methodology in regard to theu usefuiness and "gooduess-of-tit" for this study. 

Secondly 1 review the research questions. Thirdly 1 present a discussion of the key 

findings, integrated to the existing literature. Fourthly 1 discuss the challenges and 

limitations of the work. Finally 1 will identiQ the contriiutions of this study and 

address the directions for future research. 

8.1 Review Of Conceptual Framework 

1 drew on a social consûuctionist and critical feminist framework and 

planned to h e  my findings by looking at relations of power experienced by 

homeless pregnant women. My thoughts initially were that this wodd encompass 

the experiences tbat these women had on thtee levels: a personal level, reflecting 

the evolving pregnancy and transition to motherhood; an intermediate level 

pertaining to interactions with health and social services; and a bmder level, 

reflecting issues of personai and systemic violence, poverty and homelessness. 

As the findings emerged through my analysis of the interviews and during 

the writing of the initial drah of this discussion chapter, I attempted to organize 

them within the planned framework of power relations. UltirnateIy 1 realized that 

it was simply not a framework that allowed the key findings of the study to be 

presented M y  and in a coherent way. Although the concept of power relations 

informed the project h m  its design to the interview guide and formeci an aspect 



of the theoretical foudation, as an organizing tool for the discussion, it did not 

work It was important that this discussion and these findiags be tnily grounded in 

the data and that 1 was responsive to the emergent nature of grounded qualitative 

research methods (Kirby and McKenna 1989: 156). 1 have therefore not presented 

the discussion within the framework of power relations, but in accordance to the 

themes that were presented in the preceding chapters. 

However, a feminist saciai consüuctionist approach has been very usehl 

as an explanatory framework for understanding how women build or constnict 

their reality in the context of a patriarchal, capitalist society that does not 

particularly value the work of childbearing and child-rearing, but holds the ideal 

of motherhood as the pinnacle of womaniy success. Women who are homeless are 

considered "at risk" mothers and hence are oflen assurned to be inadequate 

because of their disadvantaged situation. That these women were able to constnict 

an image of themselves not just as mothers, but as king good mothers while 

homeless, was an important finding that carne from the intemiew data. 1 feel that 

these identities are constnicted through interactions and negotiations with others. 

Althougb that was not a part of my initial conceptual framework, there is an 

overlap between constnictionist and interactionist theories. Interactionism is a 

natural extension of the constructionist position and the feminist assemon, as 

stated in Chapter 2, that people 'do gender' (West 1993) - it is an action or an 

interaction and an achieved position. By canying out actions that are appropriate 

to pregnant women or new mothers the women in this study worked toward 

achieving a certain status within society that belied their homeiessness. 



The aaturalist paradigm and qualitative methodology was usehl in 

collecting these types of data as women felt cornfortable in a conversational 

discussion and felt able to speak about the aspects of their situation that were 

relevant to them. They would have been less likely to have participated in a 

setting where a more structured data collection method was used. The grounded 

theory method outlined by Kirby and McKenna (1989) for researching 

marginalized populations was very helpful in the analysis phase as well as data 

collection. Their notion of "living with" the data and hurricane thinking (using 

diagrammatic layouts of themes and codes - see figure I ; appendix G) were 

especially helpfui. Although the volume of data that was collected involving a 

qualitative study was large, 1 was able to keep categones orgmized through an 

adaptation of their suggested folder system. During anaiysis of the data 1 found it 

was especially important to keep in mind my own personai assumptions, just as it 

was in the conception of the research proposal. 1 revisit that personal stance later 

in this chapter during a discussion of the chailenges 1 faced in conâucting the 

research for dus study. Ln the next section, 1 to a discussion of the findings 

and relate them to the relevant literature. 

8.2 Discussion of Key Findings 

In beginning this discussion, 1 briefly review the questions that initially 

guided the inquiry as outlined in the introduction. During the process of collecting 

and d y z i n g  the data 1 fomd that 1 felt somewhat removed fkom the initial 

guiding questions that helped me to ûame my research plan. Primady it was a 

factor of the time involved in the process, as well as my intense immersion in the 



data and my attempt to set aside my own perspective so that the data could 

"speak" for itself. To review them then, the questions were: what does it mean to 

be a homeless woman in a large urban centre in Canada at the beginning of the 

2 1" century? How do the socially wnstructed notions of motherhood affect 

women who live on the streets or in sheltets? Do these women form social 

networks around the "universai" experience of mothering while homeless? How is 

violence related to pregnancy among homeless women? How does women's 

access to social services affect their experience? What do women envision for 

their children and themselves in the future? 

These questions opened the dialogue with participants, and the findings 

reflect these as well as other topics that arose during our conversations. 1 tum now 

to a discussion of the key findings. 

8.2.1 Personal bistories of hardsbip 

The life histories of most of the participants in this study involved many 

layers and years of struggie and hardship that ultimately led to their homelessness. 

Family violence, child abuse, political violence - these were the backdrop to the 

lives of more than half of the participants. Betrayed trust, false promises, limited 

education and economic disadvaotage were underlying themes in the lives of the 

remaining participants. These findings are congruent with previous research that 

has show that homelessness is oflen the end stage of a long process of loss 

(Kozol 1988), or a sudden abrupt crisis (Daly 19%) and for women, especially 

women with chiidren, it is l a s  a result of disaffiliation from society as it is a 



breakdown of social networks and economic resources (Glasser 1994; Bassuk 

and Weinreb 1993) 

Many studies have shown that homeless women, especially youth, have an 

extremely high occurrence of childhood physical, sexual and emotional abuse 

(Street Heaith Report 1992; Shout Ch ic  Report 1997; Mayors Task Force on 

Homelessness 1999; Bassuk 1993; Breton and Bunston 1992; Hombs 1994; 

Novac etal. 1996; Clarke et.al. 1997; Brome and Bassuk 1997) findings upheld 

by this study. Five participants had experienced childhood violence and two had 

been victims of violence as adults. It has aiso been docurnented that by living in 

shelters or on the Street women are frequently exposed to physical violence 

(Breton and Bunston 1992; Hombs 1994; Ambrosio etal. 1992). Although this 

later fact was not the experience of the women interviewed, it was the experience 

of some women 1 met during the observation phase. 

Zappardino and DeBare (1992) suggest that women escaping fiom violent 

parmers are often kept homeless as they constantly move tiom one safe haven to 

another in or&r to avoid detection by the violent partner (cited in Novac et. al. 

1996). This was not reflected in the tindings of this shidy, instead, women relied 

on the protection of the shelter they were in and some of the participants chose to 

go to the courts to protect themselves fiom unwanted interventions or interference 

by the fathers of their cbildren. While they hoped this might fiord them some 

sense of security, other mdies bave shown that women are often still pursued by 

former partners, especiaily those who were violent (Brome and Bassuk 1993). 

Several women expressed ambivalent feelings toward their ex-partner, either 



because t h y  still hoped for a recouciliation and the fulfilhnent of the dream of a 

"complete family" or because they wanted to know that there would be financial 

assistance for the care of the child. The women who gew up in families where 

there was violence between parents or toward themselves felt strongly that they 

would rather manage as a single parent than tepeat a comparatiie situation with 

their own chddren 

Pearl's and Karen's stories both reveal that an initial episode of violence 

can ofien be precipitated by pregnancy, as has been well documented by previous 

research (Statistics Cauada 1993 cited in Shades of Grey Report 1999). Although 

both women tiad been in violent relationships before, neither had suffered 

physical abuse from their child's father until becoming pregnant, Both women left 

the relationship immediately specifically in order to protect their pregnancy but 

both did go back again to the relationship; Pearl because she wanted a "whole*~ 

family and Karen because sk knew she codd not support the chiIdren on kr own 

- only to leave once again following m e r  violence. This upholds the findings of 

previous research that shows that women may retum to an abusive relationship, 

even several times, before bey ultimately leave and enter the shelter system 

(Montgomey 1994; Burke 1996). Although it cannot be addressed by the ditta 

collected, previous research bas shown that women unforhtnately are sometimes 

forced to retum to former relationships fiom a perd of hornelessness, k a u s e  

they have not been able to find other housing or becorne ~ c i a l l y  stable, 

especidly in ment years due to government cutbacks to socid housing and 

weifare benefits (Milier and DuMont 200 1). 



Claire and Ruth experienced another type of violence, one 1 did not 

initially uncover in my literature search, but have come to feel may be the 

experience of many of the women in the shelter system in Canada at this historical 

point in time. That is the political violence that some women are escaping when 

they come to Canada with their children, or in the case of Ruth and Claire (and 

the wornan's whose interview was not included), when pregnant. Claire had 

experienced a type of violence that led to a sudden and traumatic move including 

separation fiom and uncertainty about the safety of family members and the shock 

of a sudden "fer of cultures", as Leila called i t  Daly (1996) notes the 

"extraordinary difficulties [they face] in adjusting to new customs, climates and 

languages" after such traumatic experiences (pg 143). Claire said that although 

she felt relatively safe once she arrived at the parent resource centre, the trauma 

that she had escaped from was compounded by the process of becoming homeless 

once in Canada and sunriving some really awful shelter situations. Novac et.al. 

(1999) state that while most refugees and new immigrants settle without 

difficuity, shelter populations reflect "waves" of immigrants d o s e  sponsor 

relationships or families have broken dowu, or who simply do not have the 

economic resources for self sufficiency. Claire spoke about the desperate feeling 

of having absolutely nothhg - money or belongings - and king on the verge of 

having a child. Because they al1 spoke English, the women in this study were at 

an advantage in terms of adjusting to a new culture and leaming to estabiish 

themselves. According to some participants, many women who did not speak 

English were aiso staying at the parent resource centre. These women must have 



found their situation even more isolating and difficult. No literature was found 

that addressed the experiences of refugee, homeless women who were pregnant 

Beyond violence, many of the participants had come from p s t  and ment 

periods of unstable housing. Supporting previous research (Watson and 

Austerbeny 1986; Daly 1996; Glasser 1994; Golden etal. 1999; Golden 1992; 

Novac etal 1996) the wornen in this study spoke of utilizing support networks for 

housing until these resources were exhausted. They shared accommodation with 

friends and relatives sleeping, in some cases, in overcrowded apartments. Claire 

was sleeping on the floor in a hallway when she was eight months pregnant! As 

well, two women had tried shsring accon~modation but the situations broke down 

due to disputes with landlords. Two of the participants had had childhoods of 

continual moves and three had had various, changing caregivers as children. Long 

patterns of unstable housing accompanied sometimes by violence led some of the 

women, like Claire and Karen, to feel their whole lives had consisted of struggie 

and hardship. They looked to their relationships with men for stability and love, 

but Claire's husband was temporarily fêr away and potentially in danger, and 

Karen had suffered a series of abusive relationships. Karen had also turned to 

substance abuse during difiernt periods in the pst, and the literature suggests 

that substance abuse among bomeless youth can often be a way of wping with the 

realities of life on the sireets or in shelters and with histories of violence - a type 

of "self-medication" @ail 1W0 cited in Novac etal. 1996:22). Claire tumed to 

religion for stability and guidance as a young teen and found that there was 

support in the church community. She hoped to make such a co~ect ion here in 



Cana& as well. The large numbers of shelters and outreach programs for the 

homeless that are nin by religious organizations leads me to wonder how many 

women in desperate circumstances are helped to tum to religion for support. 1 did 

not find literaîure to illuminate this issue although 1 did have conversations with 

service providers during the participant observation phase that suggested that 

many young women found the tules and expectations of the shelters nin by 

religious orders to be too strenuous to live under. 

Many studies emphasize the role that poverty plays in precipitating 

homelessness, @aly 1996, Ambrosio et.al. 1992; Hausman and Hammen 1993) 

and this was upheld by the stories of the participants 1 interviewed They spoke 

about their lack of money in terms of the difficulty in finding an affordable 

apartment, in buying diapers and baby items and (for sorne) in their hop  that the 

father would assist with child care costs. Interestingly, the education levels of the 

women interviewed varied drarnatically. Three wornen had not finished high 

school- one planned to finish once her baby was born; one had a graduate degree; 

two had a trade; one had a certificate for wotk, and two had begun university 

studies before becoming pregnant. Although not enough &îa were collected on 

the subject to respond to Andrea Dworkin's (1983) critique that 'Wess women 

are taught to value theu mincis and their abilities to think, they will see their only 

value in society as reproducing", for most of the wornen in the study, in particular 

the first-the mothers, the value they themselves placed on having a baby, 

becoming a mother, was greater tban that of their education or their work, at lest 

at the time of the in te~ew.  It (having a baby) gave them a sense of self-worth, 



which is congruent witb McMahon's (1992) fmdings about the meaning of 

motherhood for lower and middle class women. McMaiion (1992) fouad that the 

Iowa ciass women in her study experienced the transition to motherhood as a 

settling-àown time, an opportunity to becorne more responsible for the d e  of 

their children. Several women in this study expressed such a transition and were 

spurred to contemplate finishing school programs they had dropped or becoming 

educated in an area in order to find work that provided a living wage for 

themselves and their chikiren. 

W e b b  and Bassuk (1993) have documented the role of h o p  that a child 

cm play in the lives of horneless wornen, a sentiment that was echoed by three 

women in this sîudy, and many others whom 1 met during participant observation 

Women without strong social networks and with little hope for a positive 
future find in childbearing one of their few opportunities to experience 
love aad hope for the future. It is easy to condemn their choice to bar and 
raise children when they have so few resources, but the postponement of 
childbearing until a more stable and prosperous time is only a choice for 
those who can foresee a positive fiiture. Pwr women with economic and 
social forces limiting their prospects, have no real incentive for 
postponement, no real choice. (pg. 356) 

While most of the women in this study m e d  they could foresee a positive 

future, this was sometimes expressed as an exciîing new feeling and it was 

attrïïuted directly to the advent of their pregnancy/ baby. Their present 

circumstances and immediaîe future was l e s  positive. The aext section addresses 

the ways that women felt their expectations for their life, until the present, had not 

been met. In particular, 1 focus on the fragility of the social networks that 

homeless women have and the difficdties of loneliness during pregnancy and 

becoming a parent. 



8.2.2 Altercd Expectations 

Mothering is a leamed task. Giving birth, managing pregnancy - these are 

new experiences that require learning, empathy, story sharing and supportive 

caring. Most of the women intem'ewed had few supports during this important 

and challenging time. Several women had tentative support fiom family members, 

some of the other participant's family were very far away. Only one wornan was 

cornpletely estranged h m  family, but had a few school tnendships whom she 

codd rely on for emotional support. The breakdown of overburdened social 

networks among women who becorne homeless, especially women with children, 

is well docurnented (Novac etal. 1996; Weinreb and Bassuk 1993; Rowe and 

Wolch 1990). Hausman and Harnmen (1993) c lah  that pregnancy "disrupts 

family relations and exhausts supports, driving women out of their homes or 

s h e d  domiciles in search of other sheltei' (pg.363). This was certainly upheld 

by this study in which five of eight women were forced into the shelter system 

when pregnant following strained or overburdened living arrangements which 

sometimes included abuse. On the other had, Hausman and Hammen (1993) state 

that pregnancy can also be a catalyst in helping women get off the Street, a finding 

which is also congruent with the data collected in this study, both during 

in t e~ews  and participant observation. A later section looks in more detail at the 

jomey through homelessness that many homeless women with children travel. 

A M e r  aspect of the breakdown of social networks suggested by 

Hausman and Hammen (1993) relates to ment Literature which has found that 

homeless mothers did not so much lack the ability to establish social networks, 



but instead isoIated themselves in a protective way because even their family 

supports were victimizing (Goodman 199 1 cited in Hausmen and Harnmen1993). 

A "leamed distrust" may be the result of disappointments that stem from 

childhood experiences, as Browne (1993) suggests. 

A lifetime of unsatisfactory, disappointing or harmful experiences bas 
taught many homeless women a cautious suspicion of strangers, 
acquaintances and relatives alike. (cited in Hausman and Hammen 
l993:362) 

While this is not supported entirely by the findings here (women were 

reconnecting with family), it may be a key to the reluctance on the part of participants to 

form connections with other women in the shelters. Many of the women interviewed and 

those 1 met during the participant observation phase stated they felt lonely although they 

were surrounded by others in the crowded conditions of the shelter. Several women were 

mouming the loss of an intimate relationship with a husband or partner. They may have 

also k e n  rnouniing, as Pearl was, the loss of an ideal in which extended family were 

available, a home and husband were supporthg them and relationships were healthy. 

Others, like Karen and Isabella, through years of disappointing relationships, had 

developed a distrust of others that was masked by cautious fiiendliness and allowed for a 

constant stream oftemporary "fnendships". In contrast to research that shows that 

women develop peer networks within the homeless wmunity (Rowe and Wolch 1990), 

most women in this study focused on establishing or a f f i g  their relationships within 

the housed commuaity. This may also have been because they saw their homelessness as 

Social relationships provide "emotional and material resources" (Rowe 

and Wolch 1990) that individuals use to buffer their experience in situations of 



material deprivation (Cassel 1976 cited in Oakley 1992). Tbe #men in this study 

demonstrateci tbat they were actively building new or renewed family networks 

baseci on the opportunity that the birtti of their child brought. Their h o p  was that 

both emotiod and material support would help them through the coming months 

and years. These were often -le relationships and were potentiaiiy subject to 

the same pattenis of disappointment that had led to earlier disconnection, 

especially with regard to formerly abusive family members. Suzanne and Janice, 

for example, acknowledged titis possibility but still felt compelled to try to rebuild 

the relationships hoping that the new stage of life that they were entering would 

provide the opportunity for improved family dynamics. 

The need to tum to family seemed to have several social meanings for 

participants including, for four pamcipants, the urge to becorne part of a greater 

family with an extended history, however fl awed. Another meaning was for 

guidance in a new d e .  Reconnection, especidly with a mother or sister could be 

seen an attempt to establish role models for parenting. As weU, three participants 

stated a desire to have family members in their lives so that their child wodd have 

a sense of the d e n e  of relatives. Harris (1991) in ber book "Sisters of the 

Shadown discusses the possibility that homeless women who have children may 

be trying to re-enter the rnottierdild rehtionship in an effort to complete 

something that was missing h m  their own chiIdhood or to recapture a more 

secure tirne. As well, Musick (1993) claims that among poor adolescent mothers 

an emphasis on "making up for" what they thernselves had suffered was a 

motivating factor in having and keepiag a baby. While there is not enough 



psychological data in this study to make a firm statement, 1 do feel that this may 

have been the case for some of the participants. Most women said they would do 

things very differentiy than their mother did, and in three cases where mothers 

had been abusive, there was a fierceness about their expression of "doing it right" 

within their own parentlchild relationship. 

Although wornen were able to constnict an image of themselves as good 

(future) mothers amidst their hardship, they al1 had to corne to terms, at some point, 

with the situation in which they found themselves, altered as it was fiom ideal 

notions. For Ruth, who had been raisecl happily by a single mother, this was not 

such a challenge. Karen, on the other hanci, who had had several other children and 

had always yeamed for a stable two parent family, still maintained hope that ths 

time it would indeed work. That women were lonely when surrounded by others 

was not really such a surprise. They craved the security of close relationships and 

idealized families and people who had known and cared about thern for some time. 

That idealized security is not necessarily easily replaced by new fiiendships or 

professional counselors. As well, women were entenng a phase in which they were 

labeled "single mothers" or "single w e h  mothers" and, as Janice said, the phrase 

is "enough to make you feel lonely if you don't already". Many of the participants 

were not concerned about such labeling but for a few, it was stigmatizing and 

upsetting. Further the label "homeless" had concrete negative implications in 

several women's interactions wiih medical petsons and Children's Aid Workers. 

However, it was also me, as Peressini etal suggest (1998 cited in Miller and 



DuMont 2001) that the label allowed some ofthese women access to services and 

benefits that otheninse would not have been available. 

Loneliness is not the same as isolation. Previous studies have shown that 

social isolation is often what brings women to a state of homelessness, and that 

sheltered women with childm are ofken desperateiy isolated (i3assuk, Rubin and 

Lauriat 1986 cited in Bassuk 1993; Novac et. al. 1996; Hausman and Hammenn 

1993). Women in this study, however, were not sociaIly isolated prior to becoming 

homeless, and their pregnancy had spurred them to b d d  new relationships with 

estranged family members in order to build supportive networks. These networks 

were, as 1 have stated, fragile in that they had not been tested (Karen was yet to 

meet with her estrangeci grandparents, the meeting was the week afkr our 

interview) and were not wholly supportive (Suzanne could not spend more than 

three days with her mother before her mother became abusive again). But these 

women hoped that heir new baby would bring some peace to those fiayed 

relationships. The three women d o s e  families were overseas were in touch by 

letter and telephone and derived a great sense of connection fiom their distant 

relations even though they could not ix present to help physically. 

I do feel, however, that isolation may be something the participants may 

faee in the future in Iight of mxnt policies in Ontario to house homeless people out 

of Toronto to the suburbs and smunding mal1 cities. The rationale for the policy 

is h t  housing is les costly in smdler communities and more available. WhiIe ths 

is me, the benefits may not outweigh the importance of remaining comected to the 

fiagile social networks tbat these homeless sheltered wornen have established. 



Women who were fortunate enough to fom a strong connection with 

another woman in the shelter, as Leila did, or to have a strong family bond as Ruth 

did, or to develop a trusting relationship with a caseworker or a team of workers as 

Suzanne did, benefited greatly from that support, guidance and mentoring as they 

faced the challenges of new parenthood and of establishing - or reestablishing - 
their own home. For women who did not have such connections, there may be a risk 

of isolation and this could contribute to a retum to an abusive situation or back to a 

shelter through loss of housing as has been suggested by previous research (Novac 

et.al. 1999). Although most of the women interviewed very much wanted to leave 

the shelter and establish their own home, this step would entail the loss of the busy 

environment, the coaching and teaching as well as the practical management (i.e: 

cooking and cleaning) that some women worried they would miss when out on their 

own. During the participant observation phase, 1 met a few women who simply 

"didn't make it" on their own and retunied to the shelters for fUrther assistance in 

getting established. Novac et. al. (1999) discuss the complex needs for ongoing 

support and also for housing that is smctured in a "shared" way, as opposed to 

individual units, for some homeless women who become isolated when on their 

own, including women with children. Although some women whom 1 met 

complained bitterly about the shelters, there was also a reaiization of the important 

part they had played in their move through homelessness. It seemed to be a very 

contradictory relationship as 1 discuss in the next section. 



8.2.3 Contradictory Rtlationsbips Within the 

Shelter and Social Services 

It cannot be easy to be feeling especially vulnerable and very pregnant and to 

enter a community of women and children who are struggling with unknown 

hardships, who come from a variety of cultural backgrounds and are leamhg to 

negotiate the "system" of the shelter and often of health and social services. 

indee4 many women found the shelter experience to be very hard. Although the 

women in this study were gratefui for the shelters and their relative safety, they 

spoke about a number of challenges associated with living in such a community - 

even temporarily. Two women spoke at length about the feelings of anger and 

fear that the shelter experience had lefl them with. Three women stated that a 

shelter is not a place were they wanted to raise their child. And yet, for some 

women there were relationships formed with key people in the shelters that were 

meaningful, or instrumental in helping them move forward through th& 

homelessness and out on their own. Tt seemed that as some women stayed longer 

and became ready to leave the shelter their sense of dissatisfaction grew. They 

wanted more autonomy and responsibility, were tired of living under d e s  and 

regdations and yet still needed help with housing and sometimes with parenting 

problems. For othefs newly in crisis, like Claire, however, having someone take 

care of the basic domestic arrangements and provide a safe and stnicnrred 

envîronment gave her the time she needed to heal and to rest. There was a love- 

hate reiationship with the shelter and the shelter staffthat was descrïbed in detail 

by several participants. These feelings and experiences are congruent with a 



number of d i e s  thaî have documented the difficult aspects of living in a shelter 

with or without children (Leibow 1993; Novac et.al. 1996; Hausman and 

Harnmen 1993). Leibow (1993) discusses the intense probing and questioning that 

women must undergo in order to obtain shelter. Their histories are used in a way 

that problematizes the individuals and leads to an attitude of rehabilitation (Farge 

1988 cited in Nuvac et.al. 1996). A number of shelters have mandatory 

programrning or counseling that women must attend in order to keep their bed. 

For the pregnant women in this study, especially the younger women, questions 

by the Children's Aid Society workers and shelter staff had to be answered 

correctly before they could lave the shelter with their baby. Both Leibow (1993) 

and Farge (1988) acknowiedge that the intention of the shelter workers and the 

agencies is sincerely positive, but that the need to maintain order often takes 

precedence over the needs of individuals. 

The exercise of power within hostels is a fimction of govenunent in this 
broad sense. It is to maintain order ... .The action of the workers' power 
over the residents - the threats, the surveillance, the cepetition of d e s ,  
guiding and cuunseling - al1 must be understaai within the context of the 
institutionai imperative to nui smoothly. (cited in Novac &.al. 1996:40) 

For women escaping both domestic and political violence, the importance 

of establishing a safe environment and then gradually tebuilding social connection 

was documented by Heman (1992). The process is as follows: 

A gradml shift fiom unpredictable danger to reliable safêty, fiom 
dissocialted trauma to acknowledged memory and h m  stigmatized 
isolation to restored social comection. (cited in Novac etal. 1996:39) 

This process cm be seen in the experiences of several participants in this 

study. For exarnple, Claire was at an early stage - grateful for the saféty of the 



shelter but still isolating herself from others and painting in hcr rom. Then there 

was Pearl, who had been in the shelter long enough to work through some of h a  

personal feelings about the abuse she had suffered and her feelings of safety. She 

began to push against the boudaries set by the shelter and to want to move back 

out into her community. 

Several studies have documented the dificult circumstances women face 

in king pregnant or mothenng within the shelter system (Bassuk and Weinreb 

1993; Hausman and Hamrnen 1993;Smith and North 1994; Killion 1995; Baxter 

1988). Certainly, the women 1 inte~ewed discussed many difficult aspects of 

their stay in different shelters. Many of the women were much happier once they 

were living at the parent resource centre and had their own room with programs 

and counseling that met their specific needs. One of the key findings of this study 

is the importance of designated shelters, like the parent resource centre, that assist 

women who are pregnant or have young children. This extends the 

recommendation of the Task Force on Homelessness in Toronto j 1999) which 

recommends separate shelters for abused women. Women with children and 

pregnant women have needs tbat are not always (although ofien) related to 

violence. Not only the women but the childien have specific requirernents that are 

best addressed apart h m  the general shelter system in which men and women 

with a host of physical, mental and emotional concem are living. Some 

homeless, pregnant women are also dealing with those issues, but many are not. 

Four of the participants in this study spoke about very difficult experiences they 

had in the general shelter system before coming to the parent resource center. 



Some of the challenges included the stress of public parenting, of endemic 

conflict within the shelters, fear of the loss of their children, confllsion around 

who to trust and how to negotiate the system. These issues have also been 

documented in previous literature (Hausman and Harnme~ 1993, Bassuk and 

Weinreb 1993; Novac et.al. 1996). 

Homeless youth, however, are sometimes in a different situation as the 

stories of Isabella and Suzanne indicated. If they have been living in a shelter or 

on the Street and it has become a way of life before they becorne pregnant, they 

may resist the notion of moving to a parent resource center. Suzanne, for 

example, had lived in a general mixed sex shelter for two years before becoming 

pregnant. The staff and residents there had becorne her "surrogate family". She 

felt cornfortable, because she had supportive networks there and had become 

accustomeci to the behaviour and circurnstances of many of the residents. Youth 

shelters have achowledged, however, that they are not equipped to care for 

infants or children and have sometimes insisted their residents to move to more 

suitable shelters before seven moaths of pregnancy. Shelters for single adult 

women may eventually do the same. 

In their article on pregnancy and homelessness fiom a social work 

perspective, Hausman and Hamrnen (1993) point out that "emotionally fragile 

mothers are quick to criticize or defend against criticism" @g 360). Shelter 

workers become invoived to mediate and enforce niles and the workers then oRen 

become a scapegoat in the dispute. Not only does this lead to poor relationships 



women and shelter staff, but it can tead to an erosion of confidence on the part of 

the mother in her ability to ded with conflict and to parent effectively. 

Of course, if you're on welfare, everybody in the world bas the right to tell 
you you're not doing it right. How other women raise their children is a 
sacred subject. Strictly taboo for one woman to tell another how to raise 
her kids. Unless one woman is employed by the Board of Education or 
Welfare or the Health Department or Children's Aid and the other is on 
welfare. (O'ConneI1 cited in Baxter 1988:77) 

The surveillance of sfielter workers and the damaging effect that such 

constant monitoring bas on women who are leaniing and exploring a new role that 

is based on individual, as well as çtandarâized, values and noms, was one that 

three women in ths study complained bitterly about. Janice, for example, felt she 

was forced to prevent het child from crying or making any adverse sounds in case 

she was then seen as an unfit mother. Leibow (1993) writes about the "bone-deep 

resentment that many women felt at always having to answer questions, ofien the 

same questions over and over" (pg 137). This was echoed by Karen whose 

Children's Aid worker asked her week after week, "do you know what you need 

to know to be a good mother?". Ttie concept of surveillance is one that is 

borrowed fiom postmodemism, in particular fiom Foucault (Annandaie 1 !N8:36). 

It involves a sense by individuals of close observation by an authoritative body, of 

a "gaze" that is ever present and controlling. This gaze can be conceived of as the 

dominant cultural iblogies thai "police" ow actions by their harsh judgment. 

One can refer to the medicd gaze, or patrimhal gaze that monitors individuals by 

judging the deficiencies of k i r  bodies or îhe subordinate stance of women. It is a 

concept that refers to the subjugation of the larger group by the dominant few. 



The participants in this study will not escape surveiilance by leaving the 

shelter system. Some bave been labeled as "at risic" mothers and will be followed 

by social services for some time, especially if they are receiving social benefits. 

McMahon (1992) States that women who are poor mother in much tess privacy 

than women who are midde class. They tend to live in apartments with others 

very close by, have informal shared childcare arrangements and they may have a 

case worker or a hedth visitor who drops in to monitor their rnothering skills. 

Knowing others are watching or even imagining that others may be watching, 

ûiggen the intemal monitor, the self-policing, that Foucault suggests is what 

allows a society to enforce its values and codes of conduct (Annandale 1998). 

Women who are poor or homeless, those who are struggling to create independent 

lives for themseives or those who will always remain attached to the welfare 

system, have intensified levels of real and intedized surveillance and this can 

lead to a sense of powerlessness and, in some cases, continual feu of intervention 

in their parenting. 

In writing this section 1 have stmggled to fid a way of discussing the 

feelings of anger, even rage, that some women expressed about aspects of their 

shelter experience. These same women spoke at other times of the helpful 

assistance they had received. But in descniing certain events words such as 

"abusive", "discrimination", "intolerance" and "mean" were useci. Some women 

who had cume fiom abusive backgrounds equated these attitudes as king similar 

to emotional or psychologically abusive behaviour. And yet to state that shelters 

are vioIent places seems to overstate the reality. Indeed, some shelters me violent 



and homeless women are at risk for violence when homeless (Daly 1996; B a u k  

1993; Kozol1988; Novac et.al. 1996). However, Novac, Brown and 

Boutbonnaise (1996), in their literature review, state that: 

The dynamics of shelters as institutions are largely criticlzed as 
embodpg systems and social relations of domination and social control. 
While violence and fear are more prevalent in men's shelters, 
domesticating social control appears to be more characteristic of women's 
shelters @g viii). 

The phrase "domesticating social control" seems to fit weIl the description 

of the experiences that jmrûcipants spoke about. On the other han& Nnameka 

(1997) States that this sort of domination is typical of woman-to woman-violence 

that is inherent in heirarchial institutions that are based on patriarchal principles of 

power and control. The shelter and social seMces system can be seen as a 

hierarchical female space that relies on the policies and funding structures set out 

by patriarchaI, capitalist political structures. Although rnany shelters for abused 

women were initiaily grass-mots organizations with strong feminist principles, as 

time has gone on and funding mechanisms have become institutionalized and 

more competitive and shelters mote mainstream, some of the initial philosophy 

has been lost (Novac etal. 1996). Whether it is labeled "violence" or 

"domesticating social control", aspects of women's experience within the shelter 

were very difficult and for some women felt abusive. in this study, those who 

were escaping physical violence did indeed find shelter h m  it, although they 

found often themselves in situations of ongoing tension with other women living 

at the shelter, with shelter staff or with social workers and housing workers. 



Other aspects of the shelter experience for women in the parent resource 

centre, such as the classes on parenting, the support of the public health nurse and 

the physical space they had (a private m m )  helped to balance these negative 

aspects for some women. For example, Jmice, who had ben very uspet at the 

time of the interview about ber feelings of the constant monitoring and judging of 

her behaviour by staff, and their perceiveci lack of help with her housing 

problems, continued to corne back to the shelter even afier she had moved out, for 

ongoing help and socializsition. Although the shelter experience was not an easy 

one for many women, those interviewai expressed a iïrm conviction that it would 

be ody a short time before îhey were on their feet and through the hard times. 

83.4 Starting Over - New Strengths 

The concept for this section was adapeâ fiom an article by Carol 

Montgomery who found in her 1994 study of homeless women bat: 

The pmess of homelessness among the women who were 
struggling to mate meaNngful lives was actually part of a drive 
toward health and selfactualization. These women chose to endure 
a temporary state of disniption, including homelessness, in order to 
break away from something much worse, such as domestic 
violence, or an environment of h g s  and despair (pg 38). 

For more than half of the participanîs in this study the same could 

be said to be bue. Leaving home was an act of courage and hope. By 

conceptualinng homeiess women not solely as victims, but as agents of 

positive change, the tendency to want to pathologize and rehabilitate them, 

exhibited by many sheiters (Farge 1988 cited in Novac eta. 1996) is 

shifled to an effort to assist them Ui their own process of change. To begin 



a new life requires the ability to imagine a new reality and b do so one 

must have some sense of self-esteem (Montgomery 1994). Women who 

have been abused or chronically disadvantaged often have very low self- 

esteem and feel disempowered to act to benefit themselves. They ofien 

have to hit "rock bottom" andior to have an advocate or someone to 

encourage and assist them to act initially (Montgomery 1994). In this 

study very few women had an advocate or a personal friend to encourage 

them, but 1 would argue they had the advent of the pregnancy and a future 

child in their iives to encourage action. Except for two participants, the 

women became homeless as a result of their pregnancy, in a direct effort 

to create a better fuhire for îhernselves and their child Tbis is congruent 

with findings mentioned earlier by (Hausman and Hammen 1993) that 

pregnancy can be both the catalyst to and the prevention for homelessness. 

Montgomery (1994) points to four aspects of personal strength in 

the homeless women she studied and that 1 feel also pertain to the women 

1 intervieweci. The 6rst is a stubborn sense of pride. This was expressed by 

women as independence and a sense of dignity that sometirnes prevented 

them Erom accepting help fiom others but also gave them an ability to "get 

on with things". Pearl, for example, told only one close ûiend that she was 

living at a shelter. She wanted to manage independently through the period 

of homelessness without her community - her church, cultural and work 

communities - knowing. She felt she could keep her head up through the 

pregnancy outside of maniage, if no one knew about the violence and the 



subsequent move to the shelter. As a result she bad very little support. She 

forgeâ ahead and kept working to maintain her sense of dignity and self- 

worth, 

Pride was also expressed by women in this study through fhnk 

discussion of what they had lived through with ihe interviewer and 

perhaps others. Karen spoke about quitting crack cocaine without 

assistance, and about having b e n  through "just about everything" More 

she was even out of her teens. She felt a strong sense of pride in her ability 

to survive years of abuse and foster homes and to stop using dnigs. She 

spoke as well with pride about the Children's Aid Society never taking her 

children - she voluutarily gave them over when she was heavily addicted 

and regained custody once she was "clean". 

A second strength Montgomery (1994) identified is a positive 

orientation. 1 have mentioned earlier that an underlying optimism and 

strongly voiced positive attitude among participants was one of the 

findings that emerged fiom the data Montgomery (1994) States that she 

fond homeless women she interviewed declined to describe themselves 

as vicbms and looked for hope and possibility amidst hardship. 1 had felt 

that the optimism demonstrated by the women 1 inte~ewed was in part 

due to their stage of pregnancy or new mothertiood - that a sense of 

''rdty'' was eclipsed or set aside by the powetful experience of late 

pregnancy and birth. As well, that the message that shelter workers 

promoted among residents was one of remaining positive. However, a 



positive attitude tnay well be a sumival strategy among homeless women, 

in @cular those wbo are moving thruugh hctmeless~less. RI& for 

example, said that knowing the hard times would be over sontetirne soon 

helped her to Iive from day-today and enabled her to feel peacefiù for tbe 

heaith of her baby. Although there is little literature with wiiich to 

compare this fmding, Dai1 (1990) found that some homeless mothers 

"appeared to maintain a surprisingly good overall psychological state, 

perhaps because their children were a stabilizing focus" (cited in Novac 

etel. 1996). Also, Smith and North (1994), who compared single 

homeless women and women with children, found that: 

Homeless mothers with dependant children with hem, compared 
with other homeless women, have greater social vulnerabilities 
(dependant children; lack of employrnent) and fewer personal 
vulnerabilities (substance abuse and other psychiatrie problems) to 
homelessness. (pg 609) 

The third strength Montgomery (1994) identified involves the 

active creation of a moral structure that women used to give direction to 

their lives and their actions. These principles were often in complete 

contrast to those t k y  had k e n  raised with. Isabella, Claire, Janice and 

Suzanne ail spoke cleariy and strongly about wimt they felt was "rightn in 

raising children, being a parent and a friend. Several women stated they 

would do things very differentiy than they had experienced growing up - 
their notion of good parenting or motherhd had k e n  constructed 

through those historical experiences as WU as theU own interactions with 

those around them and the cultural messages bey had been exposed to. 



Beyond the ideal plans for parenting that several women spoke about, 

Karen and Suzanne both told me that it was part of her own moral code 

that they would never inflict violence on their child, even though they had 

been physically violent toward others in the p s t  (which they regretted) 

and had long been victims of violence themselves. 

Montgomery States that she was not able to identifi how a moral 

structure was developed by women, and I must admit that it is beyond the 

scope and findings of this thesis to reach a conclusion about the 

psychological development of the women intervieweci It is possible, 

though, that in living with other women in the shelters, a sense of what 

others were enduring helped some of these women in the development of 

this moral code. Peari, for example, spoke about the intluence that seeing 

other women in distress had on her. It helped her to place her own 

situation in perspective and to make decisions about her future that she felt 

were right for her. While empathy may be one of the guiding principles in 

developing a moral structure, Montgomery (1994) suggests that positive 

role models, religion and rational and logical thking are possible others 

(pg.39). 

The fourth streugth is clarity of focus and determination. 1 have spoken 

about the intense focus of the women 1 interviewecl as tbey prepared for or began 

their relationship with k i r  new child The detemination to move forward and to 

create a new life in which to nurture the chüd was often agamit tremendous odds. 

The deep seated feeling of "dways" wanting to have a child helped to motivate 



them and in many cases "eaabledn them lrylcMahon 1992) to move forward 

against the negative aspects in their lives. For Claire, Leila, Isabella and Ruth this 

meant coming to a new counq in the hopes of a b a r  future. Living in a shelter 

was not an expected part of that journey, but they remained focused and 

determined to make a new life for tbemselves and becorne independent Although 

Leila was still deeply traumatized by the sudden flight from violence in her 

country and the loss of her husband, she was focused on her need for her baby and 

on creating a "peacefui, beautifid place". 

in contemplating undertaking research on the experience of homelessness 

and pregnancy, 1 was not sure whether the challenges and concem of 

homelessness would eclipse those of pregnancy or vice versa During the 

participant observation stage 1 met seved women in early stages of pregnancy or 

with mental health or substance abuse issues whose homelessness or health 

problems very much eclipsed the pregnancy. Most of the women 1 interviewai, 

however, were as a whole in relatively good health, were in the late stages of 

pregnancy or had just given birth and obtained supportive shelter. They were able 

to focus primarily on the pregnancy and buth or the first few weeks of the baby's 

life. While concem about their housing, their financial situation and their need to 

get out of the shelter were underlying and very mi, they spoke more about their 

relationship with their partuer and family, the experience of the birth or the 

pregnancy, and theu hopes for the future. These women were able to take a few 

weeks just at the end of pregnancy or just at the beginning of motherhood to focus 

on that experience. One example was Ruth - she bad a hard time thinking beyond 



the baby's birth, or even outside of the topic at all. Stte spoke about staying quiet 

in her rwm and talking and singing to the baby, just resting and allowing her 

mother to look afkr her (they were in the shelter togethet). Making the effort to 

remain "peacefûi," to attend medical appointments and prenatal classes, to rest 

adequately aad avoid stress for the sake of the baby and the pregnancy were 

things that more than half the participants spoke about. Janice, in prticular, so 

impressed her skeptical mother by her responsible actions during pregnancy, that 

she decided to support her decision to have the baby conaary to her initiai stance. 

This effort required pmonal strength on the part of women who were coping with 

the many tiardships involved with their homelessness. 

Althou& 1 did not uncover other Iiterature to directly support ths finding, 

1 feel it may have been in part due to the relative health of the participants and 

their stability while staying at the patent resource centre. Hausman and Hammen 

(1993) note that there is L'enormous variation among shelters: some are large 

noisy, chaotic and stressttl, ottaers are small quiet orderly and supportive" (pg 

360) and while shelters can be harsh and disruptive, they can also be nurturing 

and have positive effécts. Women in this study (except Pearl) were, at the time of 

the interview, in a supportive type of shelter that attempted to help women fûcus 

on their strengths and maintain a positive attitude. The women 1 met during the 

early participant observation period, and research wnducted among women 

whose situation is more precarious (Bassuk 1993; Hausman and Hammen 1993; 

Novac etal 1996)' indicaie tbat many homeless, ptegnant women tace greater 



hardships, including erosion of self-esteem and disturbed physical and 

psychological health through the shelter or street experience. 

8.2.5 Looking Ahcad With Hope 

As the women in this study began to come to terms with the meaning their 

pregnancy and future child held for them - and this did not seem to occur until 

very late in pregnancy for many of them - they began to develop a sense of 

themselves as mothers, and as responsible for a child. Both Suzanne and Janice 

spoke explicitly about this realization. For Janice it lead to a fierce determination 

to be the best mother she could be, and a strenuously expressed possessiveness 

with regard to ber child. Suzanne expressed a more guarded outlook with regard 

to her responsibility in raising her child, and the meanings of mothertiood for her. 

She "hoped" she could "do it right, make the right choices" for her child and 

stated sbe knew it wouid not always be easy. This upholds the findings of 

Banyard and Graham-Bermann (1995) who 

found a strong sense of determination among homeless mothers living in 
shelters. They placed a high value on their ability to be good mothers, 
provide for their children, and care for others as well as be independent, 
self-reliant and fend for themselves. (cited in Novac etal. 1996:21) 

in discussing their readiness for the child to be born, severai women stated 

they wished the baby would stay inside just a little longer so they could have 

things more settled A few women expressed a profound sadness at having to 

bring their baby "home" fiom hospital to a shelter. Others, like Karen, were ready 

and very eager to have their child Karen stated that she finally realized that no 

mother knows everything ahead of time. Part of the process of mothering, she 

claimed, is deve1oping in the role and learning some things as situations arise. 



Developing the confidence to ailow this process to take place is not aiways easy 

in a shelter. This is especially tnie if, as Janice experienced, one's confidence in 

the ability to mother well has been undermined by the harsh judgement of farnily 

members or by the criticai monitoring of social services workers. This point is 

confirmed by Hausman and Hammen (1993) in their study of Parenting in 

Homeless Families. 

Eventually, mothers may internalize the authotitative criticisms of their 
mothering and anticipate king judged, supporteci or diminished according 
to their children's behaviour. (pg. 360) 

Janice's strong belief that she did know how to mother well, and the 

support of a few key advocates within the shelter, helped her push ahead to obtain 

her own housing and become independent. Despite beginnings that couid lead to 

an eroded sense of the ability to be good mothers, most of the women who 

participated in the interviews seemed to have constnicted images of themselves as 

king able to be very good mothers. As McMahon (1992) suggests, women bring 

together the sociai constructions of motherhood that are relevant to their historical 

time and cuitural background and actively create, through interactions with others 

and in alignrnent with their materiai location, their own sense of what motherhood 

Women . . . are not merely victims. Individual women experience 
motherhood in terms of their own situated but interactive relationship with 
their sociai worlds and the materiai and cultural resources available to 
them. That is, they engage, rather than merely express the circumstances 
of their existence. . . . Motherhood has the paradoxical character of 
appearing as both sociaiiy determineci and personally contingent in 
women's Iives. (pg 29) 



At the time of the interviews, a critical period just before or after giving 

buth, women expressed a sense of great opûmism in their ability to manage as a 

parent, develop stable reiationships and a self-sufficient life. The rosiness of this 

optimism was focused primarily on the more distant fiiture, five or ten years down 

the road There was an achowledgement and a dread expressed for the 

difficulties of the immediate future by many of the women, in which they had to 

find benefits, housing and money for d l  the necessities, establish their 

relationship and routine with an infant and adjust to single parenting. It really was 

daunting for seved women and only seemed possible because they saw others 

moving successfiilly out of the shelter, and imagined that they succeeded on their 

own. 

The ability to maintain a positive view of the more distant future, 

however, was fiieled by the determination of women to move through this period 

of homelessness. Most of the women had a clear sense that these were the hard 

times but that they were temporary. It is likely that they will need al1 of their 

determination to make an independent new life for themselves and it is beyond 

the scope of this study to follow women through that process. Miller and DuMont 

(2001) state that many shelters now fuid it more difficult to help women make a 

new start in life because of cuts to social services and available public housing. 

Many shelters are hding women are forced back into situations they were trying 

to escape fiom. Despite this bleak scenario, the women in this study looked to the 

future with hope - hope that they would move beyond the shelter walls and 

becorne successful in establishing their family independently. Aithough the 



meaning that theù pregnancy and motherhood held for them were as individual 

as the women were, a commonality lay in their hope for the love and new 

begânnings that their children and their new role in Life would brïng. 

8.2.6 Summary 

For most of the women inte~ewed, homelessness was a temporary 

passage to a new, housed, situation. These were wt long-term homeless women, 

although tiuee women had been homeless in the p s t ,  and others may move in and 

out of hornelessness or live in a situation where they are at risk for homelessness 

in the tlture. Most of the participants had backgrounds that were troubled in some 

way, and many had been through tremendous hdship. The move to 

homelessness was, for some women, a positive move out of an unstable situation 

and codd be s e n  as an act of great courage. in generaI they had very fragile 

networks of support on which to base their new family life. 

Pregnancy was a pivotal or transfomative event for many of the women. 

It was their pregnancy that caused al1 but two women to h o m e  horneless. It was 

also the pregnancy that helped many to focus or tefocus their lives and make 

decisions to move forward to more stability or safety. Aithough women found the 

shelter system a haven h m  the streets and a way to connect with needed 

setvices, they also exprienced the difficuîty of living within a hierarciiical 

institution and feeling watched by those with the authority to judge their fitness to 

mother. As well, living in close quarters with many women and children who 

were also in distms, or h m  different backgrounds, was difficult for many of the 

participants. Most women had been througb several shelters before arriving at the 



parent tesource center and their experîences reinforce the need for pregnant 

women or women with childreu to have a shelter apart from the main hostel 

system. 

The particular point at which I interviewed women, just befm or just after 

giving bYth, seemed to represent a 'whdow" of optimim and of opportunity. 

Beginning a sigmficantly new part of their lives, these women felt that they could 

in some ways reinvent îhemselves. Although they were in extremely difficult 

circumstances, a feeling that ''thhgs wodd work out" and that they were able and 

witling to work hard on the relationships in their lives and at their work was 

paramount. These women were al1 looking for a "better" future. Whether that 

meant a future without violence and poverty or living in a new country, they 

believed that they had a c h c e  at creating such a future at this transfomative tife 

passage. The pregnancy, the expected chiid, allowed them the opportunity and 

gave them the responsibility to act on their dreams for a better future. 

8.3 Challenges and Limitations of  the Work 

It has been chailenging to write this last chapter. Again and again 1 had to 

remind myself to retuni to the data and write specifically about what the 

participants M y  said. It was t e m p g  to go off on a tangent about political 

implications or ahut  ways to "heIp7' these women, but that is not the focus of this 

thesis. I set out to hear what women had to say about their experiences of 

pregnancy during a period of homelessness and to frame their stories in a fminist 



consûuctionist theoretical h e w o r k  As 1 again reviewed what women had said, 

it was clear that the stories of the hardships they experienced while becoming 

homeless and while in the shelter system were topics they very much wanted to 

discuss. With some encouragement women were able to articulate some of the 

ways that they had developed personal strengths through their experiences. The 

other main topic that arose during interviews were the feeiings women had about 

pregnancy, about their child and it's father, their supports and their plans for the 

future. 

The initial observation period of the research in which 1 met a number of 

pregnant homeless women who were quite willing to talk i n f o d l y  about their 

situation led me to believe that 1 wouid not have difficuity recruiting i n t e ~ e w  

participants. 1 was very wrong. in fact, it took over a year to recruit nine women - 
and seven of them were inte~ewed within a two moath period. 1 felt that posting 

flyers at various shelters would be the best way to remit such women because by 

that method, the women wbo had chosen to participate had pfesurnably done so 

freely and 1 wouid seek to gather a random sample. In fact, 1 only obtained one 

participant that way. It was through a key contact, a person whom the women 

tnisted, that 1 was able to recruit the rernaining women. The contact was a public 

heaith nurse holding group information classes at the parent resource centre, and 

herself a tesearcher. She was able to present the study (and promote the 

honoucarium) within the group. She aiso spoke to individuals. Once 1 bad done a 

few interviews, 1 obtained several more through a snowball effect. 



1 was unable to conduct follow up interviews or participant reviews of the 

data, however, as many of the women had moved on and their whereabouts were 

protected by shelter staff. 1 evenîually gave participants rny card at the initial 

interview and asked them to follow-up wiîh me afler their baby was born. 

Although rnost expressed willingness, 1 did aot hear back fiom any of them. The 

highly transient nature of ths group of women is typical of the dificulty often 

faced in conducting research among marginalized people. As well, though, 

women were often in r d l y  difficult circurnstances - and th& situations changed 

rapidly. One woman whom 1 asked the shelter outreach worker to cal1 on my 

behalf had found housing and had had her baby, but the housing was unsuitable 

and she was trying to move again, this time with a newborn. She could not take 

the time for a follow-up interview. Perhaps, for some women, splitting the 

honourarium would have helped ensure a second interview. 

in carrying out the analysis of the interview data, 1 found that two main 

aspects of rny own personal standpoint frequently arose and 1 had to try to set 

them aside as much as possible. L want to acknowledge them here, however, in the 

tradition of qualitative research so that others may be aware of the potential 

influence that this may have on the approach and the nature of the findings. 

1 became a mother rnyself for the fht hme during the research and 

writing of this thesis. 1 think that this helped me connect better with the 

participants as we sometimes shared small stories of the joys and hardships of 

pregnancy. However, during the sQe of analysis, 1 became aware of rny own 

standpoint about new motherhood: my bias to ernphasize the personally 



enhancing or empowering aspects of pregnancy and motherhood over the 

structural inequities women face as a result of the institution of motherhood 

Martha McMahon (1992) who writes about poor and middle-class women's 

experiences of becoming mothers, points out that it is difficult to make a feminist 

analysis of motherhood that does not seem either pro-mother or anti-mother. 

1 find my analysis caught in that tension between androgynous and 
women-cenîred visions within feminism that Ann Snitow (1992) 
describes: the tension between validating women's [ives and an alternative 
ethic of caring on the one hand and the desire to resist the oppressiveness 
of being female in a male dominated society on the other. (pg 263) 

Part of the aim of my research was to focus on the impact of power 

relations wiîhin patriarchal society that structuraily oppresseci women who were 

pregnant and homeless faced. As 1 stated in my introduction, however, 1 aiso 

wanted to consider how women may have been empowered by the process of 

becoming mothers or coming through the tremendous hardships of homelessness. 

My own standpoint emphasizes the woman-centred vision wiîhin feminism and I 

feel it important to try to document wornen's cornplex experiences of mothering 

as acknowledged by Bassin et.aL(1994). 

Refocusing ow vision on maternai experience reveals the sophistication of 
the process of mothering as a complex experience grounded in social, 
psychologicai, and political reaiities. (pg 9) 

A second area in which 1 want to acknowledge my pemnal position is in 

my background as a clinical nurse and a case manager. This tended to influence 

my analysis in a way that reflected my interest in the women's physical and soçial 

needs. Aithough this research is not focused on needs, these women occasionally 

spoke about things they felt would help them and 1 found myself i d e n m g  



others, While 1 did not recniit or interview participants in my nursing role, my 

background oflen was revealed during our conversational interviews and women 

tended to feel cornfortable speaking about h l t h  concem in a way that they may 

not have otherwise. 

Limitations of the study inctude the inability to follow women for second 

interviews or for a review of the finished thesis. It is also important to note that 

the data 1 collected provides only a snapsbot look at the way eight women felt and 

thought about their experiences at one moment in the .  And it was a t h e  in 

which they were in transition. 

This study included primarily women who were staying at a parent 

resource centre (ail but one) and were relatively secure and supported in that 

setting. The study does not include women who were living completely without 

shelter or were in hostels not designed for women and children. As there is only 

one parent resource centre in îhe city with limited bed space, it follows that there 

are many pregnant homeless women who are living in even more precarious 

situations. Their experiences are not represented here. Nor are the experiences of 

women who chose not to carry through with their pregnancies, or who plan not to 

raise their children. 

The sample, although diverse in terms of age and ethnicity and way of 

becoming homeless, does not include the expenence of aboriginal women. 

Statistics show that among homeless women in Canada, aborigrnal women are 

"disproportionally represented" (Novac etai. 19%; Golden etal. 1999). 



Despite these challenges and limitations, this study bas made a 

contribution to the literature on homeless women. In the next section 1 will 

address these contriiutions and look at directions for further research 

8.4 Contributions and Further Directions 

This study has contributed to the research on homeless women by 

examining the complexity that the experience of pregnancy adds to a situation of 

homelessness. The findings reveal the challenges that many women faced 

throughout their lives, and the role that their pregnancy played in eventually 

leading them to express feelings of optimism about moving throiigb 

homelessness. The findings also provide ches to the nature of shelter life and the 

ways in which women constnict images of themselves as good mothers. By 

providing the perspective of homeless pregnant women themselves, this study 

adds a drmension to other literature on the topic that is from a provider 

perspective. 

As well, this study points to plicy and program development in the 

promotion of more parent-resource centres to assist homeless pregnant women 

through their specific circumstances. The need for housing assistance and ongoing 

support as women move into independent housing is also indicated by this study. 

The study also makes a contriiution in pointing to areas for W e r  

research. Future research that is able to follow women longitudinally would be of 

great benefit in coming to a M e r  understanding of the experiences of homeless 

mothers. Research that is able to capture the experiences of women who are 

pregnant and homeless in a variety of settings - on the Street, in precarious 



housing situations, in hostels not meant for pregnant women - as weU as those 

who do not p r o c d  with the pregnancy would be of assistance in gaining a 

broder understanding of the experiences of homeless pregnant women, As well, 

M e r  research that examines the experience of pregnancy arnong refugee 

women and among aboriginal women, both distinct in many ways, would be a 

great contribution 

Although 1 did not ultimately organize my fidings within a framework of 

power relations, 1 feel research that explicitiy examines the power relations of 

homeless women who are pregnant would add a new dimension to both the 

feminist and homeless litetature. Further work in al1 of the above areas would be 

of value in gaining a greater understanding of the experiences of homeless 

pregnant women. 

8.5 Epilogue 

While I was writing the final chapters of this research report, there were 

two media cases that caught my attention as relevant to the experience of the 

participants in my study. As my interest in the topic was initially sparked by a 

newspaper article, I felt it was appropriate to conctude with a comment about 

these two stories. The fim story was a highly publicized coroner's inquest about 

the tragic account of a homeless young woman who was living in a sheiter with 

her newbrn, premanire baby. She bad very much wanted the pregmcy, however 

the child was bom eady and she had no preparations made for their 

accommodation, The child starved to de& through the apparent inexperience and 

negiect of the yomg mother, and under the "gaze" of the Cathoiic Children's Aid 



Society and the sbelter sW. in the four years since the baby's death the CAS and 

CCAS have put guidelines in place thai have promoted closer observation (or 

surveillance) of homeless women, especially young women Many more 

recomrnendations came out of the inquest and there may now be another parent 

resource centre built in the city to assist homeless pregnant young women. 

The second was a radio i n t e ~ e w  with a woman who had been a long time 

substance abuser, a homeless Street youth who was HIV positive and very ill. She 

became pregnant; this was ultimately the catalyst that allowed her to envision a 

future for herself that held something positive. She managed to turn her life 

completely around and give birth to a healthy child. She is now well herself, 

although she remains HIV positive, and is both housed and working. A film 

student made a movie about her experience, which was entered into an awards 

contest at Ryerson University. 

I was smck that both of these experiences, so dramatically opposite, could 

be ones that women in my study might have had. 1 found that the sense of 

anirnated optmism that several of the women in the study expressed was 

contagious and led me to hop  for their success in establishing themselves in a 

new role. On the other han& a few of the women seemed to be in situations that 

were fiaught with potential difficulties and which could ultimately have lead to 

tragic endings. It is my fiutration as a researcher to have no knowledge of how 

thrngs unfolded in their lives &er our brief meetings last fall. 
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Appcndix A 

Interview Guide Questions 

Your General History 
How did you corne to live in ? 
Do you have other children? Where are they now? 
What relationships have been mod important to you in the pst year? 

Your pregnancy 
How has it been for you to be pregnant? 
Can you tell me how you feel when you think about your baby? 
What does this pregnancy mean for you? For your life? 
How are you copinglmanaging at this point? What are your concems? 
What helps you feel good about yourself? 
Who do you turn to for guidance or support? 
What is like iiving here in the shelter while you are pregnant? 
Do you have memones about the way you were parented that affect your 
experience of pregmcy? 

Looking Ahead 
What do you picture when you think about the future? 
What are your dreams and whishes? 
How do you think this pregnancy will affect you five years from now? 



Consent To Particiaate in the Studv 

The Meaning of Pregnancy for Homeless Women 

Principal Investigator: 
Heather Epp, MSc Candidate Telephone Number (4 16) 652-0893 

Thesis SupeMsor: 
Dr. Robin Badgley, Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto, 
Telephone Number (416) 978-3828 

1 have been asked to parhcipate in a study by 
Heather Epp a student at the University of Toronto, in the Public Health Sciences 
~ e ~ a m i i e n i  The study is in +al hiinllment of a Master of Science degree and is mder 
the supervision of Dr. Robin Badgley. 

1 acknowledge that the study bas been explainecl to me and that my questions have been 
answered 1 understand that the purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of 
the ways in which pregnancy is experienced by women during a period of homelessness. 
1 understand that my participation in this study involves a minimum of one in te~ew.  

1 understand tbat al1 information will be kept confidentid and care will be taken to 
protect my identity. 1 am aware that 1 can withdraw fiom the study at any time. I dso 
understand that 1 am under no obligation to the researcher or to the shelter to participate. 1 
am aware that 1 will be paid $15.00 to participate in the study. 

1 consent to participate in the study. 

Participant's Name 

Participant's Signature 

Date 

1 give my permission for the interview to be tape recorded 1 understand the tapes and 
transcriptions will be kept without any identifjing information. 1 understand 1 have the 
right to request that taping be stopped at any tirne during the interview. 

Participant's Signature 



Appendix C 

Letter of introduction for Agency Staff 

My name is Heather Epp and 1 am a Masters student in the Public Health Sciences 
Department at the University of Toronto. 1 am also a registered nurse and work as a 
volunteer on the Wellesley Health Bus, as some of you may how. As part of my 
program 1 am responsible for conducting a research study under the supeMsion of Dr. 
Robin Badgley, a senior researcher at the Centre For Research in Women's Health. 1 am 
interested in studying how women experience pregnancy during a period of 
homelessness. More specifically, 1 am interested in understanding the meaning of a 
pregnancy in the everyday Iives of homeless women who are living in shelters. In order 
to do this 1 wouid like to interview five women (among three shelters), and spend some 
time helping out at the shelter, most especially at meal times or at prenataI ciasses. 

Al1 women who are residents or dropins are eligible to participate in the study if 
they meet the foliowing selection criteria a) the woman sees herself as homeless, b) is in 
their third trimester of pegnancy, c) is over 24 years old, d) is abIe to tell her story, e) is 
fluent in English and f )  she is able to give informed consent. 

1 wouid very much appreciate permission to post a flyer that invites women to 
contact me about participahg in the study. 1 wouid also be grateful for the opportunity to 
do some obsenaion here at the shelter while working as a volunteer for a p e r d  of 
approximately two months. My volunteer experience on the Health Bus gives me some 
background in working with homeless and sheltered adults, but 1 would not be 
volunteering in a nursing capacity during the tirne of the shidy. My capacity as a 
researcher would not be hidden fiom siaffor clients. 1 plan to offer a small remuneration 
for each woman who is interview& 

nank  YOU, 
Heather Epp 
(4 16) 652-0893 



Appendix D 

University of Toronto 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH SERVICES 

PROTOCOL REFERENCE #5075 

September 13, 1999 

D. R Badgiey 
Cenûe for Research in Wornen's Health 
790 Bay Street, Ste. 75 1 
Toronto, ON M5G IN8 

Dear Dr. Badgley: 

Re: Protocol entitled "The Experience of Pregnancy among Homeless, Sheltered Women" - 
by Dr.R Badgley (~u~e&sor)  Ms. H. ~~~s (~ndnit) 

We are writing to advise you that a Review Committee composed of Dr. R. Gallop, Prof. R. 
Glazier, Prof. D. Hulchanski and Prof. B. Poland has granted approval to the above-named 
research study. 

The approved revised consent fonn and poster (Aug. 26,1999) are attached. Subjects should 
receive a copy of their consent fonn. 

Dunng the course of the research, any significant deviations h m  the approved protocol 
(that is, any dcvirtion wbich would lead ta an incmse in risk or a decrease in benefit to 
human subjects) andtor any unanticipateci developments within the research should be 
brought to the attention of the Oflice of Research Services. 

Best wishes for the successful completion of your project. 

- - r ours sincerely, 

L 
Susan Pilon 
Executive Oficer 
Human Subjects Review Committee 

SPlm Enclosures 
Cc: Ms. H. EDD. Dr. H. Skinner. Chair 

Simcœ Hall 27 King's College Cirde Toronto Ontario M5S 1Al Telephone 416/ 9ï8-2î63 Fax 416/ 971-2010 



Appendix E 

Recruitment Poster 

Are you 

ARE YOU PREGNANT? 

interested in being part of a 
research study? It involves just 1 or 2 
intenriews. All information will be kept 
confidential. A $20.00 payment will be 
offered for your time. 

1 am looking for women who are: 

-over 20 years old, 

-in the last half of their 
pregnancy 

1 am a graduate student at  the University 
of Toronto and am doing research that 
looks at the meaningof pregnancy. 1 want 
to know what this particular pregnancy 
means to you and how it fils into your life. 

I f  interested, please cal1 Heather 
536-4973 (evening) 
217-3820 ext 2493 (day) 



PARTICIPANT AGE E 
Janice 

Pearl 35 

Suzanne 

Isa bella 

Ruth 

19 

20 

Baby 2 months 
Old 

1 

Baby 1 month 
old 

9 months 

Eigbt months 

-bas a previous child, not with ber 
-living at shelter for abused women - victim of domestic violence - previously married - famiiy overseas 
- f int  cbild 
-living at parent resource centre 
*me supportive family - fiancé no longer involved 
- arnved in Canada when eigbt 
months pregnant - married but husband back home - weU educated but unprepared to 

- - 

work in Canada - recent refugee 
- husband in hiding back home - no ùelongings or money - religion provides strenhh - medical student 

Eigbt montbs 

Six months 

Seven months - university student 
- mwd by single mother, welcomes 
single status 

- from oveneas, some estrangeü 
family in Canada - bistory of childhood violence - 
- new immigrant - lives in shelter with her mother 

- cbüdhood violence - grew up in foster homes - sixth pregnancy - history of substance abuse - domestic violence - having twins - abandoned by boyfriend 

Bpby 1 week 
old 

r --- -- 

- childhood violence - hed in shelters 2 years - Mme family support - boyfriend recently in jail, stiU 
involved marpjnally 



KBAPiEI 6) 
RUUS AND RE'GUUTIONS 
SURYECLLQNCE 
'm' BEEN HEU 
U C U L  DISCRIMINATION 




